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INTRODUCTION

During the opening years of the 1980s, forty,states and the federal

government had laws which permitted collective bargaining beteen public

employees and their public employers.. Thousands of public school dis-
e

tricts and other governmental jurisdictions'were involved in the labor'

,negotiationsf process; whereas less than two decades ago, there was

almost no collective bargaining in the public sector. All of this did

not come about without a price. Partly due to massive unionization of

public employees, government is less responsive to the needs of the

Oublic, costs in goilbrnMent services have escalated faster than any

other segment of the economy, public employees, their employers and

the public have been polarized, efficiency in government has generally

declined, and government has become less democtrailc, due to the ex-

clusive rights of private onions to negotiate with public bodies.

HoW did all this come about? 'There are many comp1e2( reasons, some

of which are:,

1. Rampant Growth of Gowmiment

At the end of World Wa' 1,1 about one out of each twelve workers

was on a public payroll. By 1980 that figure had increased toan

alarming one ouNf five workers. During,that same period the costs

of-government increased at a rate faster than inflation and the govern-

ment sector was the-fastest growing segment of our ecoribmy. As the

number of public employeesgrew and as astronomical funds were

1
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transferred to government semice, it was only natural that public

employee organizers would soon discover the great potential for

unionizing public employees.

2. Private sector collective bargaining

During the period Of frightening government growth, collective

bargaining in the private sector reached its peak. Strikes and settle-

ments became daily news items in the press and on television. The

nation came to accept that collective bargaining was the normal way

and the riiht way to conduct business. All during that period, public

employees yieyell the "gains" of industrial ilaborers with envy. Rapidly
,\

the popular attitude arose that public employees were,"second clasS

citizens" because they did not have bargaining rights. Consequently,

a vast lobby network'developed to exert political pressure on the

politicians to grant collective bargaining rights to Rublic employees.

The first breakthrough in this lobby effort was the approval of

Executive Order 10988 by President Kennedy. Immediately thereafter

one state after another enacted bargaining laws for_their lo.cal and

state public employees.

3. rerceived kmer pay

There has always been a popular myth that public employees are
1!

treated less well than private employees. Despite a number of studies

that indicate public,employees,are as well off or better off than

private employees (when all relevant factorS are considered, e.g., job

t5gure), the general belief of "second class" citizenship continued.

Because of this perception, there was more support for collective

bargalning.than would have been the case\otherwise.

12



4. 'Union pressure,

As the public employment force was growing, union membership in the

privaie sector was falling: Given this situation it was no wonder that

'some labor unions saW the public Sector as an opportunity to obtain

additional dues-paying. members. Consequently, a number of unions \that

had been historicallrassociated with industry, now turned their atten-

tion to public employees, and with some success increased their member-

ships.

5. Reapportionments

In 1962 and 1964 the U.S. Supreme Court handed down two decisions

which dealt with the "one man, one vote" concept. As a result, begip-

*fling with Michigan, Itte after state was required to reapportion,their

. legislatures. As a result, the political balance swung more to the

population centers which are generally controlled by Democrats, the

'workers" party. Consequently, support shifted during the sixties to

legislation more favorable to labor, making collective bargaining laws

for pUblfc employees more likely.

, .

6. Lecial$ decisions

Beginning in the 950s a number ofIstate and federa court deci-
,

sions were handed down which made It/increasingly clear that public

employees'had the right to join labor Unions and that collective bar-

gaining was not ,prohibited by the Constitution. Once the legal f\ame-
,,,

work for bargaining was established, the union movement had one more

obstacle removed from its path.
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7. Executive Order 10988,

In 1962, President Kennedy signed his famous Executive Order 10988,

which gave collective bargaining rights to federal employees. Beginning

with that act and within fifteen years, most of the states had enacted

collective bargaininMaws for state and local.public employees.

40.

8. The weakoing of local government

There is no doubt that the power of self-government has shifted

relentlessly over the decades from the local community to the state and

federal governments. As'a result, local municipalities and school

districts increasingly lost their powers and became less able and less

willing to reiist the pressures of unions to be recognized.

9. Governmentized.private enterprise

As government grew alrmingly for three decades_after World War II,

increasingly, government took on the enterprises which normally would

have been handled by the private sector. City after city, govern-

mentized transportation, power, trash tollection, ports and docks, and

welfare. As 'government took on more such enterprises, it also took into

its fold employees who believed in the industrial model for labor rela-

.

tions. The more government involved itself in matters of private enter-

-

prise, the less able'it was to resist the granting of bargaining rights

to the employees of these socialized private enterprises.

10. Inflation

Government created inflation and then the employees of the same

government that created inflation demanded to have collective bargain*pg

T.iohtscin order to keep up with inflation, which added to inflation. As

14
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inflation continues to do its insidious harm to all workers, many

public employees seem to believe that the only answer is to demand
,

more. Not only is giving more to public employees not the answer to

inflation, it contributes to inflation. But no matter, union leaders

have never been leaders in understanding what makes a vibrant and

profitable economy.

..

11. Misunderstanding

The author is convinced that collective bargaining in the public

sector (as now construed) is a colossal misunderstanding of the nature

of public service and dtfferences between the private and public

sectors. An exPanded discussion of this theory is discussed in this

book.

.. i
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L dOVERNMENT GROWTH FOUNbATION %

FOR UN1ON

A. Government Pay Grew 149$ Last. Decade
,

According to the Tax Foundation,1 paychecks for the nation's state

and 1ocal government workers have shot up 149 percent in ten years,

despite a Much more modest 30 percent.increase in the number of workers

employed. In October 1980, ihe monthfy state-local payroll totaled

$14.7 billion, compared with $5.9.billion a decade earlier and $2.2

billion 20 years ago.

For the same ten-year period, 1970-1980, the gross national pro-

duct (GNP) grew at 16iner'llgnt, the Tax Index climbed 174 percent,,and

inflation chOked up a 94 percent increase.

In the fall of 1980, 11 million full-time equivalent employees

received paychecks from States or localities, whereas 8.5 million'held

public jobs at those levels in October 1970 and 5.6 million in 1960.

The ratio of public emplhees to the public they serve has iegistered

a 16 percent increase over the decade, from 420 per 10,000 of popula-

tion in 1970 to 488 per 10%000 ten years later.
. ,

...,

California employed the most public sector workers,, 1.1 million -

in 1980, followed by New York, with 946,000. Ten years earlier, their ,

relative,positions were reversed. York had 9354000 state-local
#.-

1
Monthly Tax Features, Tax oundation, Inc., vol. 25, no. 8.,

% September 1981.

' 6'
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wo'rkers then, compared with 892,000 An the GolAen.Gate State._ Vermont

employed the fewest public workers in October 198(025:000), while

,
Alaska held that distinction a decade earlier, with 16,000.

State and local government employment rose by 0.9 percent in 1980,
4

compared to a 1.1 percent increase in U.S. population. This represents

a continuation in the "slowing of state-local employment growth of the

late 1970s,,but it marks.the first time in postwar history tliat state-
.

local employment increases have fallen behind U.S. population.

In comparison, state-local public'employment averaged-2.6 percent

annual growth durfng the 1970s and 4:4 pdrcent during the 1960s.

The charts following demOnstrate these statistics in tabular form.

,
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STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS2

Month of October 1970 and 1980

Employees
a
per

Employeesa October Payroll 10,000 Population

State

Number (000) Percent

Amount
(millions) Percent

Increase

Number Percent

Increase1970 1980 Increase 1970 1980 1970 1980

TOTAL 8,528 11,047 30 $5,906 $14,730 149 420 488 16

% Alabama 136

_1

196''1', 44 70 214 206 394 504 28

Alaska . 16 32 100 16 69 331 , 515 803 56

,Arizona- 77 137 78 ' 56 198 254 435 506 16

Arkansas-4 73 106 45 34 .105 209 380 465 22

California 892 1,108 24 784 1,864 138 447 468 5

Colorado , 107 149 39
.

69 206 199 484 515 6

Connec icut 113 138 22 87 193 122 371 445 20

Delawar 26 31 19 17 39 ..129 472 526 11

Flo 295. 459 56 186 546 195 ' 434 471 9

rgia 198 308 56 105 321 206 432 563 30

Hawaii 38 4§ 29 30 68 127 496 503 1

Idaho

Illinois

32

440

45 41

509 . 16

17-

336

54

745

218
122

455

396 446

6

13

Indiana, 199 248 25 125 295 136 383 451 18

Iowa 122 148 21 76 188 147 432 508 18

Kansas 106 127 . 20 61 146 139 470 536 )4

Kentucky 115 155 35 65 177 172 356 423 19,

Louisiana 160 224 40 88 240 173 438 532 21

Maitte 41 51 24 22 59 168 412 458 11

Maryland ,
161s 231 43 117 319 173 411 547 33

Massachusetts 2287 287 26 162 395 144 401 500 25

Michigan 359 435 21 291 695 139 404 470 16

Minnesota 162 203 25 120 292 143 425 498 17

Mississippi . 94 130
.

37 42 122 190 422 514 22

Missouei 184 229 24 111 261 135 392 465 19

Montana 33 4e 33 20 54 170 479 556 16

Nebraska 74 93 . 26 43 109 153 498 590 18

Nevada 25 40 60 39 57 200 519 501 -3

New Hampshire 27, 41 52
.

.

17 47 176 361 450 25



State and Local Government Employment and Payrolls--Continued

------:"-

State

Employeesa October Payroll

Employeesa Per I

10,000 Populatio4

Number (000) Percent

Increase

Amount
(millions) Pe cent

I crease

Number. Percent
Increase1970 1980 1970 1980 1970 1980

. , .

New Jersey 268 370 38, 200 518 159 374 502 34

New Mexico 49 77 57 29 91 214 486 590 21

New York 935 946 1 754 1,393 85 514 539 5

North Carolina 189 298 58 112 342 205 ,372 508 37

North Dakota 28 33 18 17 43 153 450 503 11

Ohio ' 390 473 21 256 614 140 366 438 20

Oklahoma 107 158 48 59 171 190 420 524 25

Oregon 97 135 39 67 189 182 463 514 11

Pennsylvania 414 475 15 \282 635 125 351 401 14

Rhode Island 36 45 25 25 62 148 379 471 24

South Carolina 103 161 56 53 172 225 396 516 30

South Dakota 32 34 6 18 37 106 483 500 4

Tennessee 162 225 39 85 248 192 414 490 18

Texas 454 695 53 265 826 212 405 488 20

Utah 48 68 42 30 88 193 449 463 3

Vermont 19 25 32 12 28 133 424 482 14

Virginia 184 269 46 115 321 179 396 503 27

Washington 160 204 28 120 314 162 468 495 6

West Virgipia 72 100 39 39 108 377 412 511 24

Wisconsin 183 226 23 135 325 141 414 480 16

Wyoming . 20 30 50 12 40 233 603 644 7

Dist. of Columbia 49 49 b 37 86 132 643 763 19

a
Full-time equivalent employees.

b
Less than .5%.

2
Spurce: Bureau of the Census, U.S. De.:.:Irtment of.Commerce; and Tix Foundation computations.

21
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GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT AND POPULATION3

Fiscal
Year

Federal
Executive

Branch

. .

1947 . 2,082

1948 2,044

1949
1950 1,934

1951 2,456

1952 2,574

.1953 2,532

1954 2,382

1955 2,371

1956 2,372

1957 2,39:1

1958 2,355

1959 2,355

1960 2,371

1961 2,407

1962 2,485

1963 2,490

1964 1,469

1965 2,496

1^966 2,664

1967 2,877

1968 2,951

1969 2,980

1970 2,944

1971 2,883

1972 , 2,823

1973 2,775

1974 2,847

1975 2,848

1976 2,850

1977 2,797

1978' 2,888

1979, 2,864

198Q" 2,902

p.

State and
Local

Governments

Total
U.S.

Population

(in thousands)

3,568 144,698

3,776 147,208

3,906 149,767

4,078 152,271

4,031 154,878

4,134 1570653

4,282 160,184

4,552 163,026

4,728 165,931

5,064 168,903

5,380 171,984

5,630 174,882

5,806 177,830

6,073 180,671

6,295 183,691

6,533 186,538

189,242
191,889

7,683 194,303

8,259 196,560

8,730 198,712

9,141 200;706

9,496 202,677

9,860 204,875

10,257 207,045

10,640 208,842

11,065 210,396

11,463 211,909

12,025 213,450

12,408 215,074

12,601 216,814

12,743
12,942

13,155

3
Budget Of the U.S. Government 1980 and U.S. Commerce Department,

Bureau of the Census.
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B. Public Embloyee Workforce

Grows Relentlessly

In 1940, there were about 35 million government employees in America,

a number which represented about 6.5 percent'Of the civilian labor'force.

By 1950, government employment had climbed to about 5.5 million, or abput

9 percent of the civilian workforce. In 1960, the number of government

employees had reached about 7.8 million, or 11.percent of the workforce.

In 1970, the total,number of government emploles had reached a stag-

gering 12.6 millidy (10 million were state.and localemployees and 2.6

million were'fedeal employees), or 15 percent of the nation's employ-
' ,

ment force. *By1975, the,total number of all government employees was

about 15,million, or 20 percent of the total labor force. Although

there were some signs,of abatement as the nation exited from the 1970s;

..l

,

1980 found government employment at an all-time high in the history of

the nation.

Here's the big picture. In 1940, about one out of every fifteen

workers was on the pubiic payroll. At fhe end of World War II, about

one out of every twelve workers was on the public payroll. At the

opening of the,1980s, about one out of every five workers was on the

public payroll. This one set of figures is probably more important

than any other set of data in helping to explain the plight of the

nation's economy as it entered the 1980s.

, Government Growth Slows
irs

.

ith a sharp decrea in the anks of local government workers

leading the way, the total f bovernment4025 in the United
,

States declined in 1981 for the fP t time since the end of World War

,II, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The number of
:

4 2 3., , a

,
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?

people on'federal, state, and local government payrolls drop6ed by

i

316,000 to a total of about 16 million in the twelve-month pertod

ending Oqober 31, 1981, the Bureau said. Of Oat figure, 246,000 were

/4
in local government, 30,000 in state governMent, and 40,000 in federal

,
,

government. . -

0

For most'of this century public secior employment has risen

steadily taking a large share of the total workfOrce, end during the

Great Society era of the 1960s, government employment was the fastest
,

growing segment of the nation's labor market. Until 1981, the only'

other periods of decline in government emp,loyment recorded by the Bureau
- i

were the recession of 1920-21, the Great Depression years of 1932-,33,
, . 4

and the period between 1944 and 1947.

?

D. AGAR Also Identifies Slowdown
in Govrnment

.
.

The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR)
,

released a report at
i
the end of 1981,/in its Significant Features of

, Fiscal Federalism which details a slowdown in the growth of government.

According to the ACIR between 1942 and 1976 the state and local public

sector was a high growth industry. Since 1976, however, state-local
.

government has become static, if not declining during 1981. In contrast
,

to the earlier thirty-four-year period when state-local 'spending grew

almost three times as fast as the economy, the rate of increased govern-

ment spending slowed significantly.

The following illustration depicts the deTne in "real" state-
,

lockl spending.
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The Decline In "Real" State-Local Spending (4)
(Decline in Local Spending Commencing 1975, State Spending 1977,

Federal Aitt Flows 1979)
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E. Union Decline Follows

Public sector unions seem to have reached their peak membership in

1974, when 51.1 perceq. of the full-time state and local government.work-

forcvbelonged to a union, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. However,

in'1975, the percentage lied dropped to 49.9 percent, and by 1979 the

percentage was down to 47.9 percent. In the private sector the percent-

age of unionized workers peaked in 1953 at 25.5 percent, but by 1978 the

percentage had dropped to 16.2 percent. It would appear that union

popularity wears o# after a period of time.

Beginning in 1962 WO the signing of President Kennedy's Execu-

tfve Order 10988, which granted collective bargaining,to federal

employees, some'forty states adopted collective bargaining laws, all

by 1975 when California adopted its law, but no other states have

adopted a bargaining law since then, eXcept for one in 1978--Tennessee.

The following chart is based upon U.S. Census Bureau5 information

indicating full-time employees belonging to employee unions or asso-

ciations.

Organized Organized
Year Local Emp. State Emp. Total

1972 3,351,227 941,774 4,293,001

53.5% 40.7% . 50.0%

1974 3,755,390 969,741 4,725,131

56.0% 39.3% 51.5%

1975 3,697,267 1,004,961 4,702,228
55.9% 39.6% 49.9%

t .

1976 3,745,328 991,634 4,736,962
54.1% 38.2% 49.8%

1977 3,701,083 1,008,548 4,709,631
51.6% 37.7% 47.8%

5
Annuill Report of the U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980.
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Year

o

Organized
Local Emp.

Organized
State Emp. Total

1978 3,744,762 1,043,481
,k

4,788,243

51.9% 38.1% 48.1%

1979 3,783,317 1,097,929 4,881,246

51.4% 38.7% 47.9%
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II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

The collective bargaining picture in :the public sector in the 19805

is'far different from that of 1920, when a Calvin Coolidge cpuld be

elected after breaking a Police strike; it is far different from the

world of 1937, when President Franklin Delano Roosevelt declared that

-"government employees should recognize that the process of collective

bargaining . . . cannot be transplanted into the public service."

It has been transplanted, as abundantly evidenced by,federal, state,

and local collective bargaining laws and hundreds of strikes by public

employees at all levels of government.

It is only natural that union officials should turn their attention

to public employee unionism, which holds the most lucrative potential of .

all. There are roughly 16,000,000 government employees in this country,

and government today employs About 18 percent of de wOrkforce in the

entire.country. In 1965, it was predicted that "By 1975, state and local

goveimment emOoyment is expected to increase by nearly Awo-thirds, an'd

account for more than 80% of all governmen employment.n1 There.is

potentially a vast reservoir of new ,du s-paying members for unions in

the public sector, which have been faced with a decline in membership,

as'a percentage of the workforCe, in the private sector.

1 Bernard Yabroff, "Trends and Outlook for Employment in Govern-
0 ment," 88 Monthly Labor Review 285 (1965).

16 -
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. A. The Private Sector Rcots

The history of collective bargaining,in the private sector of our

economy may foretell developments in collective bargaining in the

public sector.

The origin of our present labor unions calf be traced to the medieval

guilds. In this country there has been some type of labor unionization

ever since the nation's birth. This is true even in public employment.

As the 1961 Report of the Pres-ident's Task Force on Employee-Management

Relations in the Federal Service noted, "Organizations of craftsmen

have been active in naval installations since the early 1800's."
2

It has been an uphill battle for organized labor, however. At the

beginning of the nineteenth century it was a criminal act to conspire

to raise wages. By the middle of that century, such actions wgre.no

longer considered Crimtnal acts and unions began to grow rapidly.

In 1890, the Sherman Anti-Trust Act was passed by Congress-in an

. attempt to restrict the harmful effects of trusts and similar business

combinations. But the federal courts interpreted the law to cover

unions also.3 AS a result, a host of rulings found unions guilty of

restraint of trade, resulting in injunctions, imprisonment and fines.

Then in 1914, the Clayton Act was passed. It was designed.to excTude

labor unions from the anti-trust law, but the courts continued to view

unions as forms of trusts. It was not until the early 1940s that a-

2Report of the President's Task Force on Employee-Management

Relations in the Federal Service (Washington, D.C.: Government

Printing Office, 1961), p. 2.

3Loewe v. Lawlor, 208 U.S. 274 (1908).
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series of Supreme Court decisions eempted unjons from anti-trust

suits.

Historically, labor and capital, the two most important factors in

production, have often been,engaged inHiiolent conflict. Although such

conflicts appear to have been necessary, there have been attempts over

the years to minimize them. Labor has taken the position that unless

workers were organized, the capitalistic forces of management would

abuse and take advantage of th

Unions have taken various forms over the years. There have been

(and are today) both trade unions based on craft or skill, and indus-

trial unions encompassing many trades, crafts, and skills in one

industrial field. These unions have thed to improve the welfare of

workers through reducing hours of work, raising wages, improving working

conditions and acquiring fringe benefits. They have been primarily con-

cerned with the welfare of the workers, and not with the mena§ement of

industry. This fact is very significant when we Observe the develop-

ment of the concept of collective negotiations among public employees,

especially teachers and other professionals who wish to negotiate not

only working'conditions, but matters of management.

As Morris Slavney, Chairman of the Wisconsin EMployment Relations

Commission, noted, "The duty to bargain should be limited to matters

affecting wages, houh and conOitions of employment.
4

,Labor unions have sought toAmprove their own organizational wel-

fare through the closed shop, maintenance Of membership restriction of

output, the uni9n shop, the agency shop, limitation of apprentices, the

4Morris Slavney, Testinony before the House Committee on Educa-
tion *and Labor, Special Subcommiftee ontabor on H.R. 7684, H.R. 9324,

and FLR. 12632, May 2, 1972.
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union:label, strikes, boycotts, and other forms of work stoppaies and

political activities. Management has responded to such threats by

using strike brgakers, formin6 company unions, acquiring injunctions',

circulating_black Mts, employing lockouts, and consummating yellow-

dog and sweetheart contracts.

Many procedures have been employed tO prevent and settle industrial

conflAetAnfolig such procedures are mediation and conciliation, volun-

tary arbitration, compulsory arbitration, advisory arbitration, fact-

o %

finding, employee representation, profit sharing, and humanielations

councils.

Because sucti procedures have not always created harmonious relations

between labor and managementvarious statet and the United States Con-

gress have found it necessary to enact certain laWs. 1166gthese have '

been the Norrii-LaGuardia Act, the National Industrial Recovery Act,

the National Labor Relations Act (the Wagner Act), the Labor Management

Relations Act (the Taft-Hartley Act) and the Landrum-Griffin Act. The

most significant of-these laws, of course, was the Wagner Act of 1935

which established national labor policy.

However, none of the laws cited ehabli4hed procedures for collec-

tive bargaining in the public sector, although precedents and experiences

from them are now being transferred extensively to the public sector.

The wisdom of doing so, however, was questioned ten years ago by Walter _

C. Kanei'City Administrator,for Lakewood, Colorado: "To simply transfer

an arrangement developed during the 1930's to local government lahpr

relations is to ignore . . . the baiically unique set of relations in
. .

each city-and each state, and to greatly hamstring city management in
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the process.
05 Likewise, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations in its 1969 Report On Labor-Management Policies for 5tate

and Local Government notes on page 112 of that report that it "opposes

any Federal effort to mandate a collective bargaining, meet and confer,

or any other labor-relations system for the employees of state and

local jurisdictions or for any sector thereof.
"6

The National League

of Cities endorsed the ACIR approach.

B. Ctvli Service Concept

The development of the civil service paralleled the growth of

industrial labor unions. The spoils system had long been under fire and

the first step of the'reform process began 1883 with the passage of
,

the Pendleton Act. Federal legislation was later amended to broaden

the areas of civil service in government; many states developed merit

systems, but the patronage system never really disappeared.

The rationale of Civil service is based on the need for competent

s,

employees in government as well as the need to protect them from dis-

charge by politicians intent on distributing favors. To achieve such

c1/4

goals the 1 service system had to free itself from political pres-

sure and c,cntrate on the recruitment, examination, promotion, classi-

fication and wage and salary schedules, and discipline.

5Walter Kane, Testimony before the House Committee on Education

and Labor, Special Subcommittee on Labor on H.R. 7684, H.R. 9324, and

H.R. 12532, April 13, 1972.

6Report on "Labor-Management Policies for Stated and Local Govern-

ment," Advisory Commission bn Intergovernmental Relations (Washington,

D.C.: Government PrintingOffice, September 1969).
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On the whole the civil service merit system worked well; however,

many public employees,found civil service less than satisfactory. They

came to feel that only by organizing would they achieve wage and fringe

.benefits comparable to those in industry. Increasingly, organized

public employees regarded the Civil Service Commission as an arm of

management, rather than an impartial, third party to protect employees.

It is clear that the civil service merit concept and mandated

collective bargaining for public employees as envisioned under federal

law proposed in 1972, ire mutually exclusive. James F. Marshall,

President of the Assembly of Governmental Employees, in 1972, said "It

is the belief of AGE that the legislation pending before this subcom=

mittee does not promote or encourage the therit system concept but would,

in fact, be the most devastating blow to the merit, system ever proposed."7

Jean J: CoutUrier, Executive Director of the National Civil Service

League, in 1971, stated: "Civil service'systems will undergo great

change under collective bargaining. The merit principles and the civil

service 'systems as we know them are going to be nonexistent."8

\ C. Public Sector Before mu II

Prior to World War II, there were no public sector collective

bargaining statutory records to speak of. The righ% of public employees

7James F. Marshall, Testimony before the House Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor, Special Subcommittee,on Labor on H.R. 7684, H.R. 9324,

and H.R. 12532, April 12, 1972.

8
Jean J. CoutUrier, "Proceedings the Secretary of Labor's

Conference on State and Local Government Labor Relations, November 21-

23, 1971," U.S. Department of Labor, Labor Management'Services

Admini strati on , February .1972.
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to form or belong to unions or associations was often recognized, but

publjc authoritieswere under no obligaticin to enter into negotiations

with them or to reach agreements. The strike was universally forbidden

under court decisions and executive declarations. w formal collec-

/15e largaining arrangements existed, such as that with the Tennessee

Valley Authority, and informal arrangements were found in communities

throughout the country, but they applied to only a small minority of

public employees. In fact, the dominant union ip the public sector to-

day, the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees

(AFL-CIO), only had 9,737 meders in 1936.9

D. The Publia4tor Roots

In 1917, the Chicago Board of Education adopted a resolution which

prohibited Chicago teachers from belonging to the Chicago Federation of

.Teachers, but several teachers 'did join the CFT, and they were fired. The

teachers appealed to the courts and the Illinois Supreme Court upheld the

School Board's action, stating that union membership "is inimical to

proper discipline, prejudicial to the efficiency of the teaching force,

and detrimental to the welfare of the public school system."1°

A similar case,arose in Seattle in 1930, with the courts making the

same decision.
11

9W. D. Heisel and J. D. Halligan, "Questions and Answers on Public

Employee Negotiation" (Chicago: Public Personnel Association, 1967),

p. 10.

10People ex rel. Fursman v.(City of Chicago, 116 N.E. 158, 1917.
#

11 Seattle High School Chapter No. 200 of the A.F.T. v. Sharples,

293, Pac 994, 1930.
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This general prohibition against public school teachers belonging

to a labor union was not reversed until 1951 when some teachers employed

by the Norwalk (Connecticut) School Board were fired for going on strike.

Although the state's Supreme Court upheld their dism ssal,
12

the Court

,also ruled that in the absence of enabling legislation:

a. Public school teachers may organize. .

b. A school board is permitted, but is not legally required to

negotiate with a teachers' union.

c. A school board may agree to arbitrate a labor dispute, with

- teachers, if the school board makes the final decision.

tr

d. A school board may not agree to a closed shop.

e. Public schOol teachers may not strike.

In 1932, the Tennessee Valley Authortty was incorporated as an

autonomous government corporation, and beginning in 1935 it conducted a

labor relations program which led to negotiated labor contracts covering

py classifications, selection of personnel, work schedulesi etc., with

4'
cratt union and professional associations of employees. Some experts

viewed the TVA labor relations program so successful that some attempted

to Gse,it as a model for other public sector bargaining laws.

Due to a'rasti of tndustrial strikes during 1933 and 1934, Senator

Wagner wps convinced that the.nation needed a comprehensive labor law.

Consequently, Public Resolution No. 44 was passed, and on June 19, 1934,

President Roosevelt signed it. Since a presidential executive order was"
required t9 put the resolution into.effectl President Roosevelt signed

12Norwalk Teacher0 Association v. Board of Educertion, 83A.2d"..,

482,.1.951.

«ft
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such an order and created the National Labor Relations Board on June 29,

1934. Then on February 21, 1935, Senator Wagner introduced he National
4,

Labor Relations Act. Congress passed the'Act on July 5, 1935 and the

President signed it into law.

Soon after the emergence of the National.Labor'Relations Act, a

number of court decisions and attorney general opinions were handed down

which made union membership and strikes by public employees illegal. For

&ample, a Florida attorney Oneral ttated in 1944:

. . . no organization, regardless of who is affiliated with,

union or non-union, can tell a political sub-division,possessing

the attributes of sovereignty, who it can employ?, how much it

shall pay them, or any other matter or thing relating to its

employees. To even countenance such a proposition would be to

surrender a portion of the sovereignty that is possessed by every

municipal corporation and such a municipality would cease to

exist as an organization controlled by its citizens,.for after all,

- government is no more than the individuals that go to make up the

same and no one can tell the people how to say, through their duly

constituted and elected officials, how tille government should be

run under such authority and powers as pe people themselves give

to a public corporation such as a city.13

And in 1946, a court decision read:

'There is an abundance of authority, too numeeous for citation,

which condemns labor union contracts in the public service. The

th ory of these decisions is that the giving of a preference [to

unioP and their memberi] is against public policy. It,As de-

clared hat such preference, in whatever fam; involve an illegal

delegati n of disciplinaryauthority, or of idgislative power, or

of the di cretion of public officers; that stAch,a contract disables

them from erforming their duty; that it involVes a divided

allegiance; hat it encourages monopoly; that it defeats competi-

tion; that-it is detrimental to the public welfare; that it is

subversive of the public service; and that it impairs the
freedom of the individual to contract for his own services.

,

_ 1 3Florida Attorney General's Opinion, March 21,444; reproduced in

QRhyne, Labor Unions and Municipal Employee Law (Washington, D.C.:

lp.l'Aonal Institute of Municipal Law Offices, 1946), pp. 252-54.

14MUgford v. Mayon and Citi-Council of Bitimore, opinion Nov. 6,

1944, aff'd, 185 Md. 266, 44 A.2d 745 (19461.
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E. The Issue of Sovereignty

The hesitancy to recognize union of government emp oyees seems to

have be%,,b4.sed on the concept that sovereignty and labor unions are

Incompatible tn that unions deprive sovereign government,s of needed

employee loyalty. However, from 1907.when Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes

gave carte blanche support for government sovereignty by stating:

A sovereign is exempt from suit, not because of any formal concep-
tion or obsolpte theory, but on the logical and practical ground

.11 that there can be no legal right as agaiost the authority that

.makes the law on which the right depends.15

until the present, the concept of sovereign immunity has seadily been

eroded to the point that governments and individual government leaders

and employees nw be sued for almost any alleged wrongful act. Further-

more, the widespread presence of collective bargaining, interest arbi7

tration, legal.strikes (V some instances), and grievance arbitration

is a clear indication,that the concept of the "King can do no wrong" is

now almost an ancient myth.

'Some view.the trend in eroding government sovereignty as a false

issue in that the loss of immunity is nothing more than holding govern-

ment accountable for its actions. Many view collective bargaining by

public'employees merely as the willingness of government to delegate

some of its sovereignty. Furthermore, proponents of collective bargain-

ing for public employees maintained,that governments have always bargained

with:private agencies over the purchase, of supplies and services. Why

not bargain with a union over the purchase of personnel services? Also,

these same proponents argued that governments at all levels had

15Kawanana0a v. Polyblank, 205 0:S. 349, 353 (1970).
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established long-standing practices of final and binding arbitration

A , .

of disputes with nongoverninent agents, such as building contractors:
,

Why, then, shoulcrthere not be final and binding arbitration of disputes

with employees over contracts for their services?

L. .,

F. NLRA Never Designed for Public Seaor

Some persons in fa or of public sector,collective bargaining under

federal law maintain t ai the National Labor'Relations Act is indica- ,

tive of a nation's desire to accord collective bargaining rights to

workers, and that the exclusion of public employees from the Act was unin-

tentional. Nothing could be farther from the truth! No better exposi-

tion of this issue exists than that presented by Dr. James Gtoss,

Professor, Cornell School of Industrial and Labor Relations. A paper

by Dr. Gross,was presented at the 27th Annual Conference of the Asso-

ciation of Labor Mediation Agencies (now Association of Labor Relations

Agervies).in Boston, Massachusetts, entitled, "Wliy Public Employers

were Left Out of the National Labor Relations Act." Anyone interested

.110.

in an exciting insight into the events whidh led up to the adoption of

the NLRA, should read this paper.
16

In this paper, Dr. Gross concludes:

It is clear, therefore, that the application of the Wagner Act

to even the private sector was of dub$Ous constitutionality; it

never occurred to anyone concerned with the advancement of the

7 national labor policy of collective bargaining to suggest that
public sector employees be included in the Act's coverage. . Given

16Selected Proceedings of the Twenty-Seventh Annual Conference of
the.Associationtf Labor Mediations Agencies (now Association of Labor
Relations Agencies), July 23-28, 1978, Boston, Massachusetts. Pub-

lished by Labor Relations PressAP.O. Box 579, Fort Washington, PA

19034.
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the fact that the new national labor policy had its roots in the
private sector experience, the regulation of public sector labor
relations had never been an element of the story. Furthermore,

no piece of fediFir labor legislation enacted to date had encom-

passed the RUblic sector. In short, inclusion of public sector
employees in the coverage of the N4tional Labor Relations Act

mts never an issue. . . :17

In 1937, President Franklin D. Roosevelt wrote:

The process of collective bargaining, as usually understood, can-
not be transplanted into the public service. It has its distinct

and unsurmounta6le limitations when applied to public personnel .

management. The very nature and purposes of Government make it
impossible for administrative officials to represent full or to
bind the employer in mutual discussions with Government employed

organizations. The emRloyer is the whole people who speak by

means of Laws enacted by their representatives in Congress.
Accordingly, administrative officials and employees alike are
governed and guided, and in many cases restricted, by laws which
establish policies, procedures or rules in personnel matters.
Particularly, I want to emphasize my conviction that militant
tactics have no place in the functions of any organization of

overnment employees.18

G. 19624 The Real Beginning

loyees of the U.S. Postal 5ervice, under the protection of the

Lloyd-La'Follette Act, have haa the right to loin unions longer than.any

other group of federal employees. Between 1912 (when the Act was passed)

and 1962, there was limi'ted growth in fgderal employee unions. Then on

January 11, 1962, President John F. Kennedy signed his Executive Order
0

0988, which gave all federal empleiyees (except management personnel)

th right t? join or not to join unions bf their choice. E.O. 10988

was placed in 1971 with E.O. 11491, which expanded unionization rights.

1
*dl, p. 92;

S'18
Fr m a letter by Franklin D. Roosevelt written to Luthet C.

Steward, Pt7esident of the National Federation of Federal Employees,

August 16,1937. The letter was reprinted in Charles S. Rhyne's book,

Labor Unionskand Municipal Employee Law (Washington, D.C.: National

Institute of Municipal Law Officers, 1946), pp. 436-37.
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of federal employees. Both orders, however, provided for representation

elections to determine exclusive agents and provided.for the right to

engage in coivfehensive collective bargaining. Kenneks action in

1962 was the real beginning for collective bargaining for all public

employees, because it opened a legitimate dodr for the states to pass

through.

Just prior to the signing of 05. 10988, the special Task Force -

on Employee-Management Relatipns in the Federal Service released its .

report, which read in part: '

Despite the many differences between public and Private employ-
ment, there has been a corresponding and somewhat similar develop-
ment of employee organizations within the Federal Government.
The Task Force studies indicate that some 33% of all Federal
employees, altogether some.762,000 persons, including 482,224 in -

the Post Office Department, belong to employee organizations.
This matches almost kecisely the national proportion of organized
workers in nonagricultural establishments exclusive of Federal
employment, which was 32.4% in 1960. It is a proportion half
again as great as that of the total labor force in which 23.3%

of the workers are organized.
Ttlis is hardly a recent development. Organizations of crafts-

men have been active in Naval installations since the early 1800's

The largest union composed entirely of Federal Government employ-
ees, the National Association of Letter Carriers with some 150,000
members, was organized in the late nineteenth century and was one
of the first affiliates of the American Federation of Labor.
Almost one-half million postal employees belong to unions, most
of which have been maintained for many years, frequently in the

face of pronounced hostility. Postal workets are by no means,

however, the only heavily organized group within the Federal

service. Contrary to the widely held impression, only 41% of
Federal employees are in the classified service, and only part

of Ihese are white-collar workers. A majority of Federal

empIcigets are either postal employees or bluezcollar workers.
Most of the latter work in industrial establishments much like
those in the private economy, and are paid according to rates
prevailing in nearby private industry. gnion membership is

common among these blue-collar workers.19

19
Report of the President's Task Force on Employee-Management

Relations in the Federal Service (Wafihington, D.C.: Government Printing

Office, 1961), pp. 2-3.
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But even before E,0-1D988, in 1955 there were signs that public employees

,

had already taken up union and association membership.in large numbers:

Municipal employee 'organizations were to be found in each

of the 18 cities with a pdpulation'of over 500,000. In all but

ten, or in 95 percent, of the cities with a_population of over
50,000 there were one or more labor organizations for municipal
employees. In 58 pereent of the cities with a population of less

than 50,000, there were one or more labor organizations for

municipal employees, Of the 1347 cities with a population of

over 10,00087k had employees who were mebbers of one or more

of the dominant organizations in the field. That membership was

distributed in this fashion: American Federation of State,

County and Municipal Employees2-affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor, had members in 165 cities. Beyond that, in

60 cities it operated locals composed exclusively of police -

officers. Government and Civic Employees Organizing Committee,
affiliated with the Cdngress of Industrial Organizations, had

members in 99 cities. International Association of Fire Fighters,

an A.F.L. affiliate admitting only firemen, had members in 614

cities. In addition, unaffiliated organizations had members in

346 cities: In no instance do these figures include unions
admitting to membership,both private and public employees.20

Growth in public employee unions was als6 helped by the U.S. Supreme,

Court decisions in 1962 and 1964, whicli,provided for reapportionment.

These two decisions resulted in reorganizations of state legislatures
't

which in turn brought about legislative arrangements more friendly to

unions. In Michigan, for example, in 1965, after reapportionment hid

taken place, the state legistature was cOntrolled by'Democrats for the

first time in twenty years. It was that legislature which passed one of

the nation's first state collective bargaining laws fdr public emploYees

in 1965. While that laW, even today, prohibits strikei by public

employees, it does includvalternative provisions fbr handling nego-

tiations impasses, along with" prohibitions against specific unfair

labor prrtices.

20
City of New lork, Department of.Labor, The Right of Public

Employees to Organize--In Theory and Practice, 1955, p. 2.
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The inceease in collective bargaining laws has been the primary

cause for the growth in public sector unions at the state ahd local levels

of government. .6Y 1970, the National Education, with about 1.5 million

members, and the Abericaft Federation of Teachers, with about .5 million

"embers, were the only two teacher unions. Almost all of the local

teacher "astociations" were affiliated with one of these two large organi-

zations, except at the college level, where the American Association of

University ProfesSors,was Winning most of the representation elections.

In 1971, the NEA joined with the American Federation of State, County,

and Municipal Employees to form a political coalition. This coalition
,

gained strength over the years and gave tephers a chance to be politi-

cally powerful, sp much so that President Carteradmitted that the vote

of public school teachers was decisive in his,.election to the presidency.

The rapid growth of teacher unions was hoosted by the 1961 break:
2c.

through in the form of a mammoth labor contract negotiated by the .

United Federation of Teachers, comering over 45,000 New York City.

teachers. By 1980, fortystatesVatcollective bargaining laws.

Bills to provide mandatory national collective bargaining for all

public employees 14,ve been before the U.S. Congress for year§. And

although the 1976 decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in National League .

of Cities y. Usery was a real setback for union forces, there is every

reason to believe that pro-bargaining forces will continue to se6rch for

ways to obtain a federal law which would mandate collective bargaining

for all public employees.

4 0
4.
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H. Important Dates in the Histary of
Wiective Bargaining in the

Private Sector

Middle Ages - librk guilds set job standards

Industrial Revolution - Capitalists controlled nature of jobs

1769 English Parliament made breaking of industrial machinery a crime

1799 English Parliament outlawed unions.

1778 Journeymen printers of New York City combined to demand an increase

in wages, which they obtained.

1786 The earliest authenticated strike of workers in the United States

in a single,trade occurred whem Philadelphia printers gained a-
._

minimum wage of $6.00 per.week.

1806 Members of the Philadelphia Journeymen Cordwainers were tried for

criminal conspiracy after a strike for higher wages. The charges
.;

were (a) combination to raise wages, and (b) combination to injure

others. The union was found guilty and fined. Bankrupt'as a

result, the union disbanded. This was the first of several unions

to be tried for conspiracy.

1842 In the case of Commonwealth v. Hunt, the MaSsachusetts Court held

that labor unions, as such,.were legal organizations, and that "a

conspiracy must be a combination of two or more persons, by some

concerted action, to accomplish some criminal or unlawful purpose,

or to accomplish some purpose not tn itself criminal or unlawful

by criminal or unlawful means." The,decision also denied that an

attempt to establish a closed shop was unlawful or proof of.an

unlawful aim.

1888 The first Federal labor relations law was enacted. It applied

to railroads and provided for arbitration and presidential boards

of investigation.
C.)
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1895 The Sherman Anti-Trust Act (of 1890) was invoked against Eugen V.

Debs and the American Railway Union. Debs was imprisoned for

violation of a federal injunction.

1913 The United States Department of Labor was established by federal

law.

1914 The Clayton Act was approved, limiting the use of injunctions in

labor disputes And providing ihe picketing and other union activi-

ties shall not be considered unlawful.

933 Section 7(a) of the National Industrial Recovery Act provided

that every NRA code and agreement should guarantee the right of

employees to organize and bargain collectively.

1935 The National Labor Relatiops Act (Wagner Act) established the

first national labor policy of protecting the right of workers
4

to organize and to elect their represehtatives for collective

bargaining.

1947 The Norris-LA 6uardia Act prohibition against issuance of injunc-

tions in labor disputes ivas held inapplicable to the government

as an employer (U.S. v. John L. Lewis).

1947 The'Labor-Management Relations Act (Taft-Hartly Act) was passed

on June 23 over the presjdent's veto.

I. Important Dates in the History of Collective
Bargaining n the Publio Sector

1917 Some Chicago public school teachers.were dismissed by the Chicago
-

School Board because the-teachers had joined a teachers' union in

defiance of a Board resolution against such membership.

A
1930 Some Seattle public school teachers dismissed for union membership.

1935 The National Labor Relations Act (the Wagner Act) was passed.

Although the Act (MI not apply to public employment, it served

4 ,
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as a model for some who wished to have a national bargaining

law for the public sector.
$

1935 The Tennessee Valley Authority, an autonomous federal corporation,

\

adopted an employee relations policy, which provided collective

bargaining rights to TVA employees.

1951 Norwalk, Connecticut, teacher strike, resulted in allowing collec---,,,

tive bargaining by mutual agreement of school board and teachers.

1955 Mayor Robert F. Wagner's Executive Order No. 49, in New York

City, gave bargaining rights to City employees.

1959 Wisconsin passed a municipal bargaining law which granted

but no administrative

-

tive bargaining rights to city empl. ...

rules were developed,.so little bargaining took place.
v,

f
1961 National EdUcation Association adopted its "professional negotia-

tions" resolution which gave the NW'S first endorsement of

collective bargaining.

1962 . 20,000 New York City teachers were on Wike for several days,
;

drawing nationwide attention to public employee causes.

1962 A tabor contract was entered into between the United Federation,

of Teachers and the New York City School Board.

1962 President John F. Kennedy signed Executive Order No. 10988,

..- granting collective bargaining rights to federal employees, and
..,

paving the way for similar state laws.

1966 By this year several states had &dopted bargaining lews for public

employees.

1966 The public transit systems of New York City were closed by a labor

strike.
,

1967 The Office of CollectiTie Bargailling was created in New York City

to govern bargaining by City employees. .

,,f
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1970 Executive Order 10988 was replaced with a more comprehensive

Executive Order 11491.

1950 The first Mass work stoppage was held for the first time in the

195year history of the U.S. Post Office.

1970 A "limited" right to strike was approved in Pennsylvania's

Act 195,-governing collective bargainlng.

1980 Forty states had some form of bargaining legislation.

4 6



III. PRIVATE VS. PUBLIC SECTOR LABOR RELATIONS
,

Collective bargaining as practiced under the various laws applicable

to the private sector, such as ihelational Labor Relations Act, cannot

be applied to public sector employment reltioris withoutterious damage'
4 4 4 I d 1

c

to social and economic fabrjc of the 'entire
ft

nation. These labor relations

laws, ofi limited success in the private sector, Wou d be a diiaster in thw.

public sector.

The fundamental reason that the private industry model for collective

bargaining cannot be thansferred intact to gollernment services is that the

two sectors are not comparable. Whereas the private sector is essentially

a private economic matter between producer and specific consumers, govern-

ment is essentially a public political matter between the govrnment and '

citizens generally. Additionally,.many government services are humane

in nature; whereas, most private enterprise is based upon mutual gain.

This fundamental incomparability of the private and public sectors is the

basis for all of the many specific reasons that industrial labor-mpnage-

ment collective bargaining cannot be transferred successfully to the

public sector.

The .National Labor Relations Act defines a private employer in

broad terms deliberately so that the "rules of agenCY" apply. Thus, the

term "employer" in private industry applies not only to the areas of

management normally understood to be the employer group, but also to

agents-acting on behalf of the employer. Section 2(2) specifies that

the Act ". . .
shall not include the United States or any wholly owned

35
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government corporationfor any Federal Reserve Bank, or any state or

political subdiv;sion thereof,or any corporation or association operating

a hospital, if no part Of the net earnings inures to the benefit of any

IIprivate shareholder or.individual. . . .

This prohibition against applying the NLRA to the public sector was

placed into the law for many reasons, not the least of which is that it

was felt that the federal government had no constitutional right to

insert itself into the labor relations affairs of state and local govern-
.

ments. But beyond that reason, there are many reasons why, then and now,

the NLRA would 6e inappropriate for the public sector.

In contemplating the transfer of the NLRA'to the public sector, or

the establishment of any otAer collective bargaining law in the public
,

sector, the following points need to be considered.

1. Right or wrong, the NLRA) is based on a concept that there should

be an economic balance between company owners and company employees. The

Act itself is propf that the lamnekers felt that collectiwe bargaining

is the way to achieve,this economictalance. The Act is based on an

assumriti.on that both the company owners and the unionized company

Aployees need the cdoperation of each.other in order to,survive. In

the event of labor strife and the employees go on strike or the company

locks the employees out, the Act assumes that the parties will be forced

back together eventualiy, since the employees neeetheir S'alaries from

the company in order to avoid starvation, While the company needs the

employees in order to stay in business and in order not to lose the

inVestments in the cOmpany. Although the author does not accept this

basic premise of the NLRA, the fact is that the Act is built on this

belief. Any imbalance in the economic force between the parties would
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be advantageous for one and disadvantageous for the other. For example,

if striking employees were given their regular salaries by the govern-

ment during the strike, there would be an imbalance in the economic

power of the parties., in that the eMployees would have no incentive to

return to work, thus placing the company at a distinct disadvantage

In the public sector, there is no similar situation for two primary

reasons:

(a) Goveimment cannot go out of business. Government services'are

required by law. These services are required by law beCause

they are viewed as vital to citizens. No matter how many

foolish concessions might be made at the bargaining.table,"the

government agency conducting negotiation's cannot, by law, go

out of business. Whereas, in the private sector, if a company
4

conducts its labor negotiations in an irresponsible manner,

the company 'w1ll cease to exist. In other words, the market .

place is the ultimate curb to wrong deasions in the private

sector. There is no market place for government decisions.

(b) Government srvTtes are geneeally essential and almost always

monopolistic. When a government ageocy is closed down tempo-

rarily by an organized union strike, the citizens have no place

else to turn for government services essential to their needs.

In the prite sector, however, if one company.producing shoes

is closed by a labor strike, the conumer simply buys from

another company. When a government agency is faced with a

shutdownsdue to a strike by its employees, considerable politica(

pressure is generated on the agency by citizens to keep services

/.
operating. The agency therefore is faced with two unacceptable

4
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choices:

- Refuse to concede to union demands and run the 'risk of

not delivering essential services to citizens; or

- Concede to union demands,'thus imposing a burden on

taxpayers not'anticipated and not approved free of duress.

a

The private sector offers more options to the consumer than does the

public sector offer tofthe taxpayer. In private 'sector transactions, the

consumer can make substitutions in his purchases. For exaTple, if grapes

have been driven beyond an acceptable price due to unionization of the

'grape workersopthe consumer can substitute some lesser priced tasty fruit.

However, when government services have been driven to an unacceptable

price by unionization of public employees, the taxpayer has no substitute

to choose. ,The xpayer's only choice is to,petition his government or

seek to reduce talkes generally, which Might not even solve the specific

44 problem which the taxpayer originally faced.

, As a result of the opportunity to make substitute consumer choices

in the pr'ivate sector, there is more pressure on companies and their

employees to keep their pioduct or service compet-tive, which often means

Tesisting costly jabor contracts. Such economic iressure for reasonable

settlement is less present in the.lublic sector, thus creating more

potential.

2. Many government agencies, e.g., school districts, do not have

--the power to set a tax rate in'order to pay for concessions made at the

bargaining table. Consequeatly, many school boards have to face a

serious,dilemma when the funding bo0y, e.g., county board of super-

. visa's, fails to appropriate sufficient funds to underwrite the salaries

and benefits negotiated by the school board. In such a situati n, the
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school board is left with only two choices, both 6nacceptab1e:

(a) Fund the negotiated salaries by transferring money from other

accounts. This is unacceptable because such transfers of such

funds deprive other school departments of justified entitle-

ments.

(b) Renege on the negotiated agreement. This option, too, is less

than acceptable because the organi-zed emploYees are given a

justifiable excuse for turniqg hostile to the school board.

private companies do not face this problem. In almost all cases of

labor negotiations in the private sector, the tentative agreement reached

at the bargaining table is the agreement approved by management.

3. The budget of most government agencies (e.g., school districts)

is attributable large* to personnel costs. How can the public interest

be served equitably when a school board, for example, is required to

negotiate with only one portion of its constituency--its employees--on

matters which cover 80 percent of its budget? Such an arrangement gives

the organized employees of the school district (some of whom may not be

citfzens of the community) more vol e in taxeand budget matters than

other citizens.. There is no simil problem in the private sector

because companies have no obligati to render pub;lic services.

4. When public employees have the right to collective bargaining,

it is on top of a right which private employees do not have--the right

%. to exert political influence on the employer. As far back as 1967, one

expart, Kurt L. Hanslowe, a member of the Cornell University faculty,

I

stated that collective bargaining in the public sector ". . . has the

potential of becoming a neat mutual back-scratching mechapism, whereby

public employee represehtatives aud politicians each reinforce the .

ul
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other's interest and,domain, with the individual public employee and

the individual citizen left to look on, while his employthent conditions

and his tax rate and public policies generally are being decided by

entrenched and mutually supportive government officials and collective

bargaining representatives over whom the public has diminishing control."1

The single most important threat of collective bargaining is that

it distorts economic and political balance of the'nation, by vesting too

much power in the hands of unionized workers and their private unions.

Although only a minority of American workers have joined unions in the

private /sector, it is clear that their unions have achieved political

clout disproportionate to their numbers and size. The danger of dispro-

portionate clout is even greater among unionized pubZjc employees,

because they cannot 6nly influence government as citiz ns, but they can

also influence government to their special inteests at he bargaining

table. In other words, the private sector employee can onl petition

his government, while the public employee can neg'Otiate wit6it. ()Vern-
. J

ment.

5. As far as labor relations is conterned, management in govern-

ment is weaker than its counterpart in private industry. One reason

that management in private industry can surviye unionism is that it

possesses considerable "management initiative," a quality which allows

company than4sPs to run the cOmpany in the best interest of the owners.

Such management initiative is less prevalent in the public sector for

many reasons.

1

The Emerging Law of Labor Relations in Public Employment, Kurt L.
Hanslowe, Cornell University, 1967.
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0) Many government administrat rs and supervisors stand to gain

#

as rank and file employees receive negotiated improvements in

salaries and benefits, since.the salaries and benefits of

managers in tk pub14c sector are often indexed to that of the

labor force. Consequently, government bureaucrats may lack the

needed incentive to resist exhorbitant union demands.

-(b) The presence of conflicting political pressures on top level

managers in government service has a chilling impact on their

initiative to make clear decisions in the best interests of

the agency and the public it serves.

(c) The governing bodies of many government agencies, e.g., school

boards, ehperience a very hight rn6er, creating a shortage

of experienced policy makerS. This\lenp omenon produCes too

frequently persons whS4Iar unable to provide informed leader-

ship for clear managemen cisiOns and persons who are too often

manipulated by the unio,.

(d) Some members of gwieEving bodies of public agencies seem un-

certain as to whetherthey are "bosses" or politicians. On the

one hand, they are expected to manage an organization; while on

the other hand, their decisions are often:influenced by politi-

cal factors not necessarily in the overall best interest of the

agency and the public-at-larg In some cases, a member of a

governing body is actually under the control of the employee

union by virtue of the fact that the union members may have been

the deciding force that put that person into public office,

Such persons truly prostitute their public office by catering

to the special inerests of the agency employees'over the

53
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general interests of the citizens; Unlike the public lector,

boards of directors in the private sector have lietle.confusion

'as to whether thex are bosses or politicians. Consequently,

management of private companies is'mbre decisive thin manage-

Ment of government agencies; resulting in generally more

efficient operations:

4

(e) Whereas owners of private companies generally view their execu-

tives as positive forces in the welfare of the company, such a

productive relationship does .not always exist in the public

sector. It is not uncomoit for,governing bodies and.their execu-

tive forces,in public agencie to have a hostile relationship;

the governing body viewing the administrators as an impedence

to,their will, and the administrator's viewing the members of the

governing Oody as a tt4eat to their job security and an obstacle

to running an.refficient agency'.

(f) Employees 0Private industry generally can beodismissed more

easily than_is the case in government service. Although a dis-%

missed-employee in private eMployment may have some right to

appeal through the grievance prOcedure lin the labor contract,

-

such an employee lacks the many legal job security.protections
4

available in public service. Consequently, government manage-

ment is less able to dicipline employees than is the case in

the private sectr. As a result,, public employees cannoebe

made to perfotm as eificiently as private employees.

(g) Unlike a private company, a government agency has no profit or

los§ incentive. Efficient government operatlon e:sults in no

profit and inefficient government operations results n no loss. ,
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Therefore, the consequences of unwise concessions at the bargain-
1114

ing table are less a concer,7,14;n lovernmnt service than in

private enferprise. f

As a result of the factors liste0 above, as well as,other relevant

,

* .differences, a major overall'difference between Private sector management

and public 'sector administration can best be stated as folloWs:

Whereas private sector managers assume they.can do anything that

they are not specifically prohibited Porn doing, public sector

administrat.ors seem to believe that they can do only those things

4

which they are specifidally authorized to do.

6. Public agencies. generally 4ave less qexibility of operations

than exists in private industry, When faced with problems created by

employee unions, a government agency is unable tq exercise sever-a) options

available to a private company. For example:

(a) A privatelcompany can go out of Ousiness rather than capitulate

to union demands. A government agency must stay in business by

law, no maeter what adtions are taken by the union. As.a

Tesult, a government agency can agree to matters at the bargain-

in6 table which wQuid not be tolerated by a private company.

Nor can a government.agency be sold to escape an objectionable

situation. Nor can a government agency move to escape an

unwoted union.

(b) 'Whereas a priyate company can change its method of production,

or 6ei1 change its product, a"Tivernmeheagency can never

change its product (service) and can only slowly change its

. 'methOd of.production (operation): Surrounded by laws,

- ordinances:',' regulatfons, 'Ilci Polltical for/ce's,'a,public agency
,

,

. 0 .

4
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is often slow to make needed adjustments to problems created

by restrictive labor contracts.

7. The right to petition their government is a sacred right of U.S.

citizens, protected by their Federal Constitution. This implies that

all citizens should have an equitable right to influence their govern-

ment's actions. It is understandable that some employees might want to

establish their salaries, benefits, and working conditions through a

process of collective bargaining by an exclusive representative. It is

also understandable that all employees, both public and private, have a

right to'look out for their own welfare. However, they do not have a

legally protected right to bind their-employers on matters which deprive'

management of its right to manage and produce its goods and services as

it sees fit.. This caveat is.even more applicable to the public sector.

If government is to be responsive to all citizens, it must retain its

policy-making and law-making powers, especially in areas invOlving

service to citizens. If public employees want to bind themselves con-

tractually on matters atfectingtheir own'exclusive welfare (i.e.,

compensation and benefits), that's their busine* But public employees

,should have no right to negotiate labor contracts which interfere with

,government's obligation to serve all citizens in an equitable and

economically efficient manner.

A Private company, unlike a'government agency, has a private obliga-

tion to serve only its customers. At any point that the.custtimers are

dissatisfied, they can go elsewhere. However., a government agency has a

'public obligation to serve all citizens. Therefore, the scope of bargain-
.

ing in a public labor contract must be more narrow than that in the

private sector. This need for a narrow scope of bargaining and the

56
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organized union's ekpectation of a broad.scope of bargaining inevitably

leads to strife between public emOloyees and'publip eMPloyers, a.situa-

tion harmful to society as a whole,

ik. A Special Word AbOut Strikes

_Each of the above reasons demonstrates fundamental differences

between pplic and private bargaining, and each 4tem above-contributes

support to a prohibition' against strfkes y:public employees.. Public

employee strikes,should be prohibited on o e or both of the following

grounds:

(a) The essentiality of, many government serVices to the health,

safety, and welfare of th'e community; and

(b) The belief that the strike is principally an economic weapon

inappropriate to public employment.

Strikes by public employees cannof be construed asisimilar in anY-

way to strikes in private industry, in that unigOe and vital services are'

involved, which are provided by a governmental unit which in many cases

operates under monopoly or near-monopoly conditions. These services

cannot be purchased by citizens except through these government agencies.

Strikes by public employees are, in fact, strikes'against the entire

community,,and unless the government fs willing to` estOlish competing

agencies to proyidetalternative sources for these:Seevices, stoppages in /

these vital'affd uni4ue services simply cannot be tolerated. Vndei. present.,

:circumstances', hoWever, ,public.employei.s:become:the easYtargets for-
.

unreasonable union demAnds.
f .

Strikes do not serve the same economit purposes in'thp puh'icSeCtor *

that they serve in private Andustry. Strikes by ptiblic eMployees'
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demonstrate no fair relationship between economic gains for the strikers

and the damage their monopoly status enables them to inflict on their

fellow citizens. In the case of public employees, the strike threat is

a political, not an economic,weapon, and its use grants unfair power to

a small.group over the larger public group. If all people can be made to

suffer through the willful display of monopoly power possessed by a few

organized'employees, it becomes the obligation of the gdvernment to pro-

vide effectiie machinery for protecting the public interest.

The air controllers' strike in 1981 was the epitome of raw power

through the withdrawal of essential and monopolistic services to the

public. In that strike, a small maverick union caused NO-thirds of the

nation's air controllers to go on strike. The resulting harm to innocent

citizens was so severe that the lodging of criffirilal charges against each

controller personally would have been justified. In that strike we saw

an example of.just how far-a small group of public employees will go to

improve their own selfish' welfare. Althofigh-the union's press releases

indicated that the strike was pulled on behalf of the public's best

. interests,
2
the real 4sues were:

-

(a) The controllers wanted considerably more-money for considerably

less work; and

(b) The union leadership wanted to prove its power.

.:This One obscene'strike did more to teach citizens about the dangers

of

/

pliblio'employees str,ikes than could have been done by any other means.

As the PraetOrian guards wek trusted to guard Rome, but ended up sacking

'2The union-claimed that the strike was initiated,because the skies
'were utisafe fo'r the:public, due to the fact thAt the'FAA compters were
nolt modern enough and that air controllers were subj:oct to error,due to.

overwork. ,'
..
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that city, so did the air controllers violate a sacred compact with/
f

the people who put them into public office by attempting to exploit

their essential positions.

In 1970, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that federal employees do not

have the right to strike. The high codi-t affirmed a lower court judgment

that upheld the constitutionality of a federal law prohibiting strikes.
,

by public employees. This particular decision dealt with a case brought

4

by the United Federation of Postal Clerks and it settled an issue that

had long been debated. Some observers believe that this ruling could

. be extended to cover all state and municipal employees including teachers.

Although many states have public employee anti-str4e laws, some have

been challenged in the courts as violation of the cOnstitutflonal free

speech guarantee of the First Amendment. The high court has also

affirmed a lower court ruling upholding the constitutionality of a New

York law requiring a no-strike pledge from any union that represents

state employees.

B. In Sununary

This section has discussed many relevant factors which must be

considered in transferring the NLRA to the public sector or in establ-

lishing any collective bargaining law in the public sector. The many

reasons why the industrjal model for bargaining should not be used in

government service can be summarized as follows: vf

1. The strike is unlawful for public employees for good and valid

reasons. More effective means for enforcing these Taws are required.

A

5 (3
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Even in the priv e sector there is no absolute and universal i:ight to

strike, since the natiOn has witnessed court injunctions 'against

strikes by coal miners and railroad workers.

2. The legal framework for indUstrial collective bargaining

developed in response to economic and social needs which are totally

different from those that exist in the public sector today.

A. Government decision making is highly diffused and involves a

mixture of administrative and legislative functions. This miiture per-

mits the opportunity for misunderstandings and increases the political

power, of unionized employees at the expense of the public interest.

4. Collective bargaining helps remove from the public the influ-

ence and control of the cost and determination of governmental services.

The democratic process requires greater public participation,AW,

less.

5. Governmental agencieS usually have monopoly control over the

delivery of essential services which helps invalidate the working

of countervailing economiC pressures. This transforms the pubric

collective bargaining process into one of political pressures between
-

unequals.

All of these reasons demonstrate the differences between public

and private sector collective bargaining. These fundamental dif-
.

ferences suggest that a totally new mechanism is required, not the

transplantation of the industrial model. Besides, the NLRA could not

be transferred successfully to the public sector. The National Labor

It
Relations Board and the federal_courts have handed down countless
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interpretations and precedents which were based on the uniqueness of the

private sector. Almost none of these decisions could be applied
,

reasonably to the public sector scene.
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IV. THE UNION ENTERS

Almost all nonmanagement federal employees have the right under

Federal Executive Order to engage in collective bargaining, and most of

the states have laws which provide collective bargaining rights to local

and state public employees. Even in the few states which do not have

bargaining laws, public employees have a constitutional right to join a

labor organization, even though there is no legal right to require the

employer to engage in collective bargaining. And in the private sector,

almost all nonmanagement workers have a legal right to require that the

employer engage in collective bargaining, under certain-conditions.

Therefore, it is not surprising when the union knocks a.t your door, if

you are a manager or employer.

A. Teachers and Other Government Employees
Have a Constitutional Right to

Join Unions

Under the constitutional right to freedom of association, a number o'f

court decisions have permanently settled the issue of whether or not

public employees have a right to join a labor union. In 1968, a federal

court of appeals invalidated the dismissal of some public school teacher's

who' were fired for joining a union.1 Even ibf a union has a reputation

for,engaging in illegal strikes, a public employee may still join the

1
McLaughlin v. Tilendis, 398 F.2d 2.87, (

'G

h Cir. 1968); American

Federation of StAt unty and Municipal Emp oyees v. Woodward, 406

F.2d 137,(8th cmir 196 ).

50
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union.
2 However,,there is no constitutional requirement that a school

district or other governmental jurisdiction recognize a labor union

for purposes of collective bargaining. The public emplOyees' right

to collective bargaining results from state laws (or local ordinance in

some cases), or from a U.S. presidential order, in the case of federal

employees. Where no collective bargaining law exists, the right to

collective bargaining is left to the discretion of the public employer,

except in the case of the State of Virginia. where the Virginia Supreme

Court outlawed collective bargaining which was taking place in a public

school district. It is generally assumed by those familiar with the

Virginia situation that the Court's decision would preclude all public

sector collective bargaining as long as there was no enabling legisla-

tion.

B. Public Employees Cannot be Required
to Join a Union

There is no constitutional or legal requirement that forces any

public employee to join a labor union. There are, however, a number of

state bargaining laws which allow the public employer (e.g., a school

board) to enter into an agreement with an exclusive representative of

its employees which requires that employees pay a service fee to the

union or be dismissed from employment. In 1977, the U.S. Supreme Court

supported this concept and also ruled that individual public employees

.-

2
Po1 ice,Officers Guild, National Association of Police Officers

v. Washington, 369 F. Supp) 543, 552 (D.D.C. 1973).
1
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could seek an injunction against union support of,causes which the

individual public employee objected to.3
#

C. There is No Constitution& Right to Automatic
Dues Deduction

Membership dues are the life biood of a union. Consequently,

automatic dues deduction from the member's paycheck.is of utmost

impo tance to the union. However, the only way that such a "dues check-

off" can be obtained b4, the union is by apAropriate provision in the

stat 's bargaining law or by acquiescence of the pbblic employer &t

th bargaining table. Otherwise, no public eMployee can have hil,uni

dues automatically deducted from his paycheck by his employer and

remitted to the union. In 1976, the U.S. Supreme Court supported this

concept by stating that the firefighters union had no constitutional

right which required that the public employer (the City of Charlotte,

North Carolina) deduct union dues from the paychecks of those fire-

fighters who were members of the union.4

The purpose of this section is to provide information regarding:

(1) why public employees join unions, (2) how unions organize publiC

employees, (3) the telltale signs of unionization; (4) why unions
4

should be resisted, and (5) what employers can and c'annot do in dealing

with unions. By providing-this information, public employers should be

better equipped to prevent unionization, or to get started right with

the union, should one be organized.

3
Ab od v. Detroit Board of Education, U.S. 431 (1977) 209.

4
City of Charlotte v. Firefighters, local 660, 426, U.S. 283

(1976).



1. \VVhy do employees join unions?

\Several million public employees belong to labor unions and support

the collective bargaining process. Why do these employees contribute a

portion of their hard-earned salary to labor unions, and why do many of

hem give a portion of their precious spare time to uninactivities?

There- is no one reason why employees join unions; there are many reasons.

There are, "however, three common overriding reasons why employees join

'unions. Those threeleasons are:

(a) Many employees have a perception that unionization is better

than nonunionization.

(b) Many employees are influenced by peer pressure and custom to

. .

join a union.

(c) Many employees are influencec(by tljp pressures organized by

'the union itself.

Each of these overriding reasons for union membership will be discussed,

and then other secondary reasons will be examined.

Perception. Many workers in both the private and public sectors,

believe that unionized workers generally earn highv wages than non-

unionized workers and that unionized workers in specific industries

earn higher wages than nonunionizgd workers in comparable industries.

AlthOugh there is some evidence that these beliefs are true, there are

%,

-so many exceptions hat employees (and employers) should be cautious

in applying this gene l truth to all situations. Even where

unionized workers earn higher wages than nonunionized workers, it

should be rkognized that the higher salary is at the direct expense

of other workeys not unionized, the consumer, and the taxpayli. In

other wor'ds, another person pays for the Anflated wages paid to union
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members, wherever their salaries are higher than the market would

support in the absence of unionization. You see, unions do not produce

anything. As a matter of fact, most unions resist meawres to improve

productivity. The only way that unions have to provide higher wages
IP.

to their members is to use their collective polier of intimidation to

divert money from other sources. Again, unions do not produce anything;

they can only force the redistribution of earned wealth freone person

to another.

In the private sector, the high wages of auto workers is provided

by paying nonunionized employees a lower than average wage and by

charging the cdnsumer a higher price than is supportable by a free market

In the public sector, any excessive wages granted as the' result of union

pressure are paid for by the taxpayer, most of whom are workers just

like the public employee. Although large industries, like the American

,.

automobile industry, and governments, like New Yo.. rk City, may be able to

... .

get by in the short run by stealing from one' group to give to another,

in the long run such a practice spells doom not only for Chrysler and

New York City, but for society as a whole, which includes all workers,

whether they are unionized or not. Although the $30,000 a year assembly

line worker for Chrysler and the $30,000 a year garbage collector in

New York City may enjoy a temporary unearned high standard of living due

to the intimidation power of their union, what good are such benefits
,

if their work is terminated due to bankruptcy of the employer? Or, if

not terminated, how far do these wages go in a society that steals 10

percent of everybody's wages each year through a government-sponsored

tax collection Lystem called inflation?

6 6 f
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As interesting as all of this may be, however, the fact that

people are generally motivated by strong innate drives of self-interest.

And, as long as public workers believe that unionizatiowis better fo'r

them'than nonunionization, they will continue:-sto turn to the union in an
4

attempt to improve their collective and individual interests.

Union pressure. In order to sign up members, the union will promise

much. It will promise job, security, dignity in the work place, higher

salaries, protection fromthe boss,(less work, more time off, and

practically anything else whicNh the employee mould liketo hear. How-

ever, a union can guarantee nothing. As a matter pf fact, a union will

not mention the disadvantages of having a union shop. Keep in mind,

however, that a union gains exclusive representation rights over all

emphyees in a unit if only 51 percent vote for the Union. iLn other
,-' -

words, even if 49 percent of the employees do not want a-union:they

must have one.

"The author's own personal experignce in dealing with rank and file

workers and unions reveals a host of disadvantages in unionization.

Some of those disadvantages are:

(a) Continuous unrest and discontent often accompanies unionization,

because in order to survive, the union must always have a cause

to pursue, even if it creates one. Consequently, the typical

union shop lives with a continuing series of disputes, which

detract from peaceful working condition.

(b) Undelivered union promises are an integral part of labor-

management relations in a unionized agency. In order to con-

tinue to keep the support of the employees, the union must make
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promises to deliver more each year. Naturally, such a process

cannot continue without end. As a result, the adversiry

relationship\betweeAhe worker and his employer increases:

(c) Employees lose much of their personal freedom to,deal directl3;

with their work situation and their employebecause allvsuch

relationship must be handled between the union and the employer.

In other words, the employee.loses'control over hks own life at

work by the intervention of the union. This loss of freedom

is demonstrated by provisions of the labor contract which have

a general tendency to stultify the agency.

(d) Many employees may be forced to join the'union agiinst their

will, or at least to pay-a fee to the union against their will.

Keep in mind that it's possible under normal circumstances that

49 percent of the employees didn't want a union to begin with.

In order to force these employees to support the union, the

union employs many intimidating tactics. In some states, the

collective bargaining law permtts the negotiations of an agbncy

shop, a situation Where the nonmember must pay a fee to the

union or be fired.

(e) Unioni often mean strikes, and strikes mean loss of income and

1/4

acrimonious working relationships. Since the advent of collec-

tive bargaining in the public secior, strikes by public employees,

including federal employees, have steadily increased each year. -

Bbt even if an actCstrike is not experienced io the union

shop, the threat of strikes is ever present in the collective

bargaining relationship. How many employees fully realize the
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deleterious impact such'union-sponsbred,actions will have

, on their careers?

(f) Under unionization, somevorkers find the union to be their

enemy, rather than their friend. The union often becomes

just one mO;4.unresponsive bureaucracy to deal with. And, in

the most sordi union'environment;,acts of violence and

bLissment

Peer pressure,

-aging employees to join'a union is through tbe use of spontaneous and

are p pet:rated against "uncooperative workers.

t .

.

One of th6 most effective techniques for encour-
,#

union-sponsored peer pressure. This tactic is quite persuasive in that

'most workers are reluctant to create gnimosities among colleagues with

whom they,must work on a -daily basis. For most union members, the non-
. .

' member is a "free rider" ant a potential threat to the success of the

union.- Given this attitude, is it any wonder,that some dioR members

are quite intimidating in their efforts to sign up nonmembers?

(a) Many Other Reasons for Union Membership

Olthough the perception that unions are advantageous, and the

-
pressures from the unions, cuStom and peers are overriding reasons

'that employees join unions, there are other reason too, such as:

(1) Ena,blihg legislation
. .

, 4 urally, the absence of a state (or federal) law*ich makes

N
collective bargaining mandatory upon petition of a majority of employees,

is a serious obstacle to collective bargaining. Conversely; the presence

of such'a law is a significant induceMent to emplgypei to engage in

collective bargaining. All one need do,is look at th numbee ot,p4blic

'embloyee union
"

members in states with.bargaining laws and the number of
J.

133,
,
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such personi in states without, bar aining laws-to conclude that the

presence.of,enabling legislati is a Compelling force in the expan-
.
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sion of unions in the public eCtor. Very likely, if collect4ve'

bargaiping was left to mutual agreement between employer and employees,

there would be very little collective bargaining in anY government

agency. Although many public employees and many public employee unions

may be pleased with the special clout provided by bargaining laws,

governmental leaders and taxpayers are less than equally pleased.

'The fact that collective bargaining is forced on employers (and,

many employees) in both.the private and public sectors, creates an

adversary, and soniptimes hostile, relationship between employees and

their beneffctors. When management and employees view each-other as

enemies, both parties are harmed eventually. Ideally, nego.tiations is

a process used voluntarily,by two or More parties w want something

that cannot be obtained unilaterally, but must'be obtained by, mutual

agreement. When one buys a car, there is no la that says the dealer
A

,1 and boqiumer must negotiate. The dealer and the c _sumer negotiate .

because it is to their mutual advantage to do so. Whenrone bUys a home,

there is no law.that says either the buyer or seller mu negotiate.

they both negotiate, however, because they are both se king something'

which ynnot be obtained unilaterally. Throughout hi,ory, negotiations

have been a natural process used between people inkrder to benefit

mutually Should there ever he a law which would require a car aler

or home owner to negotiate upon request Of the buyer, obviously such a

.
law Nould benefit one party at the expense of the other, thus destroy-

ing the fundamental nature of negotiations.

4
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A fdllerr.discussi6 of the inappropriateness of colIecttve.
I. ,

bargaining in public service and the differentes betwetn collecti.Ve

bargaining in the private sector and c011ectivp bargaining fh the public

sector is found eliewhere in this book.,

. 41,

i 2) Unresolved grieVances . . -
\

In the abvence of a labor cOntract, many government agencies and

school districtS have faile'd to develop prskedures.for,employees.tb air

their complaints. To,operate place.tf work without complaints from

)
employees is.impossiblevand when employee complaints exit, there will

be an .outlet.`fOuhd in,some way. If theee is no o'fficial channel fer.

.
them to r6few.their'complaints, the:emploYees, will discusstheir con-

cerns.with Other employee's, or: undertake tb sabotage the. loyer in

.

some subtle ways: Or, the eMployees may take their concerns iirectly.

to'the publics Allsuch actibns are far less preferable than, resolving

complaints through an estabkhpd grievance Procedure, Which'is just and

protects the grievant frpm retaliation.

Where no adequate griqyance Procedure existS; employees.are ofisn

attracted to a un4on as a buyce of aid and.protection.. When an .

employer persists in not responding to the legitimate complajnts,of its

workers, sooner or-later the employees Will seel; outside help,rffsually

in the form of a union. On the other hand, the.employer who listens
,1

wjth an open mind to employee concerns and sincerely attempts 6, resolve

e '

disputes in a fair manner is less likely to fac a union requtst for

representation.

, Any employer who refuses to respond to legitimate concerns of the

employ s de erves a strong union, because an enlightened employer ie

obligated to care for the employees as much as he-tares foriii,s

Jo'
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.4116
\<cu'iomers, or taxpay&i--in the case of public Service. It the employer .

has no regard for the employees,'and if the eMployees view the employer

e

as an opponent, why shouldn't the empThyees di.aw together in an attempt .!

to protect their legitimate interests? .Consequently,:all nonunion

. . .

goOrnment agencies shoul&provide an,appropriate grievance'procedure
.

thrnonnianagemehtemployees. More about.the e'lements of such a procedure.'

.-will be discussed later.

(3) Poor working conditions

,,,Many public employees, frbm trash collectors to phySicians,-have

joined Unions in an 'effort to improve their working, conditions. 6r

decades pridr to'collec'tive bargaining in public eduction, teachers

',cOmplained bitterly about large classes, poor student discipline, too

mUch.paper work, etc. Heavy case loads was the precursor to unioniza_.

tion of many social Workers andpublic nurses'. Many urban sanitation

_workers have,..organized in order to correct unsafe working conditions.and

jOb reqUinements which were-.too demanding., And, of counse, who cOuld

forget the,allegation',of the United States air cOntrollers, who, were.-

almost successful in.shutting.down American commerCial avia'tion,'that

their Working condltiont were too "StreSsful." Notice that the word

"Aliegaijon"'vas usedjn the previous sentence; for it often makes nil

difference Whether *mkIng Concittions are actUally bad'or only perCeived

as. bad, as prOba64 was Oe'diseof the atr cOntroller. After all,

, . ,

eployees will, act,according to what tIley perceive, even if what theY
Q,

. . k : .:ic t. Y . , . ,
:',

perceiVe tsAnot ,reality. :a.

, \ , , , t
.

Once 'co1l'e6t4e'barginfng'is permissible in'a government agency,

,the union, with the 'sLipport a' certain workeri, must have a cause arbund
.

r
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which to rally the workers; otherwise, there is no need for the union.

So, if the public employer is managing an operation which is unsafe for

employees or an operation where employees are (or perceive they are)

'subject to overwork, stress, or other forms of similar treatment, the
,:

.6n.ton.has .aready-made opportunitito unionize the workers.

To,minimize the risk of unionization due to-improper working con-

ditions;the emploer should make e4ery effort to create a reasonable

working. Ovironment. Even if a *perfect employment conditiOn cannot be

.achieVed, the.:mere effort,by.managementto help,employees Will not go
,

,

unnottcedg... MOst employees recogriize that there are certifn onerous

1,aspecs of-their jobs which cannot, be tota114removed, but the'typical

empfoyee doetAppret4ate any:sincere effort byManagement to imprOve

wOricing*.COnditiOns.. Such effOrt indicates.to the employee that the

:..employer caises, a4d.gu.ch.cartng can "do mUch to remove inducement for

emAloyeeS:to j0411 a,union.
.%

:(4)J*N4Lial.freatnient

Most emp1oyee5 4ccept the fact that'their jobs have'certain

unpleasan't cOnd.itions.about whiCh little can be,done realistically.

;' 4 Mt -
For example,'hurse recognize that thetr profession requires PeriOdic.

* night wPrk, unpteasant.as it may be: Sanitation.workers recog6fie that

;-- .;
..:. ..

.'. they'must oftenprk outside during bad weather. All jobs have some-
..%

. hing,(iripleasaht whieh is indiginous to that job; and most'..empibeyee's
,

tcept'thefact thaevery little can be done about such conditions

fram'a practtcal Point of view.

But if there is any.one condition which is inexcusable and avoid-

ab)e which is most offensive to employees, it is unequal and inequitable
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treatment. Somehow, unpleasant working conditions are more endurable

if all employees are treated equitably. For example, one sure way to

create dissension in the ranks of sanitation workers is to'select

certain trash collectors on the basis of personal friendship to ride

inside the truck during inclement weather. Similarly, a guaranteed

tactic to alieJut6'a staff of nurses is to protect certain nurses from

night work on the basis of personal favoritism.

Another form of inequitable treatment can be caused by improper

job classification, where positions of comparable work are assigned non-

comparable pay and benefits. For example, central office secretaries

are often paid higher salaries than field secretaries, even though their

jobs might be comparable. In some cases, employee promotions are made on

some basis other than merit. Almost anyone who has held any job has

observed at least one case where an employee was promoted over a better

qualified employee purely on the basis of some form of personal

favoritism. Such inexcusable acts cut deeply into the morale of workers,

and in the ldng run, harm the entire agency operation.

. Employees are motivated to perform better when they believe that

meritorious work is rewarded, and when they see this fundamental

principle violated, their attitudes and performance are correspondingly

and justifiably damaged.

(5) Better pay and benefits

As long as union members are paid better (or are perceived to be
,

paid better) than nonunion workers performing Tmparable work, nonunion

workers will tend to seek, to organize, and why ot? If a nonunion

emplo;e9Noes not pay as well as a union employe , why shouldn't the

employees conclude that they need a union? One c uld conclude from this
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question that unionization in the public sedtor can be avoided.easily

by simply paying emp s salaries which are closer in line to salaries

offered for comparable positions in the private sector, or salaries

which are competitive with comparable jobs in other government agencies.

But such a solution is easier said than done. Due to the many rea4,ons

discussed elsewhere in this book, most government agencies lack the

wherewithall to provide wages and benefits which guarantee that no union

will emerge, since unions emerge for many reasons as described ip this

chapter. Even where government employees have been paid better than

other comparable employees, those same employees have unionized. Con-

versely, there are government employees in states with bargaining laws

where wages and bentfits are below the average for comparable work and

tpese employees have not been unioni d..All of this is not to suggest

that improvements in wages and benef s are a futile effort in avoiding

unionization of the workforce. Granted, good pay and benefits are no

guarantee of a union-free shop, but poor wages and parsimonious benefits'

are a definite invitation to the union.t

(6) Lack of status and dignity

The author is spnvinced that a driving force behind the unionization

of over one million public school'teachers has-been a general belief

among teachers that,they are "second class" citizens. On countless

occasions, the author has heard teachers complain caustically that

although they are good enough to teach the children of parents, they

are not good enough to be paid salaries sufficient to enable them to

live in the same neighborhood with those parents. Nurses, as a group,

also express similar feelings of lack of status and dignity. Granted,

in both the case of teachers and nurses the "ltm" pay andibenefits might

75
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be related to sex discrimination, in that females occupy the majority

of teaching and'nursing positions. But regardless of the cause, a

sense of second class citizenship can be the cause for many public

employees to form a labor union.

Where employees express a general concensus that there is lack of

_

status and dfgnity in their work, the employer should take notice of

N.,

this expression andcundertake corrective measures. Programs of public
i

awareness and employee recognition can do.much to enhance the status of

employees. For example, awards to custodians who maintain clean

buildings convey to custodians that their work is important. Uniforms

for maintenance personnel not only are an important fringe benefit, but

also give the employees a sense of dignity and status and provide a

feeling of belonging to an important team. Such sincere attempts to

recognize all employees as vital members of an important team can remove

one of the potential causes for unionization.

---(7) Hidden firoblems

.

The employees of some government units are so suppressed and

intimidated that employee exploitation, inefficiencies, cronyism, graft,
-

and general malfeasance go unrevealed. Such situations are often very

difficult to correct in that they frequently have their rootS in a.

_malevolent political environMent. In some such cases, however, some

courageous employees have come forward and in other cases, the employees

have organized a union in order to obtain protection. In other cases,

only a grand jury investigation has been able to uncover such wrOng-
..

doings.

,

,
.....,

-
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(8) FaHure of the eopioyer to rebut

*Within a brief ten years, from 1965 to 1975, over two-thirds of the

states enacted collective bargaining laws for public employees and

several million public employees chose to engage iç collective bargain-,,---

ing during that period. In the thousands of school"strjcts and govern-

ment agencies where some employees sought to unionize and obtain recogni-

tion,.the public employer made no effort to rebut those who ipoke on

,behalf of unionization, despite .the fact that_in all such instances, the

employer had the right to express -its views regarding unionism and col-
,

lective bargaining. In almost all cases, the public employer seemed to

assume that all tic employees wanted to belong to a union and wanted

to be represented for purposes-of collective bargaining. This assump-

tion was wrong then, and it is wrong today. Many gblic employees do

not want to belong to a union and,do not wish to be represented for

purposes of labor negotiations. But despite'this prevalent anti-union

attitqde among many public emp1oyes, public employers, generally, have

made, and.are'making, 44 few attempts to _rebut the unions' arguments for

.,
unidnization.. 4

Under'the right .conditions,-representation elections can be won,

and have been won,. by 'the employer. For those public employers _who do

.

not have unlions and who do mit want unions,-there are many legitimate

way to-keep the union out. Many suggeWons for doing just that are

explicit and implicit in this book.

(9) Discrimination

Some unions have been encouraged by acts of illegal discrimination;

particularly on the basis of race and sex. Many of the strikes by

sanitation workers, like those in Tepnessee duri.ng the 1960Wwere based

7
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upon the perception by the employees that they were being mistreated
*

job-wise due to their black race. And in a California municipal dispute

in 1981, a union, on behalf of a group of female workers, sued the city ,

in order to correct alleged comparable pay violations. These two

examples are just two cases from dozens where discrimination was a

factor in encouraging unionization. Needless to say, no employer shouici

allow illegal discrimination to exist, irrespective of union considera-

tion.

Unions Can Be Avohded

For the past several pages, we have discussed the major reasons why

public employees join labor unions. Although unions will exist in some

government agencies almOst regardless Of Countervailing circumstances,

unions can be avoided in same situations. By being familiar with the

major factors leading to the formation of unions, an employer can do

much to help assure the continuation of a unidn-free shop.

2. How do unions organize?

In order for unions to exist, they must hav& members whd pay dues.

Therefore, the need to have access to employees and the need for auto-

matic dues checkoff are two very important demands of unions. If unions

were allowe9 to communicate with employees only at their homes, and if

unions had 0 rely solely upon manual collection of union dues, unions

likely would not have as many members as they have now. That is why in

any negotiations with-untons, their proposal for access to employees on

the job and their proposal for automatic dues checkoff are of the

highest priority.
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(a) The Employer is Chosen With Care
AC

Once a union is established in an agency, recruitment for additional

members from the workforce is continuous; but how does a ufilon go about

getting a toehold in School districts, municipalities, and ottier govern-
. .

mental units where no union\fes'is? First of all, only certain emp)oyers
,

will be picked to unionize, since.some employers offer greater potential
;

than others, and since unions have finite resources, tliecantl'ot gener-
,

ally afford to expend their funds in agencies where there is no reason.:144r
,

able hope of organizing success. No single factor is used in determininig

what employer the union shall attempt to organize. A num*. of factors-

are considered, and some of them are:

(1) The weakness of the

(
gency's resistance

Generally speaking, a union will hesitate to organize an employer

which is strong and committed to keeping the union out. 'Such strong,
4

w
employers' usually have a united governing body and an effective anage-

ment team. Additionally, strong employers of necessity have a workforce

with strong loyalties to their employer. On the other hand, a weak

employer is one which has a divided governing body, an inefficient and

disloyal management staff, and an alienated workforce. Given other

proper conditions, such an employer is a likely pdSsibility for

organization.

(2) The size of the agency

It was not by chance that large cities and large school districts

(New York City, for example) were the first places for unions to con-
,

centrate their organizing effohs. Given the right conditions, large

agencies'offer the best possibilities to organize a labor union for a

number of reasons. Such jurisdictions have large number of employees

7 9
41.
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which represent a plentiful source.of dues income. Additionally, large

jurisdictions often are very bureaucratic, and there is often a rift

between management and labor. Also, employees in such agencies often

lack a sense of esprit de corps with their employer. Large agencies
A.

A

usually have large numbers of persons geographically close together,

making mass contacts easier than in a rural setting. Furthermore, 4')

organizing developments in large cities and large government agencies
..... .

are more likely to be reported on the national news networks, thus

giving the union needed nationwide publicity helpful to orgarlizing

efforts elsewhere.

Bigness,alone, however, is no guarantee that a city will be the

first target of a union. A large number of small school districts and

municipalities have often been the first place where unions have directed

their organizing efforts. Such districts were chosen for a number of

reasons, smallness being just one reason in many cases.

(3) Attitude of employees

Naturally, unions are attracted to areas where a large number of"
,

employees are already receptive to unions. For example, a municipality

located in an area where most of the prtvate sector workforce is unionized

is often a good possibility for"the union, because,many of the friends

and relatives of the local municipal employees are union members, arid

as such, likely to support the unionization of public employees.
, '

The prevalence of 'rievances can be a good reason for employees

to be receptive to unionization efforts. In such cases, the mere fact
1

that grievances are prevalent is an indication of an employee relations

problem of management having failetto respond to.employee concerns.

o0
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Given these circumstances, the employees can be expected to seek a union

to protect their 'best interests.

In some governmental jurisdictions and school districts, employee

relations problems have worsened beyond prevalent grievances. For

example, when New Yoric.City, Philadelphia, and other similar large

cities were unionized, a serious rift already had developed between

management and the teachers and other public employe%. Where such rifts

'exist, the union has a waiting and ready-made membership.

(4) Geographic Nocation

Sometimes the actual geographic location of a school district or

municipality can influence the potential for unionization. In examining

the history of public sector bargaieng, one finds that.the earliest

unionization efforts took place in metroplitan areas. Therefore, school,

districts and counties adjacent to large cities historically bave been

subject to unionization efforts Wore similar juritdictions remote

from the metropolitan area: The reason for this phenomenon is that

once a union gets a toe hold in a large city, organization drives in

the surrounding suburbs are much easier than organizisig drives irr.,dis-

tricts more distant from the city.

(5) Nature of the employment situation . .

Part of the reason that publfq school teachers, were unionized more

rapidly than all other public employees was that there were allotady

two exclusive organizations representing teachers in every school

district in America prior to the advent of legali;ed colledtive bargain-

*

ing. These two organizations were the American Federation of Teachers,
4,0

which was pubiicly,and in all respects a labor union, and the National

Education Asso

(
tion, which, although refusing to admit its union

If 81
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status for many years, was a union in all other regards. Consequently,

the unionization of public school teachers for collective bargaining

purposes was a relatively simple task in comparison to the challeAge.

faced by other unions seeking to organize other public employees, most

of whom did not belong to any employee organization prior-to collective

bargaining. Despite that difference, however, one must note thatfor

the period since the late 1960s, the national union most effective in

'organizing public employees other than teachers, i.e., the American

.

Federation of State, County, and-Municipal Employees, was the fastest

growing union in the nation. 'This fact should clearly "indicate that'

public employees represent a lucrative source of dues,paying ipember-.

.ship for interested unions.

'(b) Unions Follow Standard Organizing hAethods

? . Once ill of qle selection factors have been considered by the union

4nd a certain schooj district or municipality has been chosen to unionize,

' standard organizing methods are employed by the union. Mose standard

methods are:

(1) The organizingicommittee

0.ne of the first steps in establishing a union is to forM an

organizing committee of interested employees. Quite frequently this
. .

-., . ,

committee is composed primarily of employees who have already demon-
,

,
, At. A

. ,. 0 ^ # \.
strated 'their disCOntent with the employj. From this cadre of

^

committed Ma)contents,, other sympathetic employees are identified \in the

'work sites of the,employer: Step by step, this process is repeateciwkintil

,.
a sufficient nuMber of union members exist to call for'a representation

election. In a1m9st alo 'such instances the union will not 'seek a
. ./

representation'election uritil it is iery confident that it can wino,

.

8°
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i;And, t must be stated herethat in most such cases familiar to the

author the uhion has wan the eleotiOn.
. .

The organizingwimmidee always works c1

.union under the guidaric Of a t raintd union e

.th mmittee Wiih tile necessary expertiie to

of affiliation, recrultment, ,organjzing, and

(2) Key troublerriakers

In mahy employment situations, there is

are viewed'by the .employer as "tropblemakers.

osely with the

mployee. This

carry out its

electioneering.

parent

provides

functions ,

often a few employees who

" As public employees,

such persons are :sometimes, difftcult to dismiss, particularly if.they

are involved in
We
union membership; activities and have the backing of,the

union. Any atteMpt to dismiss swch employees creates instant martyrs,'

invites First\Amendment suits, and Po-Trites the other employees.

These "troublemakeesn'areof special interest to the union-because

. :these emplwees.will.take riSks that other employees will not venture

-
and thus provide the union.with-a chance to set up ome dramatic

.conftontation designed *to diyide the employees from the elliployer.

When such a division occui-s, the employees are-likely to transfer

ttieir loyalty to the unidn.

a
(3) Confrontations

In.essence, labor'unionilation is a test of'who shall control the'
. ,

Workforcethe employer or the...union. s'The cOntrol of the workforce

goes to Ihat body which has the loyalty 'of the workers, and An oeder to

cipture that loyalty, the union must polarize rank and file employees'.

The polarization of the employees is dependent upon makin4 them'belieye
,

that the employer is their enemiby dramatizing disputes between
,- . *

employees and the employer Particularly those disputes ichere the

. #44-
.

S3 .
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employer'tah be made to appear to be in the wrong. Although such

dispu4es are ften ready-made, the author has experienced 6 number of

ases where th ion created a situation where confrontation was

oidable in an 011Ort to alienate the employees from fheir employer. 4.

In one such situation, where 'a union was attempting to organize

the employees, the union was informed that it could not appear on the

employer's property, but that the union was permitted to meet with

employees elsewhere. The union agreed and appeared in a few 'days on

,publit. property adjacent to a large employee parking lot. Gradually, the

union moved onto'the fringe of the parking lot near the exit. The union

wat asked..to remove itself from the employer's property. The union

refused to vacate and a confrontation ensued in view of a large number

of employees. In that particular case, the union obtained free publicity

(..the news media had been previously contactedItY'thê union) and demon-
, .

hrated its availability to represent the gmplo ees..
. .

\The a6i1ity of a union to represent its members.is enhanced A(4),General infilihapn
.

Tr,

possesses much information regarding th'e operations of the employer.

For exempt:1e, by collecting the following information, the union develops

a valuablesstorehouse of information whic enables it toate more

effe4tively:

A Copy of-,all written agency policies

4....

A copy of all lency regulations

Cop

\
es of all job descriptions

A copy of the tote classification system,
4

Minutes of the meetings of the governing body

,Special reports and documents relating to working conditions

I,
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Copies of intra-agency memoranda and correspondence

General "confidential" management information

A list.of the salary of each employee

A copy of the salary prograM

The posses ion of such information gives the union insight into

the operations of the employer, allowing more effective bargaihing

propoSals to b d providing more opportunity to lodge griev-

ances on the basis of inequitable application of the agency's governing

rules.

By having loyal union members in strategic locations, such as

the business office, the payroll office: the personnel department, etc.,

the union is able to obtain information which wouldnot otherwise be

available to it and thereby strengthen its leverage eelationship with

mana.gement. For example, "confidential" infocmatiorAhat certain

employees were e1n g favored in the application of the salary grid

would give tb4 union a definite advantage in its relationship with

management.

3. 'Why resist unionization

-J

If two companies (or 'two government agencies) could be 'found

,

4
which were identical in all respects, except that one had become

unionized, a comparison of the two 1igely would show these basic

4ifferences:

.`The unionized Agency probably Would have lost some of,its

management powers,.,",

. The unionized5 agency probably would be paying more wagesiand,

benefits for the same number of employees;

e °N.
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sk.

"...'

. The overall productivity and the coit/benefit ratio of the

unionized agency likely would-be lower.

Naturally, the above observations are from a management point of

40, view. 'Observing froma labor point of view, one might,say that the

unionized,agency is better off because the employees are paid better

and-have improved worl.ing cOnditionsi however, ihere is no guarantee

that unionization automatically results in better wages and working

conditiong. But-even where unionization does bring higher wages and

"better workingiconditibns" (i.e., less work?), such improvements are

at the expense of the consumer, or the taxpayer, in the case of public

service. Unless the unionized agency improves the cost/benefit ratio

of the agency, all improvements in-wages and benefits are at somebody

else's expense.

As a general rule, then, unionization means that a given amount

of work becomes more expensiye, or even worse, a given amount of work

decreases while its cost increases. This Iltimate result of unioni-
.

zatibn is brought about by a number df fundamental developments in the

bargaining process: 4

(a) Wage Increases

When unions become engaged in labor,negotiation$, they make a Kost

Of wage demands designed to give employees sitry increases,which they

'would 66t receive were it not for the union. Such demands sometimes

appear to come from an inexhaustible source, and include, but are not

cost of living ncreases, super maximum salaries, more

frequent s ncreases, exotic overtime pay, special seniority pay,

super pay or h liday Work and weekend work, shift differentials,

pay for accumulated sick,leave, extra-duty pay., hazard pay, call-back
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pay, porial-to-portal pay, severance pay, 'union activitie , etc.

With the pa"Ssage of time, management is bound to agree tc1 some of

these proposals, in order to maintain labor peace. And, each time

that such a concession is made on tile basis of fear of labor unrest,

and each time that such a concession is made which cannot be justified

in terms of improved productivity, 410 agency is inflating the cost of

labor beyond that which would be the case in a free competitive market.

(b) Compensable Benefits

In addition to wage demands, unions routinely request improvements

in compensable benefits. Generally speaking, compensable benefits are

sometimes viewed by the employee to be as valuable or More valuable

than a salary increase, since wage increases are taxable, and most

compensable bene'fits (e.g., payment of hospitalization premium) are

not taxable. Therefore, while a dollar in wage increase might be worth

only 7(4, a dollar applied to a hospitalization preium is worth a full

dollar in value.

Again, the list of iMaginative demands for improvements in the
' v .

compensable benefit package appears to be endless. Such demands

include, but are not limited to: disability income insurance premiums,

group life insurance premiums, tuition reimbursement, uniform allow- 7

ances, mileage reimbursement, catastrophic 'hospitalization premiums,

special pension benefits, credit union, employee discount privileges,

parking facilities, payroll deductions, free physical examinations,

cafeteria with reduced prices, use of agency automobile, access to

medical ceriter, etc.
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Like unwarranted salary, increase, unjustified i4rovements in

the benefit program increase the cost of production at he expense of

the taxpayer.

(c) Less Work

Not only is the union expected to make demands for impled wages

and benefits, the union is expected to demand improvements at the work

site, which usually means less work. Although such improvements are

understandably to the liking of the employee, such improvements in the

employees' working conditions seldom result in improved productivity.

Although no list of demands for improved working conditions can be made,

here is a brief example of such demands:

9
. Washup Vme on agency time

. Morning nd afternoon rest breaks

. Special 4niforms

. Special "safety" clothing

. Written and specific job descriptions.

. An employee lounge

. Guarant6es of job security

Union bulletin boards

. Use of agency tools andequipment.

. Noise abatement

. Availability of vending machines

. Use of agency lotkers

16.

)

. Protection from IIexcessive" supervision
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(c) Loss of Management Rights

Management rights lost are usually labor's gain. In other words,

the less management is able to direct the workforce, the more Oppor-

tunity the union has to direct the workforce. Unless .defended vigor-

ously, management can gradually have its right to manage eroded. If an

employer is to operate an efficient agency, it muse retain its funda-

mental_right (and obligation in the public service) to give directions

and to enforce its directions. The fundamental rights of management

includes the right to:

. Discipline and discharge employees

. Promote and demote employees

. Transfer employees

. Assign merit wages

. Assign overtime

. Schedule all agency operations

. Control production standards

. Make technological changes

. Contract out

. Approve leaves

. No labor strikes

. Cooperation from the union
t .

-In-negotiating ori any of the topics listed above, tile Management

negotiator should be'very careful not to enter into any 49reements
'41

which infri9ge upon these important rights. For example, here are

some contract provisions which would'seriously undenmine the basic
,--w

management rights:

0C)
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. The right for employees to take annual leave 'at their discretion.

The right to refuse overtime ,
. *1

No involuntary transfers

.-Promotion based upon seniority

. proilibition against contracting out

1.,

L. What are the tell-tale signs of unionization?

From the mid-1960s until:the presents public employees have been

unionized with very little resistance from public employer(s--school

districts, counties, municipalities, state agencies, and fesieral agencies:

Although there are several majot reasons that public,employees do not

seriously resist the unionization of their employees, none of those

reasons are valid, in the opinion of the author. Public emplOyers dO

not resist the unionization of their employees for several major reasons:

a. Gaerning bodies of school districts; municipalities,

counties and- statelovernments are politica) bodies.; conse-

quently,,they hesitate to offend those large numbers of

Vtizens
who, although no:t union members, are nevertheless

sympathetic 'to the labor moVeMent. Whefi fkced with attempts

by the'uniOn toiorganize their emplpyers, these politician-

managers, on the average, put up little resistance. ,

b. Many governing bodies'and their executives seem to assafie

that all public emp ant to unionize, and therefore

conClude that tesistance is futile, particularly if there is

astate law that assures collective bargaining upon proper

request of the employees.
et

4
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c. Politician-managers'have limited accountability for their

actions. Most school bdard meMbers and members of similar

governing bodies are in office only for short periods of time.

fhe worst that can happen to them is that' Ihey don't get

reelected or reappointed. They have no investment in the

agency and stand to lose little should they make decisions not t

in ihe best interest of the agensy and the public it serves.

For those public employers, however, who are interested in avoiding

unionization of their employees, one of the first requirements in the

campaign to keep the union out is to be itle to recognize the telltale

signs of unionizatiqn. The most common signs are)

(a) Under

Although there is no consistent sequence of events as a union moves

on a "public eMployer,.often the first sign of unionization is the

presence Of rumors and a gener44-.I.Indeptone of discussion and behavior

among the ranks of,workers Wh/tchliCates some employees are involved
,

in matters which they will not openly reveal to mandlement,. Despite the
.

fact that nonunion agencies often experience rumors that a union con-
4

tract has been made, only to find that they were only rudors, each.such

rumor should be investigated by designated members of the'management

staff. Naturally, such investigation should be discreet; Otherwise, the

rumor is given additional credence.

(b) Changes in Attitude

,Over'a protracted perioa of time, Management becomes accustomed to
0

a general and consiAent attitude aMong the emptoyees at large. If

there is active and prevalent consideration of unionization, perceptive

f

managers (particularly those who tre first-line supervtsors) will 'detect

^7

'e
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a change in attituAr This change in attitude is manifested by a number

of phenomena. -For example; groups of employees will be observed in

private discussions which cease and'break up upon the arrival of a

supervisor. Or, certain employees who have always been open in their

disCussion with their supervisors become reiicent. Sometimes the

change in attitude can be detected at a departmental meeting, where the
0

employees become sullen and unresponsive to the business of the.meeting,7

or certain members of the group bait, question, or challenge the

administrator in charge.

.(c) Unauthorized' Meetings

Another s'ign of unionizat16n, usually infallible, is the holding of

meetings fqr nonsupervisory p onnel which were not called to the atten-

tion of management, and consequently, not approved or sanctionedby

'management. Such meetings are usually detected by management pAor to

the actual keting date, and.the business of such meetings is usually

made known to management in various ways, usually by someone present who

has reason to inform management. In some_cases, the meetings are

'generally known 'in advance and the media is informed and invited. In

those cases, the meeting is uled for one of two'reason, or both.

Either the employees simply want to use the meeting to organizerna

union, or the employees.may also4ant to use the meeting as a "scare"

Xactic to encourage the employer to take,some action favorable to the
4 .

employees which the employer would not otherwise fake. In any case,

whenever empl ees"hild unautho ized meetings to discuss,anything

related to th ir employmen anagement should,view this as'a serious

indicator,of uni;nization.

4.

4
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(d) Presence of Union Representatiyes

Any official contact with management from a union to discuss

possible recognition is a certain telltale sign that the union has

already made inroads into the ranks of employees. ,Such a development

should be interpreted for what it is--that the union is ready to make

its mine to organize the employees. Although it ay not be too late

at this point to stop the union, this stage in the development is

usually a sign that the union has achieved significant infiltration.

The best solution to this development is to have taken previous counter

measures whichiould have precluded the union from making such over-

tures. But, more about how to do this in another section. Until then,

however, some brief advice is appropriate. Should a union present a

representative of management with signed authorization cards from

emplogees, these cards should not be accepted (particularly in instances

where there is no applicable bargaining law) unless the cards are the

rekilt of a proper election procedure. Otherwise, the union should be

told.that the cards will not be acCepted.

(e) Insubordination ,

A

As union developMents progress and employees become more confident

that they will be backed by the union in'cases of disptte with the

employer:incidences of insubordination often increase. Sometimes

these incidences are spontaneous, while in some cases they have been

-Planned as a tactic in the overall unionization strategy plan. fn

either case, a distinct'increase in acts.of insubordinaeion should be

viewed as another potential telltale sign of unionization. Accordfngly,

management should respoild to the act of insubordina ith sare;

InAlbordination cannot be condoned, qut at e same,t1Met t e response.

_ 93
A
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of management should not give the union a tailor-made cause celebre

to,rally the'troops. There is only one rule to followin such cases

of insubordination: Do not tolerate insubordination, but do not allow

' . the response to be of benefit to the unionization effort.

(f) Absenteeism \,)
.

m

In some cases of un ioni ation, there is a detectable incyose in

employee absenteeism see ng/ly unrefated to the normal causes for

absenteeism, but seemingly related to employee discontent: A number

of studies have proven a correlation'between job discontent an

employee absenteeism. Where inCreased and excessive absentee1m is

related to dissatisfaction with working conditions, there exists the.
I.

potential for a union to move jn. In the advanced stages of employee'

unrest and unionization, absenteeism may take place on premeditated .

concerted basis as a bargaining tactic to.force the employer to stop

some action unacceRAable to'the employees, or take some new action

desired by the'employees. In either case, all,excesSive absenteeism

related to emplo3;ee unrest should be responded to in a manner that will

stop the excessive absenteeism, but also in a manner which will nat

play into the hands of the union.

(g) ProvocatignS

le/ Invarlably, acts of.provoca,tion by either'the employees or the

union are certain teNtale signs of serious unionization efforts. Acts

of provocation are purposeful goading or pricking tactics employed by,

'employees (or tHeir'unlon) designed to cause the employer to respond

in a manner desired by the employee or the union. For example, in an

instance personally familiar to the author, a group of picketers were

parading-in front of th main schoo) board office: The union had been
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informed that all picketing would have to take place off school

property and not interfere with the rights of other citizens. The

.picketers gradually moved in to the entrance of the school board

office and demanded to picket in the.corridors of the board office.

The one security guard refused them entrance as instructed, but the

crowd of picketers moved bodily on the guard! In those close qtarters,

a picketer somehow'ended up on the ground. She was pregnant, and

claimed she was going to misca'rry. 'She was taken to the hospital, but

there was no miscarriage, and no sign of jnjury. The subsequent testi-

mony produced only conflicting reports. The guard said he didditothing

b-ut stand in the doorway. The picketers said he knockeb the pregnant ,

lady down. However, one thing was certain. The press was present, and

C.

the headlines in the local,paper read something to the effect: "School

Board guard hospitalizes pregnant teacher." No one ever finally

determined if the incident was provocation.

,

o .



V. AVOIDING UNIONS

As has been.discussedesewhere in this book, unions do not generally

assist in the efficient and economical operation of a government agency.

Therefore, unions should be avoided, but thatNis easier suggested than

done. In many school districts, municipalities, and other governmental

*4

jurisdictions, remaining union-free can be a very seriOus challenge.

This section will describe an overall plan for avoiding labor unions by
4

discussing the basic rules for staying union-free which are:

. The agency must follow the sound fundamental principles of::*

organization.

f

. The agency must be committed to the concept that unions are

hindrance to efficient and economical government service.

. The agency must be dedicated to dea2410 with its employees in
4

an enli.ghtened manner%

.;The agency must be willing to confront the union in a showdoOn

fight should such be necessary to stay union-free.

. The agency should know what it can do and can't do to resist

the organization efforts of a union.

4.

Each of these rules will be discussed in detail. An important pre-

requisite to staying union-Pee is to create an organization structure

básed on sound organization principles.- These principles are:

I. The governing body should generally restrict its function to

the reView and adoption of pqlicies, the review and approval of the

agency budget, a general Monitor.ing of a-gendyiactivities, and the reqeW
e, 4

o
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of appeals to administrattve decisions. .Conversely, a Overning body

should refrain from attempting to administer the agency. If a school.

board or Municipal council devotes itself properly to matters of policy,

budget, monitoring and ?peals, there is little time left to perform any

other task. By deviating from its iiroper role and a tempting to involve

itself in the administration of the agency, the governing body has

taken a serious step to undermining the executive initiative of the

agency. By weakening its own executive arm, the governing body

correspondingly weakens its, main defense against the union.

2. The chief executive and the management team should restrict

themselves to the implementation of agency policies.. By attempting to

fabricate policy without the involvement or consent of the governing

6ody, the management team contributes to the weakening of the governing

body's pdWer to govern the agency. Although such methods may be of

advantage to-a chief executive in the short run, such methods are not

in the long range best interests of the management team, since an

effective governMent agency requires that there be both a strong

governing body and a strong management staff.

3. No function "shOuld be assigned to more than one unit. Each

organizational component of an agency should be assigned clear tasks

and, to-the extent possible, these tasks should not be'shared with

other units of the organization. For example, the maintenance and

repa;r of agency buildings should be assigned to only one unit; other-

wise, duplication.of effort, voids in ma'intenanCe, and conflicts

between.units likely will arise. \Such poor organization diffuses

management of the workforce and:thereby contributes to an environment

conducive to, union organization.

.9
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4. Authority should be giveh to those who have the responsibil.ity.

Where poliCies are more important than ecohomics, as is often the case

'

'in goyernment service, there are occasions where 'some managers are

assigned the résPonsibiliity
)
for a task, but lack the authority to

secomplish the task. For example, a school principal ma/be for

ao unclean sellool building when in fact ,the custodians may not be under

the direct or total control of the principal. Or the purchase of

necessary cleaning supplAes may be under the control of'anoh'er office'

ih the school district. . If a principal is expected to keel') the

bdilding clean, and if4the building principal i; to suffer the conse-

quences of an untidy building, he must be given the'necessary authority

to choose the custodial staff, to direct its work, and to purchase
. .

supplies and equipment needed to keep the ,buiMing clean. Unfortunat

. .

the nature of.goverAment nterprise is such that respohsibility is

easily.assigned, but authority is dispensed reluctantly.

5. Channels of command should be clear-and adhered to. Legisla-

tures legislate, governors govern, executives execute, administrators

admin:ster, supervisors supervise, and workers work--and never should

their roles mix. Furthermore, the authority lines between these various
. .

comptnents Should e very clear. EVeryone should know to whom he

reports and that r ation;hip should be adhered to Strictly. For
,

example, school boards should not attempt to deal directly and
.

personally,with members of 'the management team, thus bypassing the

superintendent of schools. Conversely, members of the management team

should not deal directly and personally with members of the'governing

body. And, witnfn the workforce Ihe command relationships must be

clear to all employees, rank and file, as well asionagement. After

(
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many, years of supervisory and administrative responsibilities, the

-

author can cite dozens of cases where channels of command were unclear

or were not adhered to, in either case causing unngcessary inefficiencies !de

f-

_in operations. If a department chief has seven'ptrsons reporting to him,

then the department chief should-deal only with those seven persons,.

and he should refrain from dealing,directly w4 those on a lowee'

chelon. Conversely, the employees under the seven supervisors should

not attempt to bypass their' superliisoredealing directly lth the
' A

department chief. Failure to follow a cleirand 'workable charm of

-command inhibiti the decision-making process #nd thus weakens. e J

.

agency's ability to resist attempts by the union to organizT the

4ft

employees..

Ter the extent possible, the'channel of command shad allow-ftr

only one bpss for each employee. Where organiza-tions allow many

4
employees to be directed by more than one supervisor therelis,inevt?ble

.conTct betWeen the supervisors involved, confusion afong the employees

involved, and 0 general diminution iA overall efficiency. Furthermore,

such lack of organization Olows employees to "whipsaw" their super-

visors by'playing one against thq other, enatrling some employees to

escape needed supervision. And whenever employees are not supervised

theiis greater opportunity for misdhief.

6. The organizational structure should be consisteWt throughput.

1

To the extent possible, all gov rnment agencies shougey an organi-
.

zational structure Which is ba d upon sound principles oroperational

management: This structure should be capable of being clearly depicted

py use of an organizational chart. All functions of the agepcy should

belaccounted for Clearly in the,organizational structure and thcchannel

99 .
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of command should be obvious. The interrelationships of the various

functions shotAt be structured to assure maxim* efficiency of

operations. /Titlei' of functionaries should be consistent. For example,

in the case of a school district, the titles "Assocthe Superintendent,"

"Assistant Superintendent," "Director of ," "Supervisor of'

," "Coordinator of ,' etc. should all indicate their

relativenposition 4n the agency organization. For example, if a

"Director of Finance" reports directly to the "Associate Superintendent

for Management," then the "Director.of Curriculum" should r4ort to the

11,0*
A,/

"Associate Superinfehdent for Instruction." Furthermore, in this hypo-
.

thetical example, both directors should have a similaitjob'classifica-
.

tion and similar salaries. In other words, position titles should

, .

indicate clearly tn each instance that position
,

s place in the organi-

zation4Tstructure.
A

7. A manager shoufa h e a proper number of persons reporting to

him. Although there is no absolute rule that applies in'all'situations,

:generally spealc.ing, a manager should.have about seven persons reporting

directly to Min. Naturally, this general rule may vary in ficeptional

situations, the point ts that a manager's scope of control should be

manageable. Anything else creates the potenyal for a breakdown in the

management control system. Of course, too few persons reporting,to one

manager should be avoidesl, since such a practice results in understandable

inefficiency.

11,
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, A. iLabor Unions Do Not Generally Contribute to
Unproved Governmental Service ..

. .

As discussed elsewhere jn.t.his book, colltective bargaining is.not
,

. (
designed as a management tool for the improvement of productivity.

Collective balegaining is a procedure brought about by a political process

based upon the premise that workers must be given special clout under

power,of law to use their collective force to gain more benefits and

improved working conditions. Also,"as explained elsewhere in this book,

the ta4aries of emploYees can be improved in two'ways:

a. The employee can improve their productivity and share in the-

tavings, or,

.b. The employees can use their collective clout to intimidate

the, employer irito,paying higher miges, by tpassing the cost of

V
such wages on to the customer, or the taxpayer, in the case of

public services. Ih this later case, the union and its

members do not earn their raises; they s'imply transfer money

4
I from unorganized workers to organized workers:

Given two similar government agencies, one being unionized and the ,

other not unionized, 4-t is likely that the unionized agencY will differ

fryi the nonuniohized.agency in thb following general ways:

a. The unionized'agency will' produce less work per employee.

. b. The unionized agency will pay its employees mord, but ai

the experise o'f the unorganized taxpayer.

c. The unioniz ed agency,will have weaker management confrol,

.resulting in less efficient operation.

o

d. ' The Unitinized agency will have more discontent in the work-

fora
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Politicians and bureaucrats who seem convinced that unions are so

good should answer these questions:

a. Why do only,20 percent of.all eligible workers in America
4

belong to a labor union? , a.

b. Why hks this pecentage not changed significantly after a half

century of union effort under the full protection of federal

and state laws?

The answer is that,labor unions are not productive -fn American

society as now structured. , True, in the short run labor unions are good,

for some unionized workers at the expense-Of nonumionized workers, but

in the long run, even the unionized workeri do not generally win. 'Under

different conditions labor unions'could, make4a contribution to produc-
,

tivity, but those conditions are oot likely to come about in the near

future.

1 .

Those conditions under which labor unions woad be more likely to:,

be productive are:

a. All collkctive bargaining woulgibe by mutual agreement of the

eMployer and the employee. Such an agreement based upon

.voluntarism would provide the basis for cooperation rather,

than ant'agonism.

. .b. There would be no exclusive representation. Without exclusive

representation all empfoyees would be free to deal wiih their
.

c.

employer on a.voluntary basis.

The union would devote itseff tb finding ways to increase pro-

ductivity with the understanding that its members would share

in the savings: Thls*type of Cooperation would result'in

more efficient and effective services to taxpayers.

,
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In summary, pareof the strategy for success in avoiding unions

is to understand:that unions are not.likely to Ifelp the government

agency tobe more productive or more responsive to\he taxpayers.

Nor is unionization any assurance that the employees themselves will

i

be better off.

7

1. Large bureaucracies tend to
.encourage labor unions

,t

)
.

Whetherin the public.sector or the p ivatsector, the size of the

government agency pr the private company Can affect the likelihood of

unidnization. Although thette is no absolute correlation between union-
.

4.

ization of dmpldyees and the size of the agenely, tiiere is d aeneral

relationship. On the average;-largeAmerican industries are more likely

to be-unionized than small businesses. -The same general rulesapplies

to government agencies. True, man'y sMall local governments and school

districts are unionized; however, the likelihood of unionization and

-

the jniensity of unionization is greater among larger districts.

v Although 6 ieasons for unionization of emplOyees vary from

company to company and government agency to government agency, all

large,government and commercial operations share tthe same risk as they .

grow large, that is that the employees will become aliehatedlrom'the

employer and ifs managemeht force. As employees become increasingly

distant from their employer, the more likely will their loyalties

shift to a union. The implication ot this pfienomenon is clear. Large

companies and government agencies should extend special effort to help

emOoyees,undersidnd that their own interesti can best be served by

cooperation.with the employer. The strategies forochieving such a
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, Cooperativ ationship is the su je t,for another book, cannot be

dealt with in this presentation /f/

1'
2. Where the salariet of um ized emploYees

are higher that the Rrev fling wage, the
difference- is at the exp se of the.unem-
plo ed, or at the expe e of the quantity
and Ruality(of serviceserendered by these

'unionized employees I/

In order to pay for ?Odessions at the bargaining table, the

employer must either:

a.% Increase the rice of the conniodity, to the oniumer, or

c.4

increase ta es on the taxpayer, in the case of goiternment
,

serfrices.

14.

b. 'tower pie quality aM/or quantity cif the commodity being sold,

or the service beingwendered in the case of government.

In the process of making concessions to the,union, especially-in

the areas of compensation, salary increases-are proviaed by not empliy-

ing additional personnel who otherwise would be emploYed. Consequenlyy,

those who.participate in making salary concessions beyond the prevail-

' ing rates thoul d recognize that they are able to do so oniy by' keeping

others unemployed, or, keepThg nonunion workers at a rate lower than

the prevailing rates The point here is that Tost union demands"are at

the expense of other workers both.in their role as workers and

consumers.

3. What's best for the union is
*hat counts!

r%fot all union demands are designed to help its pion members. Not

only does the union represent employees, it repreSents itself as well.

As a matter of fact, all other relevant factors being equal, give/n a
1/2
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choice between a concession of value to the.employees and a concession ,

of value to the,union, the union will most often take the union benefit'.

This ts true, because unionS' take on a life of their own, separate

from that of their members. Union functionaries and the union

) bureaucracY have 'their own needs which can.be met only by concessions

-
\

C :from the employer. For example, a union can meet on company time (a

,
high priority.of most unions) only if the company (or government alency)

agrees. As a result, the collectiie bargaioing process not only

supports the welfare of employees, but the welfare of a whole union

bureaucracy as well.

4*. Union membership is often
,based upon fear

V.4

Although mist Americans dispose of their incomes as they freely.

41

choose to, union dues are too often extracted under fear. In tqo many

instances, employees who choose noeto join the union are subjected 6

a variety of.thteat and other acts designed to force the employee 'to

-

take an action which he would not otherwise take. Such acts range

from mere snebing to job loss and physical harm. Unfortunately in such

cases, little can bdone by the indivi,dual or his employer, and little ,

_
N./ill be done by government authorities to stop such actions.

.
;

/
1

B. The Agency'llAusl be De5icated to Dealing With ,

,

. Its Employees in an Enlightened Miler

. Nonunion status must be earned. A sa1ary creates only one right'

for the eeloyer--the right 0 an acceptable day's work--nothing more.

Any dither right must be earned by "the employer-by actions beyond the

minimum requirement of management. The adthor was an active consultant

during the mid-196ds and traveled throughout the United States during

1 5

I Op
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that period when collective bargaining was entering the public service:

On dozens of occasions, employers were heard to say that unionization.

was go problem because "our employees are loyal to us." It was par-

tially the result of this misguided attitude that hundreds of School

districts, municipalities, state agenCies, and federal agencies were ,

unionized unnecessarily. rh«most of these cases the employer over-

estimated the loyalty of the employees and underestimated the ability '\

%

-)

of the.union.

For those publi employers who wish to avoid unbr.lization of thei

employees, there are several threshold requirements:

,a. There must a a fUndin commitment'. If the union is to be

kept out, the agency must he willing to pay for that luxury,

by providing.comparable wages, benefits, and working condi-

tions. Some employers have rebutted the author by stating:

"If I must payonion wages, what advantage is it to be union

free?" This question is always asked by a person who has

never had to manage a unionized.agency. Anyone who has

managed such anogency knows that unionization brings many

additional obstacles to efficient management

The emproyeuust know the law with regard to labor relations.

Whether an employer is in a state with a bargaining law or

without a bargaining law, there are certain actions which may

be taken and which may not be taken with regard to the treat-

ment of employees. 'Before undertaking any anti-union

campaign, the employer should seek legal and consultant help,

in order to avoid unnecessary conflict.
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c. The employer must.make a commitment to stay uniOn-free. If

de the governing body of a governmental jurisdiction is(not

- united in it position to operate without the presence of

a labor union, it is likely that the union will be able to

.brganize the employees, bec use without the help of the

employer, many employees can ot resist the pressures generated

by the union.

Once these threshold commitments have been made, the employer is

readyto embark upon a program of enlightened management Je an effort

to remaintunion-free. Here are some specific suggestions to help such

employers before the union knocks:

1. Give employees a role in the
management of the agency

If employees are involved in management decisions, there is less .

chance that 61ey will be Critical of management decisions. Even when
_J

sotheemployees have not been personally iniblved in thanagement deci-

sions, they are aware that some of their colleagues have been involved.

This gives the employees a sense of confidence that the views of

employees were considered before management decisiobs are made. There

ev many ways to involve employees in management affairs, the tradi-

tional technique being to use elected councils of representative

employees. But formal provisions are not the entire answer to involv-

,ting rank and file employees in managerial considerations. No super-

. visor needs an employee council to 'discuss informally with his staff,

the best way to go about solving.a problem. This technique is employed
.

by all good supervisors, irrespective of union considerations.

it
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2. Hire employee leaders as members
of the management tmirri

Many employees who come foridard as leaders among the workers are

likely candidates for management positions, not only because they have ,

demonstrated their leadership potential under their own initiative, but

such persons also c rry with them the support of many of those employees

with whom they previously worked. In some cases, an employee who is

actually agitating for a union can be promoted, thus depriving the

union of valuable leadership. In a number of cases these types of

persons turn out to be very good managers, partially because they under-

stand-Unions and how they operate.
a

3. Strengthert two-way communications

An efficient government operations not only has clear channels of

communications from the bosses to-Oe employees, but also clear channels

of communications from the empToyees to the bosses. Such two-way

communications make it'more likely that problems will be discovered,

which otherwise might not be, and that employees have a chance to make
t.

their worthwhile'suggestions for better ways to opera,fe the agency.

But again, no formal system need be set up to dO this if each super-

visor understands that he can,function more.effectively if he.is

receptivelo the views of his employees.

4. !Educate the employees about the agency

Two men were observed digging two separate ditches. The first

digger was digging ill a slow and careless manner. Thejecond digger was

digginvwith care and.Commitment. The first digger' was asked: "Why are

you digging thaV ditch?" The cirSt digger responded: "Damned if I know!"

1 93
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The second digger was asked:., "Why are you digging that ditch?" The

second digger.responde4: "Because 1 am preparing the ground for the

,

foundatioa of a beautiful cathedral."

14.

5. Provide appropriate rewards

- More and betier work'can be obtained by employees by givOg them

. rewards than by giving them threats. A reward ehltices an employee to

work in a positive frame of mind. A threat will cause an employte tg

be negative and to seek out ways to undermfne the employer. Consé

quently, an enlightened employeN should make a list of all 'of the way's,

that employees can be rewarded.for work beyond the call of duty; ,Such

, rewards can include promotions, merit pay/increase4 bonuses, special

compensatory benyfits, time off with pay, special training opportunities,

public recognition, presentation of awards, etc. The list can be

extended endlessly. But keep in mind that the daily recognition given

iQya supervisor to employees who do well is just as important as the

formal presentation of a certificate of muit,

16. Give publicity to the activities
of employees

Most employees take pride in their work and appreciate recognition

for the work they(do. News coverage in'the local m dia'and articles in

the agency news1e4er contypte,sighificantly to feeling among

,employees that tht.work is recognized and valued.

,s

7. Provide,a comp4int procedure
4

There is no,p)ace of work where employees never have a complaint.

A
A'complaint by an employee is a statement of discontent with something

about his work oran al,legation that the agency is doing something
%

' AP 193
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wrong. In eithen case, whether valid or not, such complaints should

be heard with inteiTst and objectivity. Where a labor contract exists

most complaints, usually referred to as grievances, are reviewed by a

grievance procedure contained in thelabor contract. Rut where no

labor contract exists, there should be a formal complaint procedure
. ,

for thofTncernS which are not resolved informally at the first-line

supervisory level. The complaint procedure should assure that the com-

plainant is protected in his right to process a complaint and that

just awaits at the end of the complaint procedure.

8. Establish employee councils

emplove dotincils.have a definite place in most government agencies.

Such councils should be elected by employees, and the council should

elect its own officgrs.* Under ideal conditions, the council should

meet wIth the chief administrative officer -(School Superintendent,

City Manager, etc.) on a regular basii. The council chairman should

conduct the meeting and the chief executive shouldbbe a guest to listen

to discussions and answer questiohs hen necessary.

The author h.as had tonsiAleraifle experience in establish'im such

councils and has found that they have numerous advantages:

a. Emplpyee councils enhance the two-way communications reférred

to earlier:

% b. These councils provide a sounding board for the chief

\ ,

exerive, allowing him to discuss proposed actions before

k.

a commitmerit is made. .

c. The council provides an outlet for employee concerns Ohich

. require attention.

r".

V.

A
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d. Employee councils proved an/gdditional means by which the

chief executive can monitor the actions of his own management

staff.

In large government agencies one effiployee council is often not

enough and councils can be organized on the bwis of job groups. ror

example, office employees, bus deivers, custodial personnel, etc. could

elect their own councils. In such cases, it might be difficult for the

chief executive to meet with all such councils at every meeting, but in

such large agencies the thief executive usually has a of assistants

who can represent .him. But even when not-present, the chief executive

should keep in .1ose touch with the activities of these countils.

9. Kill rumors quickly
%I

In any work place where emplfoyees can communicate there are rumors

which circulate from time to'time, ruMors that theiagency is going to

have a reduction-in-force, rumors that the chief executive is soon to

be fired, rumors that there is no money left in the treasury to pay

160 employees, and so on. All such rumors need to be investigated promptly

and.if untrue so stated for all employees'to hear. Where such rumors,

are based upon fact, but fact that cannot bq discussed, then the

agency has no choice but to admit to their accuracy or take a "no

comment" position. Again, a working two-way communications system does

much to impede the circulatjon of unfounded rumors.

10. Provide exit intervleWS

Many employees have knowledge about agency activities which co&ld

be improved, but are hesitant to complain as offer suggestionspfor fear
Y'

of retaliation. Certainly, any agency where employees are afraid to

11,1

A
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complain has a serious problem. In such an agency a confidential exit "A

interview can reveal many management problems which might not otgrwisg.

be known to aanagement. For the employee who has submitted his resig-
.

nation and who is secure in* the knowledge that/the interview will be

-confidential, the exit interview can provide'sltark insight into age

operation. Althpkigh no, one interview by itself will Tell all, the ,

results of numerous interviews can indicate general as well as specific

problem areas ir* the agency.

11. Provhde competitive wages, benefits,
and working_conditions

Where employees are paid less than employees in comparable positions

$ . with neighboring employers, there i.s likely to be a'cause for complaint.

However, if these same employees should be paid wages and benefits

comparable to their counterparts in other agencies, there is less like-

lihood that they will feel mistreated. Granted competiti4e wages,

benefits, and working'conditions are no guarantee'that employees will

not join a union, but there is no single better way to dis,courage the

formation of a union. Although some employers would argue that if

you must pay union waggs, you may as well have a union. The logic of
8

that view wili be left with the reader to ponder.

12. Prepare a bro6hLire on agencY employee
benefits and working conditions

Employegs Alen do not recognize the benefits that they receive

from their employer. Sometimes these benefits become taken for granted.

ale way to remind employees of their benefits beyond wages is to

prepare an agency brochure which describes the total benefit package

for employees. Wheh hospitalization, life insurance, retirement, annual
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leave, sick leave, rest periods, reduced lunch prices, free parking,

tuition reimbursement, etc. are added together they Ofien make 6 total

package quite impressive to the average'e4loyee. Incidentally, this

brochure cAn be used in interviewing applicants and for promotion in

the ,:ecruitment of new employees.

13. Get fid of troublemakers

.To some.aegree ever)/ employer has experienced at some time the

presence of an employee or employees who seen determined to undermine

the integrity of the agency. ,These employeesusually reveal themselves

by their statements and actions. When confronted with employees whose

actiong are not motivated by tbeliest.interest for the agency, byt who

.
obviously are embarked on an adversary path, the employer should take

swift steps to remove such perspns from employment, if.there is reason-
,

able hope that(dismissal actións will succeed. If dismissal is not a

reasonable alternative, then other,persbnnel actions should be taken

to isolate the troublemakers so that,their influence is minimized.

14. Set up a recreation program

No matter where people iork there are many among them who like to

participate with others in r creational activities. Fr man/ employees

the only chance to make friends and s.dcialize is through contacts on

the job. The employer can take advantage of this need by providing an

organized recreation program. Athletic teams, bridge clubs, bowling

leagues, nature groUps, eic. all contribute to an esprit de corps

among employees. For agencies which.can afford it, free instruction in

0

.
recreational activities can be a real- morale booster for employees.

Where possible, members of the management team'should be seen at least

113
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pccasionally mixing with rank and file employees in thesvaecreational ..

V*.

' activities. Such contacts between employees and their supervisors off _

,

the job make for a better human relationship on the job.
oas,

1 5. Apply all work regula0ons consistently .

r.'
.

One of the main sources of grievances frontemployees is found in

:the'inconsistenf application of work rules and persdnnel regulations t4

/,.

. ,

, emp ees. Although some work rules may not be popular among employees

(e.g., rigid -punctuality requirements), these rules can somehow be
..

_

endured if'they are applied equally to all employees. When these rules

are applied differently.to different employees on the basis of friend-

ship or on the basis:of'whim, an immediate sense of.injusfice is felt

' by those who are treated striWy according to the WOi'k rule. There-

fore, fi is imperative that top management undertake a program of in-
t:, .

service/to train all supervisors in the proper way to apply personnel

regulations and.on-site work rules; otherwise, inconsistencies will

emerge, creating a serious morale pr:oblem among employees.

,

,

16. Distribute an agency nelivsletter

Employees like to know what happenings are,taking place at thein

place of employment, and one of the best ways-to keep employees informed
,.

of such happenings is to publish en agency neWsletter.. Such a news-

letter should devote considerable space to the activities of,rank and

file employees. Seeing one's piNre in a company newsletter,

accompanied by an article describing o\ 's work gives the employee a

great sense of importance: Over a period of a feW years, practically
. I

all groups of employees cah be recdgnized. The author has had a

number.of experiences ,where the'employees,themselves assisted in the

it

...

1

e '
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. preparation of the nAysletter. This particular technique is highly

advisable, since such iuvolvement by the employees themselves enhances '

the credibility of the newsletter..

17. 'fake swift action against incompetence
.1

Most employees want to take pride in their WA.k., They want to feel

that their work must achieve high standards, and most employees resent

those among them who malinger. Management should support this positive

-attitude among employees by removing from employment those who, after

reasonable assistance from management, fail to per-form in an acceptable

manner. Naturally, dismissal of an employee for incompetence should be

only'after assistance and counseling has been offeed; otherwise, other

employees may le rn to view the employer as uncarinig employers,

Depriving one of h job can be a form of capital punishment in the

workplace, so all dismissals due to unsatisfactory job.performance

should be dealt with as a serious matter for both the employer and the

employee.

18. 'Know the trouble spots

At any given time most employers experience some rpecial difficulty

with one or more phases of the agency's operation. One time it may be

accounts receivable; other.times it may be bud t preparation. Whatever

the case, top management should-be aware of all trouble spots and move

quickly and decisively to correct all such problems. Such initiative

not onlpheads off more serious problems, but conveys to the employees

.that high standards are expected by all offices and all employees,

mana included.
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19. Review agency regulitions

Even though an agency may have a continuo'us procedur for review

of its policies, regulatfons, and workrules, periodicplly the agency

,should review its governing documents in total. The author.can think

of no more.important action to take to assure that n organization,is

run along businesslike lines. Well-written policies and regulations

can be a fortress'from which to head 'off a uninn or to negotiate with

a union should one become organized. The task of rewriting policies and

regulations is not an easy one..,It is time consuming and frustrating

because of the complex nature of goternment service.. Many agencies,

find the assistance of an outside expert to be indispensable in the

review and.revision of agency policies and regulations. Such an out-

side expert can often provide just thecrystallizing force needed by the

chief executive to get the job done. Special attention should be given

to those policies and regulations which gotiern the workforce.

20. Provide educational opportunities

for employees

e Most eMployees have some ambition to improve themselves on the job,

-if for no other reason than to make their .jOb'easier. An enlightened
4

- employer will take advantage 4 this positive attitude among employees

and offer educational programs designed to'improve performance on the

job as well as to provide.for personal growth of the employees. Courses

in writirig skills, computer literacyc word processing, stress.manage-

ment, health care, speed reading, and other' similar job related

courses, improve the employee'sworth as a person while provtding the

employer with a more comaetentemployee. There is probably no better

investment dollar for dollar an employer can make thin to thvest time

116
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and money in a well-develpped education program. To the extent pdssible,

such d program should be offered partially on comppny time and the

#

tourse offered should be the result of suggestions by the employees

themselves. In many cases the price of tht course can be minimized by

using other employees.as instructdd and using Agency premises for

classrooms.

21. Prepare a job description
for all positions

Every employee should have in his possession a complete and up-to-

date writtbn job description. Such written job descriptions form the

basis for a job classifidation system as well as the primary d,trection

for:what tasks must be performed on a given job. The absence of job

descriptions leaves.the employee and his supervisor free to operate in

a manner which may not be to theoptimum best.interest of'the agency.

To avoid having job descriptions which stültify employee performance,

there should be a routine procedure for updating all job descriptions

immediately upon the rise of the need to do so.

22. Establish a sound job classifi-
cation system

Although many public employees may feel that they are underpaid

and would like to receive higher salaries, they are far more accepting

of their salaries if the),\recognize that there is internal consistency

in the salaty structure, that is, that the salary assigned to each'
,

position is fairly related to other positions. Empl6fees are under-

standably upset when they see persons in other positidns with salaries

unjustifiably higher than their own. A.spund job classification system

is an imperative and integral part of any thorough personnel program,

5
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and they are,not easy to develop properly. Therefore, a governnjent

agency is advised to seek expert consultant assistance in,developing

its job classification system.

23. Involve employees in recruitment

Many school districts, municipalities, and other government

agencies find that they must go out and seek'candidates to fill their

employMent needs. There are occasions when management shout;t1 consider

using rank and file employees in the process'of seeking and selecting'

new employees. Although a trained recruiter ig'indispensable in seeking .

out new employees, employees from the agency can make valuable contribu-

tions to the recruitment and selection proces§. For example, applicants

often relate more comfortabl; with nonmanagement personnel than they.do

with.management personbel, thus allowing the.true nature of the appli-

cant to be observed. Additionally, the use of employees in recruitment .

and selection conveys to all employees that management values the

opinions of its employees when it comes to hiring new employees.

C. Suggestions for Resisting
the Union

Should all efforts .to operate the government agency along.liqes of

enlightened management fail to discourage unionization of the employees,

the employer may be forced to take direct steps against.the union.

Management should.seize the initiative when it is apparent that the

possibility of a union is serious. Management should not take a neutral

position while the union,t46s the offensive; but rather, the employer

should embark upon'an aggressive campaign which does not underestimate

the power and the determination of the union to win. Management should

4
assume that the union will use every technique, every trick, every

ort
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Taneuver whichlts experts have learned after years of experience. The

employer should not be shocked"b9 lies, distortions, set-ups, threats,

and any .other similar unethical behavior (even illegal) which ts

necessary for the union to gain recognition.' To counter these efforts

here are some'specific tactical suggestions.

1. Form an anti-union task force .

The first step to be taken to thwart the uhion is to select a small
:

cadre of loyal'top administrators to serve on a special task force to

'develop over7411 strategy to combat the 9nion. This group should be

appointed by the chief executive, except for one member of the govern-,

ing body, who should be appointed by the-governing body to act as a

liaiSon between theotask force and the governing body. This liaipn

person and the chief executive should give regular reports to the

governing body in executive session when possible. Where executive

sessions are not possible, a report can be given privately over the

telephone to each member of the governing body.

2. Role play

Role playing is.a technique of proven value in labor relations.

The task force should ask a small committee of loyal managers to pre-

tend to be union organizers and to meet as long as necessary and to

conduct whatever researth is necessary to prepare what the Committee

believes to he a comprehensive str:ategy which the union will use to

organize the employees. Thts strategy plan should represent the most

extreme scenario'that the committee canreasonably conjure and should

include a list of specific tactics which are anticipated to be used by

the Gnion. When the committee has completed its work it should meet

119
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with the task force and the chief exkutive and present its findings.

)
Some of the tactics which the committee is likely to pu/t on the list have

been discussed in another section in this book.
1

3. Retain a consultant

An employer usually faces a union organizational drive only once

in its lifbtime, and therefore most employers have little experience in

'such matters'. However, there are a num0er of very competent and

e ikperienced expert consultants n the field who have been through

numerous union organization campaigns. These persons have accumulated

knowledge, experience, and skills which cannot be matched by the typical

qw
management staff in the typical governmental jurisdiction. Such persons

should be sought out immediately and retained for whateveramount of

time is necessary. This action will be the wisest expenditure of funds

that the employer will make in its anti-union campaign.

4. Obtain legal advice

Although someconsultants who are not attorneys know more about

public sector labor law than some attorneys, legal assistance should be

sought nevertheless. A word of caution, however. The attorney should

be retained to give legal advice and not to suggest strategies and

tactics, which is the function of the task force and the consultant.

The attorney's role is to help identify legal questions and answer

legal questions. Furthermore, the goal of the attoney should be to

keep the issue between the employer and the union and out of court.

These firm understandings_should be entered into at the outset; other-

wise, the anti-union campaign quickly becomes a legal battle, with

, suits and countersuits (accompaniedby huge legal fees), which often

end up with the union still knocking at the employer's doo-r,

.1t0
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5. Form an anti-union committee
of employees

In any employment place there are-employees who are strong*

opposed to labor unions. With encouragement these employees' will volun-

teér to serve on a special committee to work with the task force iv

developing Ad carrying Out a plan to repel the union. The role of

this committee is very important, in that these empl9yees come directly

out of the'workplace where they have direct contact with.other employees

6 a dai* basis. This special committee functions by:

a. Observing union activities in thb workplace and reporting

such observations to the task force.

b. Encouraging other employees not to join ttte unibn.

c. Reporting all acts of harassment, threats, or violence.

d. Appearing at union meetings to present 'an opposing point of

view.

e. Presenting reports at employee meetings called by management

to give reports on why employees are better off without a

union.

6. Don't accept union cards

Quite often a union will arrange for employees to sign "authoriza-

tion" cards and then present these cards to management as an exgress*on

of the wishes of the employees to be represented by the union, without

an appropriate representation election having been held. As a matter

of fact, most of the local teacher unions in America today never went

through a 'representation election. They simply gave their school boards,'

a list of members and asked tp be recognized. This means of recognition__

is not advisable. Whenever a union presents authorization cards to the
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employer, they,shduld be abruptly rejected, unless they are valid

documents from a proper representation election, which is most unlikely:

These cards are usually the r4ult of skillful sales pitches by the

union and the employees often sign them not fully understanding what

these cards mean. If

7. Dispel fear of the union

Many employees are understandably fearful of unions because of the

many stories they have heard of trouble whenever a union attempts to

organize an employer. No caring employer should allow its employees to

experience fear on the job. Furthermore, no employer should be so lax

in its supervision as to allow diligent workers to be...approached on the

job by persons Who wish to organize a,union. Company time is for the

conduct of company business, and each employee should be protected in

his right to perform his job free of fear and interference from the

union. Where such interference is persistent and the perpetrators can

be identified, swift corrective action should be taken.

8. Inform employees of their ri9hts

Many employees are not only totally ignorant of their rights on the

job but are often misled by the union as to their rights on the job.

'Because of this general.lack of knowledge of their rights, some employees

are easily duped into joining the union because the employer has never

informed them of their rights. When the union is. tryin§ to organize

employees, the employer should inform the employees that:

a. No employee is required to sign anything presented by the union.

it

b. No unloican guarantee higher wages, better benefits, or

better working conditions without the agreement of the employer.

12;3
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c. No employee is required to talk to anybody (including

Management) about unionization.

d. All acts, of harassment, intimidation, threats, violence, and

re sabotage are to be reported to management immediately.

e. If. a strike occurs, management Will take the stronges iNtjon

,possible against striking employees and thetr ,union, including

the possibility of dismissaT of guilty employees and a 1kR

suit against the'union for damages.

9. RestriCt the union's freedom

to communicate

Although government property is public property, most government -

agencies have the right to exclude activities which interfere with the

legitimate:functions of the agency: Unauthorized distribution materials

is.one toe of 3ttiVity'which government agencies should review. Some

of the ways to reduce unauthorized communications are:

(a) Prohilbit t.he Use of the Agency &Jail 'Services

,Many government agencies have their own internal mail Service which

'is used for official agency business. In some cases ttiis mail.service is

administered ratherloosely, allowing questionable materials to be Ais-

tributed. SuCh mail service is for legitimate agency business and it

should not be'used-for perlons or organiiations who have their own '

interests mind.By restricting the waif service to only official

businessv the union is autoMatically,excluded. As a consequence, the
?-

union is forced tt communicate,b other more inconvenient and expensive

meani. Since the se of the gency mail service by the unlon may be

'illegal, legal advice should e sought on this matter.
qt.
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(b) Establish a No Trespassing Rule

A place of work is a pTace for work. Any activity not legitimately

related to agency work should be eXcluded. Among other things, this means

visitors on the job (e.g., union representatives) should not be allowed on

agency property without prior specific authorization by management. Even

if there is a legal requirement to admit union officials and other "out

siders" to agency property, management still has the r:ight to know who

is on the property and what theie business is.

(c) Establish a No Loitering Rule

Often unions are allowed to form because employees (and "outsiders")

are allowed to cluster and congregate on agency property either during

or after work hours. Generally speaking, government agencies have the

right (and obligation) to cUrtail loitering, whether the loiterers are

employees or nonemployees. By prohibiting loitering, management

minimizes the opportunity for union sympathizers to meet on pgency

property, thus depriving)the'union of a convenient'place to contact

employees.

(d) Establish a'No Distribution Rule

Along with restricting the use of agency mail service and mail

,

boxes, the employer should also consiAr prohibiting the circulation on
e

agency properties of all material, written oe,unwritten, which do not

have prior and specific approval. Such a rule would automatically

exclude union propaganda.

(e) Control the Use of Bulletin Boards

Most employers have bulletin boards located at various work sites

to pos'tOnformation as one means of keeping employees apprised Of

matters related to their jobs. The only materials which should appear
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on those bulfetin boards are thOse which carry the official seal of

approval by management. Any other material should be promptly removed.

10. Give o ut no names

Surprisingly, a,number of unions have been helped in their organi-

zational efforts 6y using a list of employees supplied by the employer.

Little more needs to be said about this ill:advised practice, since the

confidentiality of employees' names and addresses is protected by law.

Consequently, no such information should be given to the union.

11. i0oid polarizing incidents

As discussed elsewhere in this book, unions will often try to create

r-

an incident of confrontation between.the employer and the employees (or

the union), in an attempt to dupe the employer into makidg en error or

into appearing foolish in the eyes of the employees. Therefore, the

task force should be On the constant alert for those instances where

a disagreement *ght escalate into a full-blown confrontation with the

union.

12. Prepare a strike plan

During the early years of unionization in industry,,the vast

majority of strikes were over the failbre of the employer to recognize

the union. Although not to the same degree as was the case in the

private sector, there have been and will continue to be some strikes by

public employees whose employer refuses to recognize their union.

Therefore, whenever a union is attempting to organize a public employer,

the public employer should develop a strike plan. Such a plan has

several advantages:
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a. A strike plan provid6s a strategy to weather a strie;

therefore, the use,of fear of a strike is thereby substantially

reduced and management can act with a more secure sense of con-

fidence in its conflictwith the union.

b. A strike plan provides a strategy.to keep the agency operating

during the strike, thus emasculating the union's main weapon--

its ab-ility to close down the agency:

c. The presdnce of a strike plan clearly sig l the union that the

employer will not be intimidated, thus deprivirg the union of

another of its primary weapons--the ability to frighten the

employer into taking actions which would not be taken under

normal conditions:

For more information on strikes by public employee's, the reader

'should consult ohe of the author's books on this topic.

D. If There is to be an EIeqion,,,What
Can You Do, and VVhat Can't' You Do?

Once uniOrzation efforts have been so successful that a representa-

tion election has been called for, the struggle is not necessarily lost

4'

for those employersgvho wish to wage a nonunion campaign. However, in

those states where there are bargaining law0and in most federal

agencies), there are certain acts which employers and unions may,.not

engage in. These prohibited acts are cominonly referred to as "unfati,

labor practices." Naturally, where the employer has agreed to a repre-
,

sentation election in tha<states wHere there is no bariaining law,

anti-union efforts by the employer likely would be less restrictive.

The remainder of this section will discuss briefly unfair labor

practices. Since the,determination of what is an unfair labor practice

1 96
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'is a quasi-legal matter and varies from state to state, advice in this

section is-not intended to be legal advice and should'not be used as

legal advice. Those needfng legal advice on unfair labor practices

should consult with a qualified attorney.

In a recent case in Rhode Island, the state's Labor Relations Board

ruled that the University of Rhode Island changed pay grades, positions,

and titles of some university employees without negotiating witfi the

collective bargaining representatives) This ruling was just one of

hundreds of similar rulings on charges of unfair labor Practices (ULP)-

rendered by state labor boar ughout the nation.

What is 'an Unfair labor practice Although what constitutes an

unfair labor practice varies from state to state (and under Federal

Executive Order 11491), generally speaking, wgfiarge of Unfair labor

practice ig an allegation by either management or the union that the

other has failed to follow the requirements of the applicable bargaining

law with regard to required tvrgaining procedures.

For tbe most part, all public sector bargaining laws assure publdc

employees certain substantive protections, which are:

. Public'employees have the.rigbt to organize;

. Management may not dominate,-support, or otherwise interfere

with the internal affairs of the union; and

. The employer may not refuse to bargain.

1 Rhode Island State Labor Relations Board and State of Rhode Island,

Unlversity of Rhode Island, Rhode Island State Labor Relations Board,

) Case No. ULP-3538, October 16, 1980.

1 27
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Some state bargaining laws make no specific reference to ULPs,

while others specify what, acts of commission or omission constitute

ULPs. Therefore, before taking a firm position on ULPs, i.he party

taking the action should review the matter with an atto.rney or competent .

consultant. If a charge is filed, the respondent should similarly seek

expert help before taking a fixed position.

'Normally, ULPs are lodged exclusively by unions, since the nature

of collective bargaining makes the allegation of ULPs more advantageous

to the union than to the'employer. Some employers are so ignorant of

Ws that the mere threat of being charged with a ULP causes the employer

to make unreasonable concessions. This s not to suggest that employers

should ignore allegations of ULPs. There,are 6argaining practices wbich

.are illegal. Here are some that should be avoided in most sifuations:

a., t make any threats of reprisals because employees'join or

port a union or express interest in a.union. This rule even

applies in states where there is no collective bargaining law.

About the only instance in which employees may' be treated

adversely for union activities is when such actjvities inter-

fere wfth the normal operations of the agency. But even then,

one should seek expert counsel before taking actions aga t

employees for organizational attivities.

b. Do not provide or gromise benefits contingent upon the otrcome

of a representative election or other action related to the

union. In most states, public employees may freely' organize

andthey are generally protected from any overt pressure from

management to discourage such actions. However, in states

where there is no bargaining law, there is likely no.obliga-

4

tion to bargain.
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c. Do not interrogate employees (or applicants) about their union

attitudes. The feeling that employees may have about unions

is a private matter and not'an issue to be questi ed by the

employer. The right to assembly is a right of ery citizen,

and it should be treated as such.

d. Do not spy on union activities. The fact that industrial and

labor espionageidoes take place, and the fact that there have

been many true stories reported in the press which describe

how managerial personnel were caught eavesdropping on the

union, do not make such.acts right. Suffice it to say here

that there is no legitimate excuse for such behavior.

e. Do not give preferential ti.44,441ent to those who oppose the

union. Do not punish those who support the.union. Public

employees have a right to a semble and organize free of influence

from the employer.

f. Do not threaten to discontime or contract out certain parts of

the agency's work, should the employees unionize, or should

the union act in a manner unacceptable to the employer. For

example, do not threaten'school,bus drivers that scliool trans-

portation will be contracted out if,the drivers join a union.
44,

. Or, do not threaten custodians with contracting out, if their

union is objectionable to the employer.

g. Do not prohibit union solicitation or discussion after or before.

workirig hours, during breaks, and during lunch periods.

Employees are generally free for sych activities when on their

own time: unless there is interference with the normal opera-

tion of the agency.

I 9j
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h. Do not prohibit the distribution of union literature in nonwork

sites, such as the employees' lounge. Employees generally

have the right to communicate about the union.

i. Do not treat union solicitation any differently than you would

solicitations from other causes, such as charity. Do not single

out the uniori and treat it more adversely than other organiza-

Del not lie abgut current employee benefits in an attempt to

convince employees to remain nonunion. Againt public employees

are protected in theix right to assembly without ihterference

from tHe public employer.

k. Do not use the supervisory staff authority to get information

from the employees about the union. Such actims are a fdrm

of intimidation interpreted by many state labor boards as

interference with- the right to organize.

1. Do not distribute inflammatory anti-union literature to

-employees. Although there can be room to debate just what

constitutes "inflammatory literature," the best rule to follow

is not to distribute literature which is overtly hostile to the

union.

Should an employer wish to wage an anti-union campaign--which is

the empioyer's legal right if the campaign is conducted properly--an

expert consultant _should be retained by the agency. The issue of what

an employer can do and cannot do with regard to fighting a union varies

from state to state. Additionally, the proper expert has probably had

experience in waging anti-union caApaigns and should therefore be able

to lend valuable assistance.
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At this point the reader may conclude that nothing is'allowed that

displeases the union., This conclusion is not correct. Management can

take many aytions which the union ma,i not approve of. For example:

a. You may verbally state-and distribute literature rearding yoU'r

views, if you don't violate anrof the "don'ts" above. An

employer has a general rigllt to objectively discuss union

affairs as they relate tp the operation of the agency.

b. You may address employees on agency property and agency time,

if none of the "don'ts" listed above are violated. Naturally,

employees must be paid for attending such addresses.

4/

, C. You may counter the union's promise that it will guarantee job

security, if the union makes such a claim. You can maL it

cleaT'that only the employer can guarantee SOb security.

d. You may compare benefits between union shops and nonunion shops,

be sure your facts are accurate.

e. You may describe convincingly the many benefits that public

employees have and what might be the impact of unionization,
. )

but yOu must be careful to bel accurate and honest.

f. (You may ask the union to describe exactly what it nll Provide

, to the employees which the employees do not now have and could

not reasonably expect to have without a union.

g. You may desuibe how the union benefits from organizihg

employees.

h. You may discuss what happens when some, employees join the union,

and some don't. You may ask the union to state its views

'regarding "free riders."

1 :3 1
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i. You may make it abundantly clear that no one can be 'required

to join the unioln, unless the employerlgrees. You may

further define what "union security" really means; i.e.,

forced unioninembership. If the linion refers to nonunion

.members as,"free niders," you .alay refer to those forced to

join the union as "Captive pisiengers.".

J. You may itemize the costs of unionization, i.e., dues, initia- .

tion'fees, service fees, fines, e'te.

k. You may discuss how a labor contraCt might interfere with the t

right of management to award bonuses an0 other special rewards

1

for deserving employees.

1. You can describe how some agencies have turned to contracting

out after unionization.

m. You may ask the union to descri* exactly what benefits it will

to employees. You may explain that only the emp;byer can give

wages and benefits for work.performed; that only the employer

can finally set working condition.

n. You may show that. unions sometimes use threats and other acts.of

. coercion to get th e/r way. You mar explain your right to
a

eprive employees of benefits shouid a strike occur. If the

u''f2f1 claims to offer strike benefits.,%make the union prove it

has the funds and will use the funds. Ask the union to expl'ain

where these funds come freim. You may offer statistics which

show that salaries and benefits lost deing strikes are never

regained. .You may state yoUr legal right to replace strikers
,

with persons wilTing to work. you'mayeask*the employees how

they expect to live without an income during a strike,. You may

132
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describe how unions treat employees who attempt to wor1C,during

a strike.

You may explain that if a reprdsentation is to be held tilat is

,secret; that no matter what the employee may have said or

committed himself to with the union, he can freely exer ise

his vote in complete'confidence.' In other words, the e ployee

can change his mind and no one will ever know.

;tt
p. You may employ an expert to assist you in your treatment 'of

union organization matters.

If your agency should be charged with an unfair labor practice., here

are some suggestions based upon experience with dealing with such

matters:

a. Most ULPs are lodged solely as a threat to cause management to

make a concession that it.otherwise would not make, but keep in

mind that the union usually recognizes that the threat is often

more effective than the act itself.

b. In most cases,"management has at least an equal chance to yin

A casi of an ULP. Therefore, both parties face the same risk

. of losing.

c. Even if managemeht should lose, the remedy is usually simply to

cease and desist from the act which management thought it had

the right to perform. Naturailv, a loss can give a boost of
)

support for the uniOn and make the governing bott look bad in

the media. But frankly, a well-counseled agency should not lose

'an ULP.

t.

d. If the union seems committed to bringing charges of an ULP

despfte management's good faith bargaining efforts, management

133
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should observe the union's labor and negotiations activities

carefully and catch it in a clear.ULP and bring similar charges.

The advantages of this tactic should be evident to the reader.

e. Practically all states have a record someplace of all of the
L.

ULPs reviewed, When faced with an ULP, it is wise to review

these cases for applicable precedentS. If no applicable

p'recedent exists in yOur state, you may wish to review similar

ULPs in other states to determine the rationale for their

disposition.

.In summary, there are many legal actions which a public employer

may take during efforts to organize a union, and there are many freedoms

left to the employer even if a union should become organized. There are\

approximately 70,000 public sector goVernment agencies in America,

including school districts, counties, cities, state governments, and

special districts. In theory, most of these could be organized for

collective bargaining. In fact, howeverI, at the beginning of the 1980s

only about 15,000 government.agencies.were formally engaged in collective

bargaining. And, -112_the author's opinion, too many of the 15,000

agencies engaged in collective barlkaining today are doing so because

they took no effort whatsoever to remain free of a union. In many cases

these districts just assumed that the recognition,of a union was

inevitable. Such an attitude was a mistake. Had these districts

taken advantage of their legal rights to oppose the unions, many of

these districts would be union-free today.

134
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E. A Public Employer Can Finance An
Anti-Organization Campaign

In Novtmber 1981, the Michigan Court of Appeals uphejM the right of

a public employer to expend public funds in order to oppose a union

organizing campaign.2 Understandably, the union involve4 tried to con-
,

vince the court that the Michigan bargaining law did not permit such

expenditures because they would be an infringement of public employeei'

right to association. In the case before the court, the Service Employees

Internatior;a1 Union (SEIU) attemked to organize all nonprofessional

employees at the Lapeer County Hqspital in early 1979, but the employees

.voted for "no organization." Upon losing the election, the SEIU lodged

complaints with the Michigan Labor Relations Commission (MERC) that the

hospital should not be allowed to use public funds to counter organization

efforts, but MERC dismissed the union's objections, and the SEIU appealed

to the courts.

The court noted that the"Michigan Public Employment Relations Act

(PERA) was pattezned after the National Labor Relations Act, which

spedifically permits employers to resist union attempts to organize

employees, Nor could the court find any reason to believe that the intent

of the law was to deny public employers the right to wage anti-union cam-
,

paignse. The court further noted the PERA was designed to protect the

rights of all employees, including those who do not wish :to be repre-.

sented by a union. Despite this ruling, howeveq managers in other

states% who plan to wage an anti-uniA'campaign, should tirst confer with

qualified legal counsel.

, 2'
local 79, SEIU, Hospital Employees Div. v. Lapeer County General

Hospita1,441 Ct. of Appeals, No. 52079, Nov. 17, 1981f.



VI. HANDLING EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS

A. Employees Have a Right to Complain

The right of American"citilens to petition their' local school boards

and local, state, and federal govennments is firmlyentrenched in the

nation's jurisprudence'. Additionally, citizens have.the right to

appeal the decisions of their government. Similarly, but with some

minor restrictions/ pUblic employees, in their dual role of citizen and

public servant, have a general right'tb petition their public employers

and a general right to appeal the decisions of their employers.

The general right of public employees to petition their public

employers and to appeal the decisions of their public employers is

demonstrated by the plethora of appeals procedureS, complaint procedures,

grievance procedures, and other review procedures found in local schOol

board policies, local government ordinances, state.regulations (and

laws), federal regulations, and thousandi of public sector labor con-

tracts found at all.levels of government employment, 'all of which are

designed in smile manner to allow public employees to communicate with

their public employer concerning the employer's activities, specifically

asAthose activities relate to the employee's job interests of compen-

sation, benefits, working conditions, and job security, and generally

as those activities relate to the efficient and proper operation of

the government agency in, the best interests of the public. The right

of public employees to complain about matters related to their employer's

activities is also_underscored by numerous legal decisions.

124
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1

Naturally, , there must be tome balance between the obvious advantages ,

of freedom of expressiod by public employees and Oe need to maintain a

disciplined public'workforce whi011 is reasonably neutral in political

affairs and which in some instances must protect vital confidential

information, such as in military intelligence.

The benchmark case which protects public employses in their right

to general freedom of expression regarding the activities of their

employer is Pickering v. Board of Education,' in which decision the U.S.

Supreme Court stated a teacher coUld not be dismissed for statements

about school.board policy,withoot proof of false statements knowingly

and recklessly made.". According to this decision, public employees

would evervbe allowed to make minor errors in their statements about\

their employer. However, Pickering did not give carte blanche right to

, public employees to engage in personal attacks'ori their immediate \,

supervisors, to release confidential information, or to engage in

expressions disruptive to the public agency. In short, Pickeing did

not foreclose on all employee dismissals based on freedorof expression.

To this day public employees still are dismissed;for expressions which

are to the.disinterest or harmful to the public employer. Nevertheless

the legal record with regard to public employees being dismissed for

freedom of expression is mixed. For example, in federal employment,

federal employees may be dismissed "only for suefi cause as will promote,

the efficiency of the service.
2

,At the state and local levels of

1
391 U.S. 563 (1968).

. 2
5 U.S.C. § 652(a) (1970).

13 ?
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government there are numerous cases of public employees being dismissed

because of public statements about their employers. For example, a

Nevada school teacher was fired for "unprofessional conduct" because he

publicly opposed compulsory school attendance laws,3 while another teacher

0, was fired in Connecticut for "misconduct" when she distributed flyers

critical of the achinistration and its policies.4 However, the record

on attempts to dismiss public employees for public expressions is also

replete with failures, most of which never got to court.

Although Pickering has set a rather broad tolerance for freedom of

expression by public employees, the record on dismissal of public

employees who criticize their publicemployers continues to be mixed.

While members of the police force in the U.S. Canal Zone were restricted

- in their rights as policemen to criticize Canal Zone policies due to the

tense situatgon there,
5
a Baltimore (Maryland) policeman was allowed to

make very critical public comments oetelevision about the morale of the

police force.6

Pickering reqognized that there may be times that free speech by

publie employees about their employer may not be tolerable, suc as in

cases where*". . . tile relationship between suPerior and subordinate is

of subh a personal and intimate nature that certain forms of public

\.

criticism of the superior by the subordinate would seriously undermine

3Meinhold v. Taylor, 89 Nev. 56, 506 P.2d 420 (1973).

4
Gilbertson v. McAlli'ster, 403 F. Supp. 1 (D. Conn. 1975).

5
Meehan v. Macy, 392 F.2d 822, Modified, 425 F.2d 469 (D.C. Cir.

1968). See also Kannisto v. City and County of San Francisco, 541 F.2d

§841 (9th Cir. 1976).

6Brukiewa v. Police Commissioner, 257 Md. 36, 263 A.2d 210 (1970).
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the effectiveness of-the working relationship between them. . . ." As

a result of this language a number' of public employees have been dis-

missed. For example, a school superintendent was dismissed for denouncing

some school board members seeking reelection, and the disctiarge was upheld

by a federal court.7

The method employed by the public employee in criticizing the public

employer can be a factor in whether or not the employee is dismissed.

Generally speaking, disruptive forms of free speech,,such as demonstra-

tions on the job, can be grounds for dismissal. For example, some black

employees of the U.S. Census Bureau were dismissed when they picketed in

the agency cafeteria to demonstrate their allegations of racial dis-

crimination. Their dismissal was upheld.8 However, a teacher in New York

was fired for wearing a black armband protesting the Vietnam War, but the

dismissal was reversed.
9

The point of discussing Pickering in such detail Is to ,underscore

that public employees have a general ritpi to complain publicly about the

activities of their employer. One way to minimize the chance of such

public criticisms (which are almost always controversial) is to provide

a complaint procedure which allows and requires that such complaints be

..

processed through-the complaint procedure. Although there is no guaraptee

that such a procedure will curtail all public criticisms of the public

employer by its employees, a,respomive complaint prordure can.allow

the employer prior opportunity to settle controversial issues privately.

7Fuentes v. Roher, 519 F.2d 379 (2d Cir. 1975).

8Waters v. Peterson, 495 F.2d 91 (D.C., Cir. 1973).

9Russo v. Central School District No: 1, 469 F.2d 623 (2d Cir.

1972).
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For example, in theicelebrated U.S. Central Intelligence Agency case, an

ex-CIA agent (Victor Marchetti) was prohibited from publishing his

criticisms of the CIA because he had signed a secrecy agreement.10' This

case does not guarantee, however, that any government agency which

installs a complaint procedure will automatically stop all public cr)ti,-

cisms by public employees of their public employers. Such a procedure

will, however, if,responsive to*the criticism, assure that the.employer

has a prior and prjvate chance to settle the matter, except in "whistle

blowing" cases, where the complainant might be informing on persons who

process complaints. For example, in the nationally publicized case of

A. Ernest Fitzgerald, who publicly accused the U.S. Defense Department

of inexcusable cost overruns, Mr. Fitzgerald was fired, but after years

of litigation costing hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal expenses,

he was reinstated to !ederal service, thus setting a precedent for all

public employees to publicly reveal inappropriate activities of their

public employers
1.11

Based upon the balance of legal decisions over the years, any pyblic

agency, whether unionized or not,'is well advised to have a complaint

procedure, even if a grievance procedure exists in the labor contract,

if one exists. Such procedures have developed over the past two hundred

year because of a demonstrated need. ,Wherever workers assemble, whether

inIthe public or private sector, there are bound to be complaints over

the activities of the employer, and these complaints will be expressed

10Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. v. Colbj,, 509 F.2d l2 (4th Cir. 1975).

11
Fitzgerald v. United States Civil Service Commission, 407 F. Supp.

380 (D.C. 1975), reversed_ on another ground,,554 F.2d. 1187 (D.C. Cir.

1977).
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one way or another. Over a protracted period of time most public employers

have collie to accept this'fact, even though reluctantly in some cases.

Even where there is a labor contract in force between a public

employer and an exclusive representative of the public employeeso

public employees are still protected in their right to address the govern-
/-

.
ing body. For example, in 1975 in Wisconsin (a state with a bargaining

law), in a school district where negotiations were being conducted

between the school district and the exclusive representative of teachers,

a teacher who was not a union member was allowed to address the school

board in public session over the objection of the union on matters then

under negotiations. Soon thereafter, the union lodged an allegation of

an unfair labor,practiCe against the school board, claiming that by

allowing the teacher to speak, the exclusive representative of teachers'

had been bypassed. Although the Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission

(the agency which_administers the bargaining law) supported the union,

as did the WisconsiR Supreme Court, the decisions were reversed by the

U.S. Supreme Court which maintained that the state,s collective bargain-

ing iaw did not supercede the,individual public employee's First

Amepdment right to address the employer. The Court stated: "Restrain-

ing teachers' expressions to the (schooli board on matters involving

tile operation of the schools Would seriously impair the board's ability

to govern the district."
12

12
Madison School District v. Wisconsin Employment Relations

Commission, 429 U.S. 167 (1976).
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B. Advantages of a Complaint Procedure'

Fortunately, there are only a few unenlightened public employers

and government administrators remaining who refuse.to recognize that

'r). an appropriate employee complaint procedure contributes to the overall

efficiency of the.public agency. A public employer should provide a

.complaint-procedure for employees for 'a number of reasons:

41%

1. Acomplaint procedure helps identify
legitimate problems which shoubvi be
corrected

All places of work have room to improve efficiency and employment

conditions. The.identification of these areas for improvement can come

from the agency management staff, the goyerning body, the public? and

the employees. Each of these groups have their own particular insight

into the operation of the government agency, and each of these groups

has the potential for offering useful suggestions to improve the servicei

of the agency.

2. A complahlt procedure enhances
4

employee loyalties

When employees view their employer as a friend to whom they can

carry their problems, 6oncerns:' and suggestions, there is bound to be

present a sense of trust and camaraderie. Such positive relationships

lay the foundation for the empleiyees td support the employer. This

type of commitment from employees cannot be bought. It can only be

earned,-and it is priceless!

142
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3. A complaint procedure improVes
employee morale

A complaint procedure improves employee morale by relieving

employees of carrying problems and worries to their jobs, thus releasing

"employees to comMit themselves m9re fully to their duties. As employees

learn that thefr employervis concerned with their problems, their

attitudes toward their jobs-become more positi;.4 ahd they are more

likely to perform beyon4.the,minimal ,requirements of their jobs.

4. A'complaint procedure is a form 61'

of a sugO.stion procedure
.

In a way, every complaint, whether legitimate or not, is a form of .

a suggestion which the employer should consider. If the complaint is

legitimate it suggests that the employer is in need of making certain

changes. If the complaint is meritless, it suggests that there is,some

miscommunication, or that there is need for better employee iaservice

or improved employee ;Tlations.

5! A complaint procedure minhnizes the
likelihood that controversial criticisms
win be carried to the public

As has been discdssed in this section, Pickering givesopmployees

rather bi'oad rights in publicly criticizing their employers. A number

of precedents, however, seem to indicate that such freedom of expression

can be reasonably and legally controlled by requiring that some internaT

procedure be.followed first. Generally speaking, the courts are hesitant
1

to take on cases until agency administrative review procedures have been

1

exhausted. Consequently, a responsive complaiht procedure can give t4e

public employer a prior and private opportunity to settle a complaint

whictymight otherwise become a public controversy.
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6. A complaint procedure con help
avoid_.unionization :

As discussed elsewhere in thie,book, one of the main reasons that
41

employees organize is because of the failure of the employer to take

seriously the completts of its employee$. When an employer is

unresponsive to the legitimate complaints of its employees, why shouldn't

the employees seek out someone who is responsive; namely, a union? The

alternatives for the employer are few. Either the employer must be

responsive to employ6e complairits.or the employer.will deal with a

union or uncooperative employees.

C. Ingredients of a Good Complaint Procedure

Based upon consfderable experience and research, the aufhor has

determined that a good complaint procedure should follow a number of

rules, the most important If which are:

1. The definition of a complaint
shouhd be broad -

For purposes of discussion here a Complaint shall be defined as an

expression of concern by an employee (or employees) to his supervisor
,

over the activities of the employer, excluding grievances as defined

in the labor contract (if one,exists) and other matters for Which a

method of review is prescribes:11)y laW or any rule or regulations having

the impact of law or any other matter which according to law the resolu-
.

tion of which is beyond the scope orthe employer's authority to remedy.

Under these conditions all legitimate Complaints, concerns, and

grievances woUld be provided for and the emplpyer would enjoy the

opportunity to settle all such matters in an orderly and private manner.

41.
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2. Complaints shouliq be Processed
through the comOairil procedure

As 'discussed earlier in this section, public employees havtda

broad freedom to publicly criticize their employers and all such public

criticisms are potential controversies. By requiring that all complaints

(as defined above) be discussed with the employer first; the employer has

taken an important step legally and reasonably to avoid public criticisms

which might otherwise be harmful to'the employee, the employer, and the

r
public generally.

3. Complaints should be
lodged pronTtly

Any complaint which is worthy of consideratipn is worthy of prompt

consideraiion. An employee who is unwil,ling to seek an immediate solu-
.

tion to his complaiot should not be'entitled to a sympathetic response

from his employer. Either the complaint should be registered promptly

or there is no complaint. This normally means that employees should be

required to,register their complaints within no more than twenty days

and no less than ten days frompthe time when the employee knew, or

should have reasonably known, of the action which gave rise to the

complaint. This requirement precluded the possibility of empldyeeS

saving their complaints until it is too late to resollve them.

4. Responses to complaints
should be'prompt

If employees are qtpected to.lodge their complaints promptly, so

should employers equally be expected to respond promptly. Failure(on

the part of the employer to respond promptly at all levels of the

complaint procedure simply conveyito employees a lack of interest on

. the part of thq employer and alloWs'the complaint to fefter and grow

143-
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worse. Normally, the employer shad be required to respond to

complaints within about five days.

5. The initial step should be'an
informal discussion

Once a complaint is put into writing the flexibility for resolving
5

the complaint is restricted, because a written document creates an air

of forffitlity and causes the parties to concentrate only on what is

iwritten, ev ien f t does not reflect the real problem. Therefore, the

complainant should be allowed and encouraged to 4iscuss his complaint

informally with his immediate supervisor. In this tting the

complainant is free to modify his complaint, press his complaint, or.

withdraw his complaint. Similarly, the immediate supervisor should

feel free at this informal meeting to take any reasonable, legal, and

good faith action to settle the dispute.

6. Thei(formal complaint should
be in writing

If the complaint is not resolVed informally between the employee

and his immediate supervisor, it should be put in writing, preferably

on an official form,'whichlissures that the complaint is made clear

and contains necessary procedural information, such as date of the

alleged act which caused the complaint, date of the formal submission

of the complaint, exaCt nature of the compl&int, desired remedy for the

complaint, etc. It is important to underscore here that the written

description of the comPlaint and the alleged actions which caused the

complaint must be very clear, becaUse all future review of the complaint

will be based on that information. If such information is not clear or

not complete, much time will be wasted and the problem will have less

chance of being satisfied.
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7. All complaints should be resolved at
the lowest administrative level

Any complaint which is not resolved at one level is likely to be

more difficult to resolve at the next administrative level. As a

'miter of fact, most complaints not resolved at the first administrative

level usually go through to the last step, whatever that step may be.

When complaints are not resolved at the initial level and they are

referred successively higher, they generally become more entangling and

entrenched and thus more difficutt to settle. Therefore, a thorough

investigation of a complaint should be conducted at the very outset and

every effort should be made to resolve it informally at that level/

Incidentally, if the employer is willfng to expend the good faith time

and effort, experience indicates that 99 percent of complaints can be

handled satisfactorily without resorting to the iormal complaint

procedure.

8. Managers should not be covered by
the same coniphahlt procedure

In almost all eMployment settings in both the private and the public

sectors, supervisors, administ ators, executives, and other members df

the management team are consi red to be an extension of the emptoyer.
f

As such, they must represent t e employer with fidelity. Consequently,

a manager could not give his undivided commitment to his employer should

he be covered by acomplaint procedure in which fie can be both the com-

plainant and defendant. This is not to suggest necessarily, howe'ver,

thatimanagers should not be allowed to complain, only that if they are

allowed to present complaints '(and they should be) their complaints

should be processed by,a different and separate complaint procedure.

A
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9. A wiion should not be allowed to
represent a complainant where
no ui nion is recognized

,

A

...

Many employees understandably want to have someone with them when

they comptain aboutthe activities of the employer, and the employees

\

should be accorded this opportunity. The employee should be allowed

to have present another employee, but the complainant should speak for

. himself and there should be no representatiOn by a union or an attorney,
1

unless the matter is extremely.important or involves legal questions.

i

For example, if the complaint involves accusations of criminality or
-

wrOngful dismissal, the employer may be required to deal with a legal

or union representative of the employee. 'But most complaints are

matters of routine employee-employer relatio d can be and should

be settled directly between the employee and his immediate supervisor

without the intervention of third parties.

10. Work now, complain later
-

An employee is not released from doing something he ha lained

of just because he has lodged a complaint. The employee must, during

and notwithstanding the pendency of any complaint, continue to observe

alt assignments and applicable rules and regulations ofthe eniployer
1

until such complaint has been settled. If employees were allowed to

stop performing any duties which they complained of, there would be
,

an increase in complaints and a decrease in work performed.

_,

11. Complaint processing should inter-
fere minimally with work *

Although 'responding to employee complaints is a legitimate and

laudible function of management, effort should be made to assure that

the processing of complaints does not take employees from their normal

148
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(1--: duties for an inordinate amount of time. Careful scheduling can usually

minimize the amount of time that employees aee.away from their primary..

Aitti,es. For example, most teacher complaints can be discussed before

or after schoot>during a lunch period, or during a "free" period.

12. The complahlt procedure niax not
replace overricihng procedures

State and federal civil service regulations often providetvarious

typbs of appeals procedures for certain personnel actions taken by an

employer. A number of federal and state laws also provide procedures

by which emplOyees may appeal decisions or actions of the public

employer. For example, laws extst to prohibit employers from discrimie.?
J\

nating agairist employees on the bavi f age, sex, and race. These ldws

provide specified proceires for employees to follow when they allege

discrimination by the employer. In other words, the complaint prqcedure

should not process complaints which have other review pro8edures,pre=

scribed by law. For example, appeals overemployee diSmissals are

oftbn 'prescribed by soiN state or federal laW or civil service regu-

lation having the impact of law. Nor should the complaint ftocedure

process complaints which require remedial authority beycind that of the

employer. By way of example, employees in a public school cafeteria

might ask to be rblieved of a le al requirement to ha1.4 a ph.ysical

examination performed on them ce a yeae. In this case, the school

board would lack the authority to satisfy the employee request.

13. Conduct all hearings fairly

Each time that 9. member of management meets with a complainant, the

meeting should be conducted with decorum and a pod faith effort to

resolve the matter on an amicable basis. This means many things. It

.1.4j
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means that the supervisor should take reasonable steps to assure the

employee that he is free to express his concerns without fear of

reprisal. Itoleans that the supei'visor shoula allow ample time for the

'Fretter to be fully explored.. In summary, the supervisor should treat

the employee just like the suPervisOr should like to be treated if he

were complaining to his superVisOr.

14. Each compl6int should be dealt With
as if it were to be finally ruled
upon by an impartialludge

One of the most common. and serious mistakes made by supervisors in

processing complaints is to fail to take the complaints seriously

enough and to fail to take accountabijity for settling the issue:.

Coniequently, releVant facts-are often overlooked and inSuffitient
,

effort is mOe to satisfy the complaint. As a r ult, the domplaint is .

proceised upwa-d unnecessaribt,Throwing morediffic ,t with each

referral. Anthen at the last step, wheee there'is giTater impariiatify

in the review, the important facts 6re discovered, usuall'Y to the.sur,-

prise, disappoifitmeni, and embarrassment of the managers involved in the
-

complaint. If the facts do indicate that lower echelons of management

have been in.error., then the employee feels more convinced that he has

'been wronged and,management's credibility is harmed unnecessarily. The

best rule to follow to,avoid suth debacles is to initially review each

complaint thorour through the eyes of an impartial judge and teen ,

proceed accordingly.

15. Identify exactly wtmt relief is sought

Sometithes complaints are re'viewed and no on cluding the

complainant, determines exactly what remedy will be mutually acceptable,

130



if the complaint is' valid. 'The identification of ihe desired remedy
,

is an important aspect bf resolvingiaMplaidts. Often the relief that

-Will satiSfy 4e complainant es':11,e4y 1;iihOr and easily granted. Under

such circumstanCecvalid complaints can sometimes be satisfied'pr'omptly.
,s

On the other hand, some.expec.tationq for remedy are beyond the Will oe

the poWer4 of the employer.to grant. In such cases, management mut deal .

with two protdems insteed Of one--the resolution of the coulplaint, As

well aS the resolution of the dispute over the remedy, ifthe.complaint

isvalid. Therefore, the identification of the expected relief should

be clarified at the outset, even though it may,chehge as.the complaint

is, progressively reviewed.

(

_16. If in doubt,. listen

Somettmes an employee will present'an issue not governed by the

. complaint procedure, or an diployee'will preseht a complaint so vague

and disjointed that the immediate supervisor is unable.to understand
-x

, exactly whaethe problem is or whatthe employee wants. In such cases,

the best policy is to be pattent, listen, ask prob.ing 'questions, and

. .help the complainant clarify his Concerns. -

4

17. Give the comOlainant a dear
answer at all levels-

When the exact hature of-a complaint is'known and the desired.,

remedy has,been.identified and the complaint has been investigated,

the complainant is efititled to a c/ear answer. There.are only two

. .

' legitimate answers td a compjaint--"Sustained". or "Rejected." If

sustained, th'e,reMedy shOuld be applied'immediately. If rej,ected,' the

ason forthe rejection should belstated and-the Compjainant. must

cide if he Wishes to appeal.further.
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18: Visit the site of the complaint

Many complaints concern conditions at the actual work location.

For example, many complaints arise over allegations of unsafe working

Rnvironments. 0 such cases, a visit to the-actual work site is

highly advisable. Some complaint investigations simply cannot be com-

pleted without such a visit. The author recalls a complaint from a

cafeteria employee who complained,that floor safety treads were often

not in place, creatin9 a potentially dangerous situation for employees.

However, the immediate supervisor in the cafeteria denied the charge.

In twO separate unannounced visits to the cafeteria, the safety treads

were not in place. As a result, the hazardous condition was corrected;

the employee was satisfied; and the supervisor received a valuable

career-growth lesson,

19. InterView witnesses -

Quite frequently, the adjudication of a complaint requires that

perSons familiar with or associated with the circumStances surrounding

fhe complaint be questionAd in order to provjtie more complete informa-

tion than would be the case otherwise. fn one situation experienced by

the author, a night maintenance worker complained that the security

guard was often not,at his post. A quick on-site interview of wit-

nesses corroborated the alle9ation. When the security guard was con-
.

fronted about his absences, he admitted that he wts infrequently away

from his exact post in order to check on some security problems elp-

where. As a result, the night maintenance worker was pleased with the

response of management not only becaUse his original complaint was

satisfied, but also because as a result of'the testimony of the security

guard,.additional part-time security assistance was added to the building.

52
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20. Apply all regulations consistently

School districts, municipalitie.s, state agencies, and federal agencies

are public enterprises. They are not the private affairs of those who

happen to work for the agency at a given moment in time. Of all the

,

common irrors made by public officials, there is one that is most

- inexcusable, and that is the practice of applying public policies,

regulations, and work rules in an inconsistent and anbitrary manner based

upon the whim, prejudice, preference,, and ignorance of the public

official involved. Some members of public governing bodies and their

executives seem to think that they may follow their private beliefs

in the application of public policies. The author has personally wit-

nessed personnel directors who employ on the basis of personal prefer-
.

ence, supervisors who bend clear work rules to please their friends,

chief exeatives who overlook important rules they are supposed to

follow, and.members of governing bodies who think that laws apply to

-

everybody except those who happen to be in a governi g position at 7a

given point in time. It is in such cases of inexcusa le abuse of power

given by public trust that unions can play a vital help ul role by

exposing such persons as they exploit their positions o public trust

for their own personal reasons.

As disCussed'elsewhere in this book, the inconsis ent application

of-agency policies; regulatioqs, and work rules is one f the main

causes for employees to unionize and rightfully so. Public officials

who cannot manage public business in a.responsible manner deserve to

be confronted by a union.
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21. Examine past practice

In order to determine if a regulation is being applied consistently,
_7-J--

it is often necessary to review what has been the establishe'd past

practice In applying that regulation. This is not to necessarily

sugges,t that all past practices are binding on present and future, actions.

Past-practices with regard to the application of a given rule simply

gives insight into how the rule has been interpreted over a period of

. time. Por example, in a mid-western school'district a teacher complained'

that he should have been interviewed when he, requested a transfer from

one school to another because the applicable regulation stated that

teachert requesting transfer would be "considered." Long standing

past practiCe was that the word "considered" meant an inverview, which

in this case had been denied to the teacher. When the complaint was

reviewed by the superintendent, the receiving principal was instructed

to interview the teacher, but 17eginning with the following school year

the regulation was revised to make uch interviews at the discretion

of the receiving principal.

22. Investigate the complainant's background

Practically all workforces contain at least one chronic complainer,

troublemaker, malingerer, or someone of borderline acceptability. One

of the many facts that should be sought out when an employee complains

. is the work record of the complainant. SOme employees are simply more

prone to complain' than others who face situations identical to that

complained of. In such cases, the supervisor-must take into account

the personal "'aspect of the complainer in decid-ing what to do. Typically,

the apPropr4ate action called for in such instances is to offer some

firm erbployee counseling.
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23. Collect @ll evidence

In order to resolve a complaint fairly, all relevant evidence must
4

be collected as soon as possible. Some of the questions which might

be asked are: Has the complaint been submitted within the-proper time

frame? Is the,complaint clear? Is the desired remedy clear? Is the

remedy acceptable, if the complaint is sustained? What is the employee's

background? What is the current applicable rule being complained of?

What is the past practice in this case? Are there witnesses? What

written documents are needed? .Has there been a similar problem in the

past? Has the work site been visited? Have all appropriate, personnel

been interviewed? Depending on the nature ofithe case, other relevant

questions can be raised.

24. Complaint processing should
be private

Se,

For purposes of discussion here, a complaint is an expression of

concern by an employee to his supervisor about the activities of the

employer. As such, a complaint is a private matter, at least at the

initial stages, between the employee and his supervisor. By keeping the

matter private there is greater hope for resolving the complaint. The

more public the complaint becomes the more difficult it becomes to

settle. The longer a complaint festers, the more complex it becomes.

The more people whb become.involved in the complaint, the more diffi-

cult the complaint becomes to Satisfy. The rule, then, is to settle

all complaints quickly and privately with as little fanfare as

possible.

1 55
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25. Do not hide relevant information

Having processed hundreds of employee, complaints and grievances,

the author has.found that certain patterns emerge with-regularity in

the proceging of employee concerns. One common mistake made by super-

visors geneolly is to hide information relevant to the complain out

of fear that the supervisor has done something wrong. The author has

been very successful in avoidialg such problems by explaining to the

supervisor in each instance why it is to his advantage to reveal all

relevant facts at the outset, no matter how difficult that might be.

By having a frank and open examination of the supervisor's role in the

complaint, there is greater hope of resolving the matter without

surprised embarrassment in the final stages of processing the complaint.

If there is doubt that the supe6isor is revealing all needed facts,

the person conductingethe review should undertake a carOtrinveSti-

gation of the supervisor's actions in the matter complained of.

26. Control the emotional tone
of hearings

In the presence of their superiors, some employees are understand-

ably uncomfortable, particularly if they are complaining.of some action

of the employer. Even some supervisors are uneasy when cluestioned

about a complaint from an employee. Keeping this in mind, special care

must be taken to assure that all meetings involving persons associated

with the complaint musI be conducted in a manner to encourage open and

frank discussion. To accomplish such a tone, all complaint hearings

should be carried out in a friendly andl000d faith manner. The employee

should understand that it is his right to complain free of fear, and

the supervisor should understand,that he is not on trial but is simply

N\
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assisting in the resolution 'of a personnel problem. Under no condi-

tiOns should a complainant be threatened because of his complaint.
4

By controlling.the emotional ,tone of complaint hearings, the door is

kept opefi for an antiCable settlement.

- 'S 27. Try to mediate a settlement

..

The vast majority of complaints are informally reso3ved between

,

the
.

Supervisor and.the employee, without resorting to formal hearings

or third party interv ntion. However, should the complaint go beyond
---,Al

,
,

the immediate supervi or and be reviewed by another Mnager, that person

skuld make all reasonable effort to mediate the dispute by encouraging

,

either or both parties toiiind.
,

However, the manager should not cai-ry

his mediation efforts to the extreme of being unfair to either party or
-4

harming the management rights of the employer.
. 1

28. Keep management informed r

All public employers should have someone who serves ih an employee-.

employer relations capacity. In small agencies this i.ole can be filled

informally by someone (preferably pot the chief executive) who may have

other responsibilities. In any case, there must be someone who pro-

cesses complaints and whoever that person is he should be aware of

wilat complaints are being lodged and he should keep the chief executive

informed of the more controversial complaints; otherwise, the chief

executive will hear incomplete reports of complaints tough the rumor'

mill, causing unneeded concern and confusion. ,

%

1 5 7

e

_
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29. If arbitration (either binding or advisory))
of complaints exists, it should be accord-
ing to applicable arbitration rules

A few complaint procedures allow for impart* third party review

of unresolved complaints as the final step in the complaint procedure.

In such instances, the hearing of complaints should be conducted accord-

ing to the hearing procedures of the American Arbitration AssOCiation or

some other applicable state or federal arbitration procedure.

D. A Sample Complaint Procedure

In order to give the reader an example of a typical complaint

procedure, the following hypothetical procedure is offered. Naturally,

it can be easily modiffed to suit\local conditions.

, COMPLAINT PROCEDURE

In order -Niat employees may express their concerns freely, the

following complaint procedure is provided as the official procedure for

the resolution of employee complaints.

Definition: A "complaint" shall mean an expression of concern by

an employee (or employees) to his supervisor over the activities of the

employer, excluding matters hereinafter described.

All complaints will be processed exclusively by the procedure

described herein.

Step 1: The employee shall first discuss his complaint with his

immediate supervisor with the object of resolving the complaint. The r

employee shall state the precise compl int and his desired relief.

Should the complaint be beyond the auth rity of the immediate super-
.

visor to re olve he shall refer the employee to the proper adminis-

trator. Otherwis , the immediate supervisor will give his final response
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to the employee within five work days of receiving the coAolaint. At

the time of his response, the immediate supervisor shall refer the

employee to the proper administrator to whom the employee may appeal,

if the immediate has rejected the complaint.

Step 2: If the emipoyee wishes to process his complaint beyond

step 1, he shall contact the administrator to whom he has been referred

in step 1 within five working days of the referral. The administrator

at step 2 shall be that person desfgnated by the chief executive as

the most appropriate administrator to hear the appeal. This admint-

trator shall respond to the employee's appeal within five work days of

receipt of the appeal.

Step 3: If the' employee wishes to process his complaint beyo9d

step 2, he shall contact the chief executive within five days of

receipt of the administrator's response in step 2. Should the chief

executive not be able to satisfy the employee within ten days of receipt

of the appeal,,he shall refer the complaint to the governing body at its

next meeting.

Step 4: The governing body shall determine if it shall conduct a

hearing on the complaint. If a hearing is held, it shall be conducted

according to the approved hearing guidelines. Within five days of the

governing body's decision, the decision shall be communicated to the

employee. The decision of the governing body s'hall be final.
.

,

Spedial Provisions

1/

1. In processing complaints, mployees are to communicate

directly with the appropriate admin strator. Intermediaries apd repre-'

/
sentatives are not to be used. With the'permission of the administrator
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hearing the complaint, the employee may have another person of his

choice present at any meeting at which the complaint is being dis-
.

cussed with the employee, except at any meeting of the governing body

where the complaint is being considered. In which case the employee

at his own option may have present someone of his own choice who may

advise the employee.

2. This procedure is not applicable to members of the management

team for the processing of complaints.

3. An employee who wishes to lodge a complaint must do so within

tendays-from the time when the employee knew, or should have reasonably

know, of its occurrence.

4. The employee who has lodged a complatht shall, during and

notwithstanding the pendency of any complaint, continue to observe all

assignments and applicable rules and regulations of the employer until

such complaint and any effect thereof has been fully determined.

5. Meetings, at which the employee's- presence is required,

shall be arranged at a time and place so as to.minimally interfere

with the employee's regular duties.

6. Failure at any step of this proCedure to communicate the

decision on a complaint within the specified ttme limits shall permit

the complainant to proceed to the next step. Failure at any step of

this procedure to appeal a complaint to the next step within the

specifitd time limits shall be deemed to be acceptance of the decision

rendered at that step.

7. Any matter for which a method of review is prescribed by law

or any rule or regulations having the impact of law, or any matter

I)
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which accordidg to law is beyond the scope of the employer's authority

to remedy shall be excluded from this complaint procedure.

8. A complaint by an employee alleging improper dismissal or

nonrenewal of employment shall not be coverable by this complaint

procedure. Such complaints shall be reviewed according to the employer's

applicable procedure for the appeal of such complaints.

E. Review of Complaints by the
Governing Body

Some complaint procedures include a review by the governing body,

such as the school board. In such instances the governing body should

make every effort to review complaints in a fair and judicial manner.

Where the governing body is included in the complaint procedure, the

governing body, or individual members thereof, should be prohibited

from discussing the.complaint until the coltplaint formally comes before

the entire governing body (or subcommittee, if subcommittees are used)

for formal review. To allow members of the governing body to discuss

the complaint before the formal hearing would make a fair and impartial

hearing difficult, if not impossible. As a suggested guide for those

governing bodies which wish to review complaints, the following hearing

procedure is offered.

HEARING PROCEDURE FOR EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS

I. Scope

This procedure Will be followed in cases where the Governing Body

holds a hearing involving a complaint of an employee. In the case of a

complaint the governing body may choose to makes it determination in

a complaint matter on the basis of tIle written evijence presented

by the employee and the recommendation of the Chief Executive.

"I,
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II. Procedure Prior to Hearing

A. Prior to the hearing before the Governing Body, the procedure

to be followed shall be that prescribed by the complint

procedure. Failure to abide by such procedure may.be cage

for a denial of hearing.

B. The complainant and the Chief ExectAtive shall each mail to

the other at least five working days prior to the hearing, or

deliver to the other at least three working days prior to the

hearing, a copy of each document, report, or other writing

whidb he/she intends to introduce at the hearing. Failure

10 comply shall be grounds for denial of the introduction of

the writing at the hearing, except that the,Governing Body may

accept a writing when good cause for the failure to furnish it

earlier is shown.

In addition, the Governinp Body shall accept an otherwise

admissible writing, which has not been so furnished if the

writing was not available to the offering party within the

time period specified, but such writing shall be furnished to

the other party as soon as practicable after it becomes

available.

III. Hearing Procedure

A. Procedural Matters

1. The hearing shall be presided over by the Governing Body

chairperson or in his/her absence, the vice-chairperson,

or in his/her absence by such other member as the

Governing Body may designate.
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2. The chairperson or other presiding member 'shall make all

rulings concerning evidence, object442,continparices,

and other procedural matters,subject to being overruled

by majority vote of the members present on motion of any

member.

3. Strict adherence to the formal rules of evidence applic-

able to actions in a court of law will not be insisted .

upon. However, the evidence and argument shell be limited

to the issut or issues to be decided by the GovernIn'g Body.

4. At each stage of the hearing the moving party will be

called upon first to proceed. In a complaint hearing,

the complainant is the moving party.

5. The parties may ttipulate such writings,$summaries- of

eWidence, and 6ther matters as they may agree_upon.

6. The hearing shall be private unless a public hearing is

requested by the complainant. A request for a public

hearing shall be given by mailing notice thereof to the

Chief Executive at least five (5) working days prior-to

/ the hearing, or by delivel'ing notice thereof to the Chief

i,

Executive at least three (3) working days prior to the, ,

hearing.

7. At the beginning of the hearing each side shall submlt a

list showing the names of each representative and of each

prospective witness. This list is for record purposes
m\r,

-only, and neither side will be'penalized if unexpected

circumstances force the calling of different witnesses.

153
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8. A stenographic record or tape recording of the hearing

shall be taken, except that in a complaint hearing, the

parties ay dispense with same by agreement. In'a

complaint hearing the two parties shall share equally

the cost of recording and any party requesting a transcript

shall bear the expense of its preparation.

9. On motion of any party, br upon its own motion, the

Governing Body may vary any requirement of these rules

not mandated by statute when the interests of justice

would be better served'thereby..- -Failure of either party

to abide strictly by any of these rules which are not

so mandated shall not be deemed a subStantial defect,

ahd the opposing party's right to.object thereto shall

be deemed waived, unless the issue is raised prior to

, the close of the-hearing.'

B. The Hea'ring

1. Opening statement. Each party shal1 give a brief opening

statement setting forth the issue's to be addressed,and

the Governing Body action requested.

2. Evidence:

(a) Each,party shall present its evidence in the form of

'witnesses and/or documents, and each shall be afforded

an opportunity to crossexamine opposing witnesses.
_

(b) Rebuttal evidence shall be permitted in the escretibn /

of the Governing Body.

IV. 99,fsi.qn

the Governing Body_shall .give the complainant its written decision
f

.

within thiriy (30) days Oter,completion of fhe hearing.,-;if the

&
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thirtieth day is a 'Saturday, Sunday, or legal.holiday, its

written deCision shalibe given'by the next working day.
:

F. Does a Union,Have a Constitutional
Right,to Lodge a Complahlt? r.

.

Whether uhionized or not, the question of Whether, or not a union is

entitled to lodge a comp.laint is often raised. Naturally, if a labdr

conik,ct exists whi h, allows a union to coMplain on its own behalf or

on an employee's behllf,.the question is moot. 'However, in other cages,
. #

this question hasbeen answered by the U.S:"Supreme Court, which on

April 30, 1979, ruled that astate or local government does not violate

the constitutional rights of its unionized employees by refusing'to
,

allow their Union to Yile grievantes in their behalf. The court dis-

posed of.the case, wh4ch involved the Arkansas State Highway Department

and the Arkansas State Highway Employees, Local 1315, vithout hearing,

arguments.and with an unsign ed majority opinion reversing the 8th U.S.
410

Circuit Court of Appeals.,

The protections of the First Amendment include the'rights of an
. 5-

individual to speak freely, associate with others, and petition his

gOvernment for redress of griemances,tand the right of associations

to engage in advocacy-on-behalf'Of their members, the high couet.

said.' But, its opinion added, "The first Amendment is not a subsi-

ute for the national labomu'elatiOns laws. " 4

-,

ig the-Arkansas case, Veto highway departMent eMployees each sent

a.letter to Local 1315 in which they stated .a grlevante and,asked the
6

union,to process.it, The local sent the'lettert to the4Deprtment,

notinp that.4t represented the,e*loyees. TheA:tepartmene0 not

. ,

respond.' The eMployees then coMplained directly to a Department official.

"
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4 -A U.S. District Court judge, upheld-by the 8th Circuit, found .

that the,Department, in violation of the First Amendment, had denied

the union the right to 'submit effective grievances on its members.'

*
In the unsigned opinion, the Supreme Court held that the-procedures

used by the Department "might well be unfair labor practices" under

federal labor law, but federal labor laws do na Oply to pie public

sector. But that doesn't establish a constitutional violati.on, the

opinion said. The First Amendment doesn't "impose any affirmative

Obligation on the goyernment to listen, to respond, or, in this context,

to recognize t association andbargain with it."

G. Workers May Shun Hazardous Work

In a few isolated work situations, an emplo ee may complain that

certain work assigned to him may be a danger his safety, health, or

welfare. For example, an assignment to clean awaS, dangerous chemica,Js

A might be viewed as hazardous to those assigne1 to do the cleaning.

WhWshould be done when faced with such a situ tion? The U.S. Supreme

Cotirt has given some insight in a ruling which it handed down on'

Fe6ruary 26, 1980. The Court ruled that workers, may refuse tasks they

cbrisjAer unsafe without suffering reprisals by their employer. The

Cotik unanimously upheld a federal job safety regulation, vigorously

chalirged by industry, which-allows such refusal when there is a "real

danger" of death or serious injury and not enough time for a worker to

go through ordinary chanAels of complatnt. Under the ruling, an

'employer can deny wages for the upworked time, but the employer cannot

fire, reprimand, or otherwise "discriminate" against an employee who in

golfaith declines to work, citing unsafe conditions:

41P.
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The case originated it a Whirlpool 'Corporatiqn'applidance plant

in Marion, Ohio, where a worker fell to his death in June 1974

throtigh a metal screen wenty feet abbve the floor. The screen was

designed to catch appliance parts that occasionally fell from a con-

veyor belt above it. Periodically, maintenance workers had to scale

the screen and walk along it to clear off the fallen part. Virgil

Deemer and Thomas Cornwell had complained about the condition of the

screen just weeks before their co-worker fell through it and died.

After the death, they filed a complaint with the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA) and refused their foreman's order to

continue working on the screen. The two men were formally reprimanded

for their "insubordination" and deprived of six houi's pay for time

tHey did not work. OSHA and the men challenged theaction, citing

an OSHA rejulation giving them the right to.decline work in a
,

hazardous,circumstance. Whirlpool challenged the regulation in the

courts, claiming that it went beyond the law setting up the federal

agency, OSHA.

Justice Potter %wart, writing for the unanimous Court, held

that the regulation was a valid one, which confirmed with the law and

the purposes of the law--to protec,t workers asiainst unsafrgr working

conditions. It would contradict the act's purpoies, the Court said,

to deprive "an employee, with no other reasonable alternative, the

freedom to withdraw from a workplace environment that he reasonably

believes is highly dangerous." It is etpecially necessary "since,

0,SHA inspectors,cannot be ftesent around the clock in every workplace."

Employers are protected from abuse of the OSHA regulation Joy

1iaving the right to challenge in court an employee's good faith
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and by seeking his discharge or reprimand, the justices said in the

case of Whirlpool v. the U.S. Secretary of Labor.

Although the Court's decision arose out of a dispute in the

private sector, a public employer would be well advised to think twice

before forcing an employee to peeform tasks which.he sincerely views

as 4 threat to his health and safety.

x



VII. THE MANAGER'S ROLE

A. Even Uncle Sam's Top Executives
Band Together

In the tall of 1980, approximately 400 top executives of the U.S.

Federal Government, who were members of the Senior Executive Service,

(SES) and making $50,000 per year and over, formed an employee organi-

zation entitled the Senior Executive Association (SEA). According to

one of its members, the SEA was formed because, "We don't have the

right to bargain collectively. . . ." 4e spokesman went on to say,

"We can do more as a group than we can as individuals." Soon thereafter,

the SEA brought a "breach of promise" suit against the federal govern-

ment--all of this according to extensive coverage in the October 25,

1980, istue of The Washington (D.C.) Post newspaper.

B. School Principals are Onion Members, Too

To discover the range of attitudes toward administrator and super-

visor unions, James Sweeney, an assistant professor of educational

admdnistration at Iowa State University at Ames, and Larry ROwedder,

Superintendent of the Denison COmmunity Schools in Iowa, surveyed public

school administrators and school board presidents in two states, Iowa

and Connecticut. Iowa was chosen because unions of managers (school

principals) are prohibited by law; while Connecticut was chosen because

the sthte's bargaining law ddes nOt prohibit unionization of school

principals, and consequently 80 percent of the school principals are

157
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unionized. According to the results of the survey, school principals

in both states favored collective bargaining by management personnel.'

The authors also made the following five observations about

Iowa:

The management team concept in Iowa apparently exists only in the

eye of,tertain beholders. Although 90 percent of superintendents,

85 percent of elementary principals, and 80 percent of school

board members surveyed indicated that their school system used

the team concept, only 62 percent of the secondary principals

shared that view.

A direct relationship exists between principals' satisfaction with

salaries and fringe benefits.and their attitude toward formal bar-

gaining. Principals who reported below-average salaries and

benefits were strongly pro-union, while those who reported

above-average pay and benefits were not.

Secondary principals favored formal bargaining more than elementary

principals did.

Principal's with one to five years of experience were less enthu-

siastic about unions than their older, more experienced colleagues.

School board presidents and superintendents strongly opposed unions

because of fears the unions might decrease principal effectiveness.

1
"What Principals Want - and Get - From Their Unions," The Executive

Educator, National School Boards Association, September 1980. 4
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C. Old Hands in Gonnecticut

Most,school administrators and board presidents in Connecticut are

old hands in the bargaining business, the authors say, but they dis-

,agreed on the benefits of administrator unions. Principals surveyed

said bargaining had helped them increase their voice in decision making,

regain some authority, improve communication with the superintendent and

board, clarify their role in the school system, increase their job

security, and enhance their salarJes and fringe benefits.

Principals also indicated that bargainfng favorably affected their

morale. Superiniendents.and board presidents, however, disagreed,

according to the authors. They had strong opinions that salary and

benefits were not improved through administrators' bargaining, that

relations between principals and the superintendent and board had

suffered because of bargaining, and that the principals' image was hurt

as a result of unions. Superintendents did admit, however, that bargain-

ing helped clarifylrincipals' roles and hild raised principals' morale.

From their study, the authors kedict that principal unions will

continue to grow becAuse principals see the bargaining table as a place

to improve thep lots and their professional positions.

D. Laws Vary Widely

An examination of the state laws which govern collective bargaining

reveals that 25 states allow some form of collective bargaining by at

least some segments of the management force. At one extreme is the Iowa

bargaining law which clearly prohibits collective bargaining by defined

supervisors. Pennsylvania's Publ'ic Employee Rel4ions Act allows managers

to.participate only in "meet and confer" sessions, not in collective

171
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bargaining. Although New York's Taylor Law does allow the exclusion of

some managers from collecOve bargaining, in practice, most managers

would be,allowed to orgahize for the Purpose of engaging in collective

bargaining.

E. 'The Private Sector Precedent

The experience of history has been that major interests of manage-

4'

ment representatives are different from and often conflict with, major,

interests Of rank-and-file employees.in the process of tollective bar-

gaining concerning wages, hours, and working conditions. In the private

sector, where collective bargaining conceming wages, hours, and working

conditions has arisen and become an established method of setting those

wages, hours and working conditions, supervisors have been excltded from

a unit which includes rank-and-file employees, and have been placed on

the opposite side of the bargaining table from the representatives of

the rank-and-file employees. The vast bulk of this historical experidhce

has occurred in the private sector; that is, in privatc enterprise, as

distinguished from the ppblic sector--employees Of various governmental

entities. But the collective bargaining experienCe in private enterprise

is far from being entirely private. -From the very beginhing, a sub-

stantial public interest, in the ft'llective bargaining process'has been

recognized and a substantial public stake'in the outcome of that process

and in the peaceful operation of that process has been recognized. Thus,

(

the governmental authorities, its agents, state and federal, have from a

very early period.comprehensively regulated the collectil-ie bargaining

process.id the private sector, and, in fact, have made most of the 'major

determinations of what is good policy and what is bad policy for the

.

collective bargaining process.

' Av.
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The following is a selection of epmples from this historical

experience:

The basic federal law which governs the collective bargaining process

of private industry in the United States is the Labor-Management RelatiOns

Act (Taft-Hartley Act). In this act, the term "superwisor!' is defined as

any individual h tng ertain authority to,take action or to effectively

recommend certain actions, such as hiringfiring, transfers, etc.

(discussed more fully below). Supervitbrs thus defined are exclUtied by

the act from status as "employees" and are therefore excluded from any

unit of employees for the purpOse of coll'ective bargaining.

RailAgiers and airlines are not covered by the Labor-Management

Relations Act, but are covered for these purposes by the Railway Labor
111

Act. This act also provides a statutory distinction between rani-and-

file employees and employeeg with managerial attributes.
. .

In the relatively new and rapidly developing labor relations iff the

-

public sector, a need for a similar distinction between employees and

their supervisorS.is being,discerned and implemented around the country.

A inuch fuller dissertatfon on the necessity of keeping supervisors

-

,out of employee-units and on the side of management could, and with

sufficient.time should, be included for a fuller understariding of the

.. .1
,

public interest in handling the matter correctly. In a nutshell, the

argument, and it is correct, is:

"It is in the public interest %hat government be run efficiently and

.without labor strife. Separating supervisors from their proper place on

the management team and including them in a unit of employees whom they

supervise leads to inefficient operations and to labor'strife. Therefore,

such handling of supervisors is contrary to the public interest."

173
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F. U.S. Supreme Court Rejects
Bargaining by Managers

. The most recent challenge to this concept was defeated when the U.S.

Supreme Court clarified the law A terms of bargaining rights for manar

gerial employees in the privat sector. In the case of National Labor

Relations Board v. Bell Aerospace Co., Textron, Inc., April 23, 1974,

the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that all classifications of managerial

employees or supervisors, regardless of how low they are in the hier-

archy, cannot organize and bargain collectively. The court said,

"Supervisors areyanagement people, they have distinguished themselves

in their work, they have demontrated their ability to take care of them-

selves without depending upon the pressure of collKtive action. No one

forced them to become supervisors. They abandoned the "collective

security" of the rank-and file voluntarily because they believe the

opportunities thus opened to them to be more valuable to them than such-

,' "security." It seems wrong and it is wrong to subjeci people of this

kind who have demonstrated their initiative,their ambition and their

ability to get ahead to the leveling processes of seniority,'uniformity,

and standardization, that the Supreme Court recognizes as being funda-

mental principles of unionism."

On JOly 30, 1970, the union, seeking to be certified as bargaining

representative for 25 buyers employed by the company, requested the

NLRB to order a representation election. The buyers purchased all of

the company's supplies' from outside vendors, and when other departments

did not stipulate a particular supplier, the buyers were free to place

any order up to $5,000 without the approval of a superior. In addition,

a buyer_served as chairman of the toam which made purchase decisions for

the project which represented 70 percent of the company's sales.
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On the basis of these functions, the company contended that the

buyers were "managerial employees,: and therefore, were'not c. e(ed by

the National Labor Relations Act and had no right to Art ipate in a

labor organization in a separate bargaining unit. In addition, the

company argued that unionization would create a potential ,conflict of

interest since the buyers,wotild.be more receptive'to bids from union

contractors and would influence "make or buy" decisions:In
,

favor of

creating additional work fon sister unions. A,

The NLRB held that even though the buyers might be mankgerial

employees., they were not excluded from the protection4pf the National

Labor Relations Act since their work did not involve the formulation or

,..implementation of labor relations policies, and Congress, in passing

the Taft-Hartley Act, had intended to excrude only managerial employees

whose dutiei, and xesponsibilities would give rise to a conflict,of
4

interest. The Board dismissed the company's argumdht of potential con-

flict of interest as unsupported conjecture, holding that the company

had sufficient authority to control any temptation of the buyers to

give preferential treatment to union contractors.

The company stood'by its position that the buyers were managerial

employees and refused to bargain. When the BOardt, acting upon a.*.peti--

tion from the union, found the company guilty of unlawful refusal tO

bargain and ordered it to bargain with the union, the company appealesd

to the courts, and the U.S. Supreme Court finally ruled in favor of the

company, wiih the majority tf the Court stating: "The BoarCs early

decisions, the purpose and legislative history of the Taft-Haftley Act

of 1947, the Board's subsequent and consistent construction of the Act

for more than two decades, and the decisions of the courts of appeals, all

,
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point unmistakably to the conclusion that 'managerial employees' (those

who formulate and effectuate management policies by expressing and

making operative the decisions of their employers are not covered by the

Act."

An examination of the most authoriative and widely-used criteria

for determining whether an employee is part of management or not leads

to the inescapable conclusion that government administrators are part and

parcel of the management group wnich administers the laws of all states

and localities.

The Taft-Hartley Act has set forth 12 powers which are supervisory

in nature and denominates as a supervisor and management representative

any employee who, in the use of his own independent judgment, can take

or effectively recommend any one of them: They are the power to:

1. Hire

2. Transfer

3. Suspend

4. Lay Off

5. Recall

6. Promote

7. Discharge

8. Assign

9. Reward

10. Discipline

11. Responsibility Direct /

12.0 Adjust Grievances

The National Labor Relations Board has developed a number of what are

called:secondary tests" of supervisor status. Among tho'se which would

be directly analogous to the employer relationship in the private

sector would be th4 following:

1. Job title, as indicating supervisory capability,

.2. Whether regarded assuch by self and others,

3. Privileges possessed only by other supervisors,

A

'?6
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4. Attendace at meetings which are otherwise attended only by

acknowledged supervisors, s,

5.- Responsibility for a segment or area of overall operation,

6. Receiving direction from higher mana§ement rather than lower

level supervisors,

7. Authority to transmit or interpret instructions from the

employer to other employees,

8. The duty to evaluate the work of cthercemployees,

9. The r..ght and duty,to instruct other employees,

10. Authority to,grant or deny leaves of absence,,,

11. Responsibility for reporting infradlions,

12. The keeping of time records on other employees,

13. Substantially greater paY not based solely on skill, and

14. Keeping own time records separate from tTme records kept

for other employees.

Another_guideline for determination of supervisory status of a given

employee is the ratio of supervisors to other employees if.:the employee

in question and all others like him are included in the supqrviSory

group, compared with the same ratio if the employee in:question and all

others like him are included in the employee group.

G. The Public Sector Situation

The Wisconsin Employment Relationf Commission (which governs,collec-,

tive bargaining by public qmployees) established seven criteria in

.determining whether an individual is a supervisor (actually, these

criteria, properly separated and listed, amount to ten individual

criteria,.but they are stated here as the Wisconsin Commission established

them). .-They are as, follows!
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1. The authority to effectively recommend the hiring, promotion,

transfer, discipline, ordischar6e of employees,

2. The authority to direct.and assign"..the workfárce, (

3. The number of employees "suaervised, and the number of other

persons exercising greater, similar, Or lesser authority over

the same employee,

4. The level of pay, in:luding an evaluation df whether the super-

visor is paid for his'skill or for his,supervision of

employees,

5: Whether the supervisor is primarily superyising an activity or

is primarilg supervising employees,

6. Whether the supervisor_is a working supervisor or whether he

e11.1. NN

spends a substantial majority,of his time supervising employees,

and

7./ The amount of independent judgment and discretion exercised in

the supervision of employees.

In determining whether or not a given government supervisor or

administrator (or group thereof) should be classified as "management,"

bath the primary and secondary tests should be applied. By doing so,

the agency not only clarjfies the proper roles of its emplOyees, but

enhances the power of the management force.

'

H. Government klanagers Have no Constitutional

Right to Bargain

Generally speaking supervisors, administrators, executives, and other

"management' personnel in the public sector have no constitutional right

.to be representecOy a union for the purpose of collective bargaining.

The right.toe-ftga* jn collective bargaining can only be obtained by

,
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xecutive order or legislative action; and when such a right is given,

executive order or the law specifies whether or not managers may be

? .
represented py-the sale union which represents rank and file employees:

. For examAle., in the cal'of ceollective bargaining in the federal govern-'
. P

ment, all'managers are denied collective bargaining rights by the

appltcable Exectifive Order 11491. As far as state and local bar aining

is concerned, the state's bargaining law usually specifies whet or

not Managers can be represented by the same union which repfesend rank

.and file emp,loyees. Where no bargaiving--1-aw exists, the 'unit determine-

.

tion of managers is somewhat unclear. Although in 1975 a federal court
11,

to.

in Illinois.ruled.that a Cliioago,,suburb could prohibit.firefighters of

officer radk ?mom joining the saoe union as non-coMmis4ioned fire-
3

fighters,2 another federal cour,tlin Florida in 1969-held upconstitutional

a law which prevented school administrators.from belonging to the same

union as classroom teachers.
3

Irrespective of these somewhat conflicting

*.

.court cases, however, all_Obblic employers are well advised to prohibit

manager's from collective bargaining wh e such a prohibition is.legal, /

And where managers pre entifled to baraj by law, they should be pro-

hibited from being represented gy the same union which represents rank

-° and file employees, unless there is scime specific legal prohibition

ageinst such a position'.

2
Elk Grove Firefighters, Local No. 2340 v, Willis, 400'F. Supp.

1097 (N.D. Ill. 1975).

30rr-v. Thorp, 308 F. Supp. 136.) (S.D.)Fla. 1969).

17?
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I. Managers Should Not Bargain

In summary, government managers should not engage in collective

bargainiAkr the following reasons:

1. Col,Iire bargaining sharpens the distinction beitween manipers'

and other employees,.

2. Managers comprise the executive arm of the legislative body

Their loyafty i¼s undermined when they are represented by a

bargaining agent controlled by or in sympathy with rank-and-file

employees,

3. Managers must implemenl the negotiated agreement, which.is a

conflict of interest if the adMthistrators are in the'same unit,

with other employees, or represented by a brotherhood union,

Managers process grievances, which a conflict of" interest

if idministrators are in the same,unit. with other employees

represented by a labor agent, .

45. The pres ce of rank-and-fAe emp yees in the bargair4ng .unit
,

v

with mana4ers weakens the managerial power of managers, .

6. There iS ample precedent in labor relations for removal of

managers from employee bargaining units, specifically, and

: bargaining), generally, .

OV(
7. Managers must' represent4aA public interest in time of strife,'

.which is a potential conflict of interest if managers are loyal

to the union philosophy and disciplinel,
/ _

Art. ugh many individual government,administrators and associations

of 'governnent administrators have varying opinions on.the subjeCt of'

collective bargaining rights, some public sector managerial orgahizations

have adopted clear positions on the issue. For example, the American

Association of School Administrators passed a resolution at its 1978

410
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convention which stated that management personnel "should not be part of

any formal bargaining unit.
"4

Following the example of the private sector, the federal government

for 20 years has taken a formal position that federal.management

personnel are not to engage in collective bargaining.

President Kennedy's Executive Order 10988 of 1962, the original

federal goveenment labor relations ordinance, included supervisors in

the definition of employees covered-by the order.

President Johnson created in 1966 a President's Review Committee'on

Federal Employee-Management Relations. This committee, chaired by Labor

Secretary Willard Wirtz, issued it5 final report in January 1969. It

recommended, among other things, that supervisors be regarded as manage-

ment and excluded from bargaining.

A later study committee in an August 1969 report made the same

recommendati This resulted in the issuance in October 1969 of

Executive öider 11491 which remersed the position on iupervisor

bargaining. A later revision, Executive'Order 11836,,issued in February

1975, retained this revision.

There is,also a considerable body of opinion to exclude supervisors

from bargaining. This view is shared by prpponents, as well as
44

opponents, of public sector collective bargaining:
p

4
Education U.S.A.. tWasington, D.C.). Vol. 21, No. 26(/p. 193.

c
5
Stu4y Committee Report and Recommendatiops, August'1969, Which.

Led to the Issuance of Executive Order 11491 1Washington, D.C.

. Federal tabor Relations Council),,p. 6.. .

-re
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Professors Harry Wellington and Ralph K. Winter, Jr. of Yale, who

are noted authorities in this field, oppose bargaining by managers.

In their Brookings Institution study, they state:

. . the case for excluding supervisory employees . . from

the collective bargaining law is overwhelming. Municipalities

are'freguently not well organized for collective bargaining
and never will be if they cannot create positions with effective
responsihOlity for the administration of collective agreements.
Such positions must necessarily be filled by persons who identify
with, and are part of, management, not by those who are unionized,
whether or not the union is exclusively supervisor.6

Professor David Lewin, of Columbia University, has stated similar

concern. He notes that there exists a tendency for public managers to

identify with and often support the bargaining goals of rank-and-file

employees. This distorts the labor relations balance by contributing

to the union's bargaining power at the expense of governments. His

recommendation:

One important reform would be to amend public sector labor rela-

. tions statutes to withdraw from supervisors and managers union
representation and bargaining rights.7

A study by Hayford and Sinicropi also examined this problem. As

la bor relations programs develop and as the private sector experience

hn shown, supervisors become manageMent's front line trooPs-fn contact

administration and grievance adjustment. Supervisors who bargain col-

lectively develop a community of interest iith the employees they

supervise. Therefore, the managers feel a "role ambivalence" that

6
Harry H. Wellington and Ralph K. Winter, Jr,. , The Unions And the

Citits (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1971), pp. 113-14.

7
David Lewin, "Collective Bargaining and the Right to Strike," in

Public Employee Unions: A Study of the Crisis in Public 5ectOr Labor
Relations (San Francisco: Institute for Contemporary Studies, 1976),
p. 157.
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impairs their functioning as a contract administrator.
8

The authors

recommend:

. . it is our feeling that an effective statutory structure
must provide that true bona fide supervisors be excluded
from statutory bargainOg rights protection. The heart of a

viable labor relations structure lies in effective contract
'administration. It is a widely accepted fact that in mature
bargaining relationships, the key person in day-to-day contract
administration is thepint line supervisor. The formidable
problems inherent in ening that first line of management-
labor communication and cooperation by allowigg such indi-
viduals to bargain collectively are apparent.

J. Managers Should be Backed by
Management Riohts

As Stated earlier in this chapter, managers should be denied the

right to engage in collective bargaining. It was further notet that

managers can,be identified by applying certain primary and secondary tests..

The credibility of these tests is rooted in the inherent natUre of

management. If managers are to manage the agency, they must have certain

fundamental rights. Without these rights, the agency cannot achieve its

, objectives. These fundamental rights which management must retain are

the right to:

1: Discipline employees

2. Dismiss employees

3. Promote worthy employees

4. Demote unworthy employees

5. Assign and transfer ethployees

6. Reward with merit salary increases

7. Assign overtime work

" 8Stephen L. Haiford and Anthony V. Sinicropi, "Bargaining Right

Status of Public Sector Supervisors," Industrial Relations, 15 February,

p. 60.

9
. at p. 61.

1 s3.
a
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8. Schedule agency operations

9. Control production standards

10. Make justified technological changes

11. Reduce spoiled work

12. Assign foremen to production work 411

13. Contract out

14. Schedule leaves of absence

15. Uninterrupted work

16. Cooperation from the union

17. 'Adopt inherent managerial policies

18. Control the agency's overall budget

19. Determine the agency's functions ahd programs, and

20. Determine the agency's organization structure

Each of these rights'shall now be addressed individually.

1. The right to discipline and discharge employees. Although

employees should be entftled to retain their jobs on the basis of good

behavior, efficiency, honesty, and availability of funds, the public

agency mus,t retain the right to discipline ar discharge an employee for

justifiable cause. For example, the agencY, management must be free to

discipline or discharge employees for Aing intoxicating liquors during

working hours, violation of safety rules, absence without leave, ex-

cessive absenteeism, dishonesty, insubordination, habi.tual neglect ,of

duties, carelessness resulting in damage to agency property, sleeping

while on duty, and.similar just causes. Without the right to discipline

or terminate employees for such cause, the public agency would be forced

to keep employees on the payroll who are nof only not worthy of their

pay, but who might actually be ha,Tful to the agency.

//

/./
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2. The right to promote,and demote employees; One important func-
.

tion of management is to place worthy employees in promotional positions

and remove unworthy employees where needed. In order to implement this

function, managers must have overall freedom to make the final decision

and to promote and demote employees. Failure to retain such a right

would quicklY'result in a deterioration in the integrity of the workforce.

--my attempt to share the right to promote and demote with,the union

inevitably results in a loss of management initiative, and without unen-

Cumbered management initiative, the agency's operation is seriously

damaged.

3. The right to assign and transfer employees. Transfer of workers

are not easy matters to handle. Employee transfers itNolve important

psychological factors, in that old habits must be changed,.new environ-

ments must be overcome, along with many other personal adjustments.

Consequently, employees often attempt to place'restrictions on manage-

ment's freedom to make employee transfers, especially Involuntary

transfers. However, such efforts by the union must be resisted effectively;

otherwise, the right employee will not be in the right job, a 'condition

which would soon lead to a diminution in the quantity and quality of

production

11: The right to reward with merit salary,increases. °In.1948, the

U.S. Supreme Court ruled that private sector employeekare required fo

bargain with the recognized union on the subject of merit wage Accreases.

This rul9n9, however, has not turned out to mean'thati/employelos have

lost all rights to award merIt wage increases to'employees. By the use

of certain.creative safeguards, the unioh can usually be talk9d,into
J

allowing management to, award merit incneases under reasonable conditions.

1
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Al-though the 1948 U.S. Supreme Court decision is not applicable to

public sector collective bargaining, it does represent an attitude;and

"a condition which does exist in some public sector sit ations. There-

fore, management should be aware that its attempts to a ard merit in-

creases will likely be challenged by theunion. Nevert eless, a public:

agency should make every effort to retain its freedom fo make special

saTary awards to deserving workers, since such incentiveS contribute to

the overall improvement of production,

5. The right to assign overtime work. Few agencies \an get their

work done by guaranteeing,that all employees will never be required

to.work outside of the normal workday. Inevitable exigenctes do sirise

which require that some emplo.iees work outside of their nortia1 work hours.

Failure to retain the right to assign employees to overtime in such

instances.results in needed work being left.undone. Althoug management

might need to agree to certain safeguards to the'po sible ab se in the

assignment of overtime, some reasonable concessions can be j tified in

order to retiin the right to assign overtime.

The right to schedule operations. A government agency or a

4, school district achieves ?s objectives primarily through a proces of

scheduling operations vital to the.juridiction. Failure to retain the

rights and powers meCes$ary to schedule such operations results in a
*

maj failure of the organization. Therefore, management must take many

steps in many areas of labor relations, personnel administration, and

'fisal. management to assure that nothing interferes with the freedom to

scheduie agency activiti.es. Although.the union an usually'be counted

on to resist any such action which interferes with the wishes and .

convenience of the union and its organized employ4es, this,fact should

v
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not deter management-from persisting in its efforts to manage the

affairs of the agency.

.7. ,The right to control production and service standards. In 1949, .

the employees of the Ford Motor Company went on strike because the union

claimed that it w4s "inhuman" to speed up the assembly line to 105 per-

cent of its normal speed. That strike serves as an example of how

employees, specially those in asSembly-line type jobs, view attempts

to increase duction and improve standards as a threat to their working

conditions. Aithough most school districts, and government agencies do

not run assembly-line operations, there still exists the possibility

that the local,union will resist any production change which has impact

on the workers' employment conditions. Although most public employers

can expect to retain their right to control,Production standards, many

government agencies have found that they must negotiate additional

benefits as compensation for any increavd work caused by the change in'
,

production standards.

8. The right to make technological. changes. The high standird of

living which we enjoy generally in the United States is attribuiable 4

to the use of machine power instead of manpower. The introduction of

robots,and high speed computers should provide even more hope for improved r

standards of living. However, th'e introduction of improved technology

0.
into any agency can be,negated by the a,ttitude of fhe employees and the

1 It

resistance of the union. Unfortunately, some employees view improved

technology at the work,site as a threat to their'job security*. 'Like it

or not,/most private compan4es and public agencies must face this fact

of life. Even though improved technology may be good for the employer'

and good for the consumer,'oktaxpayer, it often eannot be introddced

.4
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effortlessly if the new technology threatens employees with the loss of

their jobs. Therefore, in most instances Where collective bargafning

exists, the employer must be prepared to deal' with the problem'of

\iti4e%

e loyees displaced 4 improved technology.

not to suggest that improved technology should be avoided

wherever it poses a threat to the union and its members. To the con-
s

trary, all public agencies have an obligation to'find ways to,deliver

public services to taxpayers at the lowest possible price. In carrying

out this obligation, however', the employer must find some reasonable way

to provide for the welfare of its employees.
A

9. The right to reduce spoiled work. If.a private company is to

survive its competition, it must eliminate to the extent possible all

spoiled work. _Although the tem. "spoiled work" is usually used in

private industr7 settings, the counterpart to.that term in the%public

sector is Unsatisfactory service." Taxpayers liave a right to expect

and receiVe satisfactory service in return for the payment of their

hard-earned tax dollars to their government. If a school board, county 6

board, and other elected government officials expect to stay in office,

they must maintain a satisfactory leyel of pdblic seiNices. %In ordei:

to maintain quality services to the public, the.managers of tfie publjc

agency must retain an-unencumbered power to correct situations which

cause poor service to the taxpayers.. .

//1.

In one situation familiar to the alithor, the trash of 'the communi,ty

was collecd bylpe 1,6cal 'sanitation department. SoOn after'the union-
.

ization ofjthe trash collectors, however, homeowners began to experience

".

a number of problems,'all of which canridt be discussed here. q)pe

problem, however, was that the trash,coUectors would throW trash cans
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back onto the homeowners' property after the cans had been emptied,

often damaging the cans and making considerable noise. Since trash

collections started very early in the morning, many residents were

awakened by'the noise of the trash colledtors.. When the matter came to

the attention of the governing body, and then to the labor relations

director, a statement was made that the labor contract prevented manage-

ment from correcting the situation without bargaining with the union!

Obviously, whoever negotiated that contract for that municipality had

never heard of the need to retain the power to reduce unsatisfactory

service.

10. The right to assign foremen to production work. In the absence

of a labor contract provision to the contrary, most private and public

employers have the right to assign production work to foremen from time

time. Once a labor contract is in force, however, there is a general

principle that any substantial transfer of balaining unit duties to a

nonunion foreman (or supervisor) Would be a:violation of the union con-

tract, in that such Iransfers pose a_tpreat to the livelihood Of the',

workers. Therefore, before collective bargaining t's entered fnto with

employees,, the employer should,fiave a firm policy allowing for.super-

visors to perform production work. 'If no such policY exists prior to

such negotiations, the employer's right to assign productibn work to

fdremen will likely.be lost.

11. The right to contract out. In both the private and public

sectors, an employer usually has.the right to conti'act company or agency

work to outside jobbers.(Qpite ofte4 however, unions will attempt to

Degotiate a "no subContracting" cla se, since mtirtgjor con-
,

tracting out) constitutes a posybje u.s of bafiainin unit jobs.
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Although unions generally resist contracting out of bargaining unit jobs,

the employer should persist in contracting out anyjob which can be done

on ore cost-efficient basis than can be done by agent employees.

Although.the employer may need to make some compromisg on tertiary

matters related to contracting out, the employer should not compromise

the overriding right to get work done on the most cost-efficient basis

possible.

12. The right to schedule leaves of absence. .Within reasonable

limits, an employer should retain the right to determine acceptable

absences and schedule absences from work. Naturally, some leaves of

absence are expected in most lobs, such as sick leave, and of course

sick leave is not under the scheduling control of management. However,

.""\.

many leaves of absence, such as personal leave, annual lea , education

leave, etc., are at.the discretion of the employer and can be somewhat

scheduled by 10e employer.

The Main paint being made here is that unless on a leave of absence

approved by the employer, all employees'are'needed on the job. In order

to assure that employeqs are on the,job when they are supposed to be,

the employer must retain the right to'deny leave (for cause) and to

schedule leave in orderlto provide minimal interruption to the work flow.

13. The right.to uninterrupted work. When an employer, public or

private, enters'into a contract with a labor union, the contract always

contains a number of guaranteed benefits And "working conditions." 'In

return for these rewards, the employer is entitled to uninterrupted labor

peace. In other words, a labor contract should assure that there will

be no strikes' during the life of the agreement or other concerted acts

designed as bargaining tactics wh'ich,interfere with the normal operations

f
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qf the employer. Without a guarantee from the union that contracts

guarantee labor peace, there should be no labor contract.

This rule is especially applicable in the public sector where

government phovides monopolistic services. How can a local government

tolerate a strike by *icemen when there,is no other.service available

to protect citizens? Because most government services are monopolistic

and because many government services are vital to citizens, no labor

contract should be signed without a no-strike guarantee.

14. The right to cooperation from the union. Once tile parties have

agreed to a'contract governing compensation, benefits and/Working condi-
.

tions, the employer should expect cooperation from the union. Such

cooperation can take mapy forms, e.g.:

(a) The unibn should not participate in any overt or covert

actions designed to interfere with the normal operations

.of the agency.

(b) The union should cooperate in forming joint labor-

management committees where n ded.

(c) The union should cooperate w management in the sullogrt .

of approved charitable causes.

15. The right to adopt inherent managerial policies. Every govern-

,

ment agency has a primary miision. School districts are supposed to'

deliver an education to young people. Policemen are,supposed to,protect

law-abictiing citizens from criminals. Trash collectors are supposed to

collect trash. Postmen are supposed to deliver mail. No labor contract

should contain any provision which inhibits the agency from performing

its assigned tasks; and no union should expect to negotiate terms which",

interfere with these assigned tasks. The'purpose of a public agency is '

,
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to deliver assigned services; whereas, the function of the uniOn is to

negotiate rewards,given to'the employees who deliver these services.

Unfortunately; some unions and iome employers seem to forget their
,

proper roles.

16. The right to control the agency's overall budget. Although a

public employer can be reasonably expected to negotiate on matters which

cost money, such as salaries, uniforms, mdical insurance, mileage

reimbursements, etc., the agency should not negotiate actual line items

in the budget. The actual preparation of the budget should remainthe

function of management. The process of collective bargaining is simply
4

one process being used by management to develop its budget,

17. The right to determine the agency's programs and fections. As

tated in item number 15 above, all government agencies have assigned

e missions. In order to accomplish these missions, the agency mu5,t,bt

4.41a
1%

free to select its own programs and functions. For example, if a school

district is to deliver education to yoki4T people, the school district

must be free to decide What courses shall be offered, what instructional
,

materials will be used, what type of employees are needed, and how students.." .

shall be evaluated. Absent such powers, a school district would be

unable to achieve its overriding purpose in the community.

18. The right to determine the-agency's organizational structure.

If a government agency is to deliver its services, it lmust.have control

over the form and structure of its own organization. Agencies must be

free tO set,their own organizational chart, to determine what office

performs what functions, to locate proper worksites, and to establish 4

alNecessary internal ipfrastructures necessary to get the job done.

)
#°1111,

lo
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In order to provide a foundation for managers to function as

managers, the labor contract should contain a "management rights" clause.

Although not all experts agree to this advice, because such experts

claim that governments Are sovereign and do not need uch clauses, the

author does not agree, based on his experiences in mcjituations where

the absence of a management rights clause was harmful and its presence

helpful.

Although some advocates of the use of management rights clauses in

the public sector are comfortable with a short clause, such as:

"The governing body shall retain all legal powers to carry out

its functions, unless provided otherwise in this agreement,"

the author is convinced that a more comprehensive clause is needed.

Following is an example of an acceptable clause used by a school district:-

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

"The school 6oard, on its own behalf and on behalf of the tors

of the district, hereby retains and reserves unto itself, without limit

tion, all powers, rights authority, duties, and responsibiliti

ferred upon and vested in it by the laws and the ConsUtiltion of the State

and the United States, including but without-TIMiting the generality of

the foregoing, the right:

To theexecUtive management and administrative control of the

4
school system and its propefties and facilities;

"2. To hire all employees and., subject tolthe provisions of law,

to determine their qualifications, and the conditions for their continued

employment, or their dismissal.or demotion; and to promote, and transfer

all such employees;

1 9,3
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,

"3. To establish grades and courses of instruction, including

special programs, and to provide for athletic, recreational and social

events for students, al) as deemed necessary or advisableby the Board;
. ,

"4. To decide upon the means and methods of instruction, the selec-

tion of textbooks and ether teaching aiCis of every kind and nature; and

"5. To determine class schedules, school hours, and the duties
.

ana responsibilities and assignments of teachers and other employees with

respect thereto, and non-teaching activities.

"The exercise of the foregoing powers, rights, authori,ty, duties

and responsibilities by the Board, the adoption of policies, rules, regu-

lations and practices in furtherance thereof, and the use of judgment and

discretion in connection therewith shall be limited only by the express

. .

and specific terms of this Agreement and then only to the extent such

, specific and. express terms hereof are in coriTormance with the Constitu-

.

tion and laws of the United States.

"Nothing contained herein shall be considered to deny or restrict

., the Board 6f its rights, responsibilities, and authority under the state

'school laws or any other national, state, county, district or local laws

Or regulations as they pertain to education." .

.,

a

r
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VIII. BEFORE NEGOTIATIONS BEGIN

Negotiations at the bargaining table is only one aspect of a total

labor relations program, albeit a very important aspect. This section

will not attempt to deal in great detail with the strategies and tactics

of negotiations. Two other books bylpe author, Bargaining Tactics and

Ne.gotiations Strategies, contain over 500 suggestions for the

I
ctual

._

conduct of labor negotiations. Those readers who want to kno more ibout

these topics should consult these two books.

40
For purposes of this section, we will look at the negotiations pro-

cess from the standpoint of what must take place just prior to -negotia-

tions and then we will look at some impera,tive rules which should be

followed during actual negotiations.

A. Before Negotiations Begin

Before negotiations actually begin, a number of preparatory steps

should be taken, among which are:

1. Prepare a strike plan

2. Establish negotiations goals

3. Get clear authority

4. Anticipate union tactics

5. Organize a negotiations team

6. Know the bargaining law

1. Prepare a'strike plan

No government agency should enter into a collective bargaining rela-

tionship with its employees without a contingency plan to keep the agency

183
/9,5
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operating should the employees go on strike. A strike plan possesses

several advantages, among which are:

a. A.strike plan provides a foundation of confidence for manage-

ment to conduct its labor negotiations. By knowing that it

has a contingency plan to follow should the employees inflict

their most powerful blow, management can meet its adversary

at the bargaining table free of fear. 'This sense of security

0,

is very important, in that fear can cause either party to take.

unwarranted action. Fear can cause either'party to make an

unreasonable concession, and fear can cause either party to

overreact and take unnecessary and excessive aggressive

-Li
measures. The.gnawing fear.that the union All go on strike

creates an impedence to..free-flowing attemlits to find reason-

able solutions to r1easonable problems.

.b. A second strike pl n can succeed in keeping the government

agency operating, even if at a minimal level. By keeping the

agenCy open and operating, essential and unique services con-

. tinue to be available to the public. Furthermore, by keeping

)

/

the agency operating, management has taken the single most /

effective step it could take to bring the employees back to

their jobs. After all, the ultimate weapon of the uniOn to

get its way is.to create an intense political Pressure oti the

governing body to capitulate to the union.demands. This:I

pressure can be gendrated best by removing essential and

onopolistic serviCes from the public. If Ihe agency, how.:

ever, continbes to provide services to the publlc, there is
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no pqlitical pressure generated. That's why a government

agency should go to almost any extreme to keep the agency

operating.

c. A strike plan serves notice to the union that management will

not be intimidated by strikes or threats of strikes. Although

a strike plan and its details should be kept confidentia l, the

union seeMs to always find out that some such plan does exist.

This revelation will tend to discourage the:union from relying

on a strike (or strike threats) as.a tactic in its negoti.a-
-

tions strategy. .

Although strikes by public employees are not always the most potent

/ g

weapon they have, strikes are always the last resort in the union:s

arsenal of weaponi. Strikes should ge avoided by both pafties, since

they seldom solve any problem--but they thould not be'wioided at any

cost. There have been instances when, in the view of the author,ino

reasonable action by management could have headed off a strike. In iuch

cases, the only advice ip management is "batten dOwn the hatches," hire

as many strike breakers as.needed, and outmaneuver the union.

As stated at the outset of this igection, no competent union is

going to signal its strategy to the opponent in advance. Therefore, the

Union can be-expected to threaten to strike .(remember, the threat'is

more effective than ttle actual act), but not to announce it when the

decision is made to go on*.strike. There6re, management must.be percep-

tive from the laeginning of negotiations and carefully log and analyze

. .

each strike indicator as it appears. By identifying each strike indica-
..

tor, and analyzing its cause, management has taken the most important

precaution in .;voiding a sfrike.

1
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The Strike Plan

Although the subject of what to do in,the event of a strike has

been covered in another book by the author, a few suggestions should

be made here:

a.: No public employer should enter ihto col1ective bargainihg with

an eMployee organization without a strike plan. The'governing

bodies of ,all public agencies have aleqal and morial obligation

to make every reasonable-effort to assure that the government -

service which has been entrusted to-their care is carried out

,.

withotit iriterruptitin... Most government servtees are monopolistic

,
and the persons gerved by the agdncy have no other source of.

4

that Service.

A comprehensive str4ke plan has a dual advantage ih.that it

will both discourage the union &dm striking, and, should the .

union strike anyway, the agency will be kepared to operate att;

least at the'emergency level.' .

b. The'strike plan 'should be based* a commitment tO keep the

agency operating during a strii<e. Although in the early days

6f collective bargaining in die public sector there was a

-

tendency to throw in the towel during a Strike, there has been

a gradual acceptance of the adviee of the author to take what-

ever action is necessary to keep the agency operating at the

maximum level possible. Although there is still not universal

acceptance of thiscadvice, it remains the most appropriate

response to a strike.

* Keeping the agencioperating, even at.a minimal level during

the strike, has three advantages:
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(.l) The citiZens continue to be served,

(2) The union's primary strike leverage is greatly reduced,

if ncirdestroyed, an.d

(3) The union will be less likely to strike in, the future.

Exactly what to do to assure that the agency continues to

',operate duridg a strike wit1,1 be examined in a book to be

released later by the author.

c. Identify and analyze the tell-tale signs of a strike. Strikes

are seldom announced in advance, and Surprise strikes can be'

. a serious disadvantage to the employer. Therefore, management

should not ignore any of the strike indicators dtscussed

earlier in this section.

d. Coritrol the negotiation§ process on critical issues. Although
4

there have been a few strikes caused by issues not under nego-

tiations, most spikes concern issueS under consideration at

the bargaining'table. In any union list of proposals there

are 1))th critical and'strike issues; that is, some issues are

14.

important, but the union wi.11 not strike mrer them. A competent

management negotiator knows wh4t)the Strlke.issuesare and finds

some way to diffuse them. The job of a management negotiator

is to find acceptable ways, to avoid strikes rather than be a
..14\

part of the problem that causes the strike.

e. When a strike is imminent:;the emplbyer's/last position at the

bargaining table shbulcpbe one that does not offend the public's
7

sensibilities. 'As discussed previously, a strike is a struggle ,

between the.governing body of the agency and the agency union to
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I* p determine which party sball be sUpported by the pubNc. When

'a strike' is imminent, neggtiations have broken down, and

1

disputes are being aired in the public area, management should

be certaip that its position oneall remaining issues is

reasonable. Otherwise, the Public may blame the employer fon

the strike a nd exert pressure to settle on union terms. How-

ever, the redder ii reminded of the caveat offered earlier.

3avp a little something'as a face-8at3i1g device to bring the

),employees back to work.

. Be pi-epaed to endure an indefinite strike. To date, every

. k

'
4
publicsector strike in America has-eventually come to an end.

o

Although a minoritylof strikes havelasted for more than a

month, the vast majority of strikes 'last a few days: Despite 'k

this fact, however, the wise employerprepAres a grike plan

which prepares the agency to hold Out forever!

2. Establish' negotiating goals

0". From the standpoint of management, the tollective bargaining process

to,

should 6erve a number of major purposess among which are the following:

a. "Reasonable" employee compensatjon, benefits and working

onditions. What management considers reasonable and what it

-actually settles for may be two different matters, however. .4

-"Generally speaking, management will view "reasonable" benefits

as those which are necessary to attract and rtain the quality

of employee needed by the agency. In other words, management.

A

,should generally go by market conditions.

What is reasonable is also influenced by what can be afforded. .

Government is different from private companies in a number of

2i.j(2)
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ways, as explained elsewhere in thbOok. Government does .Or

0

not,operate on a profit.basis, and the source of its income is

not very elastic% Therefore, what is reasonable compensation

is often determined by thefixed supply of tax revenues.

b. A good day's work from each employee. Management will lOrmally

try to protect its position that it expects'a full day of

quality Tabor from each employee. Consequently% the Union can

expect'resistance on any proposal which might diminish the

amount'of quality of work from employees.

c. Retention of its sovereign powers. School boards,'city councils,

and other similar legislative bodies will not give up easily

their right and obligations to deliver services to the public.

Therefore, the legisTative boly.must negotiate aolabor contract'

which does not erpde its sovereign powers. :

d. Retention of its right to direct the workforce. this issue has,

been 'discussed at some length earlier in this book under the

topic of the i.cope of bargaining. Nevertheless, it should be

reiterated here that management can be expected 4 negotiate
`of

114- seriously a't ihe bargaining table in order to'retain its power

to give direction to its employees.

e. Peaceful and c'Onstru'ctive employe0elations. Through the

collective bargaining process, the 1egi4ative body will hope

to achieve a-productive relationship with its employees. After

all, this is the Major purpose of collectIve bargaining.

lanagement has every right to'expect that once an agreement

is reached', and ttiat once a grievance procedure is agreed to,'

the employees wilt commit.ttemselves to'their work and to the

directions of their Supervisor's.

291
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3. ,Get cJear authority

Effective negotiations require that each negotiator have the autUrity

to reach a eventual tentative agreement whicti he will recommend to his

Principals. Anything less sTy forces thergotiation's process,to by-

pass the riegotiators.1 Should this be the case, there would be no need

to fdentify negotOtors for.efther side. Under such a situation, it is

likely that no agreemrjt would ever be reached.

Most experienced nd professional negotiators prefer to have general

rather than specific eeCtion from their constituent's\ A negotiator's

- v.

hands are tied 'if he s under specific ipstructions for each issue to be'

negotiated. The ver nature of labor negotiations requires that each

party be somewhat flexible in order to compromise iind make adjustments

to reach an accommodation. Many uhions who have implicit trust in their

spokesituf simply give instruclions to "'get Vhe best deal possible."

Many employers instruct their negotiator to do the same. However,

because of the sovereignty factor (discussed elsewhere in this book),

a governing body of a governmental unit is more likely to be specific

with its negotiator than is the case with the union.

wever, it is not uncommon for a governing body to generalize its

di ections to its chit spokesman at the bargaining table. Sometimes

it will instruct the negotiator to:

: Stay within the total amount of money,authorized

Protect'the policy-making powers of the"governing body

Assure a good day's work for a good day's pay

Protect the right of the executive branch to direct the work-

torce, and
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Assure that the labor contract will previde a reas'onable degree

of labor peace

GiIen such general directions as these, an experienced and competent

negotiator can move ahead and bring back an agreement Which, in most

cases, should be approved by the gov ning bo6.

As stated earlier, negotiations is an executive function. The policy

makers who make the final decision regarding the labor contract should

not be personally involved in the bargaining process. Under this concept,

each pegotiating team is ,given certain guidelines by itslgoverning body.

Each team is then free to negotiate within these guidelines. If no agree-

ment can be reached within these parameters, then the teams must go back

to their principals for further direction.

Althoughgleach negotiator should vieW his or her opposite as being

the chief and exclusive spokesman for that group, with full authority to

enter into an agreemeni, there are times when it is to the advantagelf

thenegotiator not to have full authority. The absence of authority to

enter into an agreement on certain issues provides time and opportunity

to analyze certain situations.. By the same token,.the absence of complete

authority for the negotiator isiof advantage to the governing bodies,of\

both Odes. Withholding some authority forces critical issues to come

bark to the governing bodies for consideration. Such practice not only

provides needed flexibility, but also provides protection against

unreasonable or unacceptable concessions.

Labor negotiations is a process whereby representatives of emplOyees

meet with the representatives of the employer in,order to reach an agree-

ment on employee relations. In order for the process to work, both

parties must have an exclusive spokesperson with the power and authority
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to enter into a tentatiye agreement. If either party lacks such a

,spokesperson, the process of negotiations becomes a farce. Although

this is a common problem with groups new to labbr negotiations,.it is

a flaw that cannot be tolerated for any protracted period of time.

When such a flaw is faced in negotiations, it is sometimes

necessary to chide the ersary for the failure to be fully clothed in

all necessany authority to negotiate. In some extreme cases, it may

g
be advisable to communicate directly with his principals in order to

be sure that the complaint is clearly registered.
sr.

The rule that both negotiators must have the power to negotiate

is so basic that it is sometimes overlooked. The city council or.union

that sends a negotiator to do an errand boy's job is asking for deserved

chaos. The negotiations process simply cannot function unless each

negotiator has the total wherewithal necessary to reach a tentative

e agreemenf Which can be recommended for ratification.

4. Anticipate union tactics
.e

Labor negotiations are not always a gentlemanly process of labor

and management presenting their respective proposals and counter-

proposals, resulting in an attempt to achieve an amicable and mutual

accommodation. Sometimes tactics are'used other than persuasion

through the presentation of facts. Sometimes tactics are employed to

generate fear and discomfort in an effort to cause the opposing party

to take action which otherwise might not be taken.

In dealing with pressure tactics, two fundamental rules should

be noted:

a. Fear is used as a negotiations tactic in lieu of staking actual

adverse action. Fear i'\a more useful tactic, in that it is

29.1
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often more effective than the actual act and is always less

expensive than the'actual act. For example, the threat of

scattered use of sick leave is more likely to induce manage-

ment to take action desired by the union than the actual

implementation of scattered use of sick leave. Whet.eas the

threat,of scattered use of sick leave conjures up all sorts

of terrible consequences (the imaginatidn does wonders when

frightened), the actual use of scattered sick leave would

likely be handled rolinely by management. Certainly, the

th'reat of such an .act is less expensive to the union than the

actual act itself.

b. Assuming a reasonable and fair position has been taken in

negotiations, there should be nO capitulation as the result

of harmful acts or the threat of harmful acts. To capitulate

under such conditions would teach the opponent that threats

and hostile acts are a legitimate part of labor negotiations.

With these rules in mind, here are sOme of the pressure tactics

used by unions and what can be done about them.

a. The use of end-runs. Occasionally, the spokesman for the union

will agtempt to negotiate with persons than the counter-

. .1
part on the managert team. This tact is usually used to

force the management spokesman to make a concession which he

would not make otherwise. Attempts to bypass the opposing

negotiator are often referred to as "end-runs." In the public /

sector there are many end-runs which,a union might attempt:
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(1) There are end-runs to the governing body. Such end-runs are

usually accomplished by 'simultaneous communication to all

members of the governing body, through the use of the mail

service or by telephone, or by representatives of the union

e
his approach is used to convince the governing body that

it should instruct its negotiator to change his position.

In such cases, the governing body should simply refer

such matters back to the bargaining table, and then

quietly investigate to determine if there should be a

change in directions given to the negotiator.

(2) There are end-runs to individual members of the governing

body. Usually, this occurs when the union has an ally on

the governing body or where there is a "weak sister" on

vpearing before an official meeting of the governing body.

1

the governing council. Such contacts are made in order

. to disunite the governing body, since a divided governing

body can e manipulated more easily than one that is

i

V

strongly united.

(3) There are end-runs to the chief executive of the agency.

Such contacts are made in order to undermine the support

Of management's chief negotiator. By instilling doubt in

the mind of the chief executive, the first step has been

taken to erode the strength of management's spokesman in

labor relations. Although chief executives generally

should refuse to speak with the union about negotiable
4

topics, there are times when there may be no choice. In

such situations, the-chief executive (or superintendent of

6

.......0".
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schools) should listen to the union and then discuss the

matter privately with the management negotiator. However,

the chief executive always should make it clear that the

chief spokesman speaks for the agency.

(4) End-runs are made to the specific clientele served by the

agency. For example, public school teachers frequently

attempt to contact parents during the process of negotia-

tions in order to induce the parents to contact the school

board. This tactic is designed to result in the school

board advising the superintendent to give new directions to

the'negotiations through instructions to the chief nego-
',

tiator. When such end-runs are used by the union, the

governing body should attempt to make clear the fact that

all negotiations take place between/he authorized parties.

If the situation warrants further action, however, the

gdverning body should respond with appropriate counter

measures.

(5) There are end-runs to the public at large. These'end-runs.

are designed to generate public support for a position taken

by the union. To the extent possible, such actions should

be prohibited by mutual agreement prior to the beginning of

negotiations. Where this has not been the case, management

should.determine to what extent and in what fashion such

public relations campaigns by the union should be countered.

(6) There are end-runs to specific members of the management

team. For example, it is not uncommon for union members to
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attempt to influence their job supervisors during negotia-

tions. To minimize any harm which might come froM sual

potential acts, management shguld:

(a) Inform all niembers, of the management team that they

are not to engage in conversation with employees onf

matters.,under negotiations; and

(b) Have a prior'understanding with the union that such

tactics will not be engaged in. .

b. Picketing. Frequently during negotiations Dr during a strike,

members of the union will station themselves outside of the

workplace, particularly the central workplace, and often

carrying signs, to demonstrate, to protest, Or to keep nonunion

members from entering the workplace--and to generally intimi-

date management into taking some action desired by the union.

Picketing is a common occurrence in collective bargaining,

and should nOt cause overreaction. Although there are many

forms of picketing and no one management response .1.s appro-

priate, certain actions.should be taken during picketing:

(1) The pqlice should be alerted that picketing is taking

place, since picket lines can sometimes create disturbances

and interfere with the,rights of the public and non-

picketers,

(2) The right of entry and egress to agency premises must be

kept open and safe,

(3) Management team members should not attempt to communicate

with employees on the picket line regarding matters under

negotiations,
=
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(4) Nonpicketing employees should be encouraged to have no

contact with those on the picket line
.

(5) All 411egal acts should be no'ted and reported to the

appropriate authorities.

c. Slowdowns. A well-disctplined union is able to use the tactic.

of escalated force during negotiations. This is an orderly

process of escalated threats and hosttle acts until an objec-
.

tive is achieved. For example, many unions are hesitant to

engage in a strike for many dbviou reasons. Frequently, the

use of lesser force, is preferable',.such as a concerted slow-

down at the worksjte. Such a tactic is designed to intimidate

and harm the emplo3;er while, posing-little threat or harm to

the employees. In slowdowns, a wise ynion will usually advise

its members as to how to:lessen their work, butwithin agency

permissible limits. In other words, eimployees are advised to

"work to the rule," and mo more. This tactic deprives the

employer of vital services which employees regularly give

beyond the actual requireMen,t of the job, and causes confusion

on the job. Jt is'the union's hope that the &ctic-will

result in manageme t making.a concession at the bargaining

table. Incidentally, the opposite of a "slowdown" is a "speed-

up." Police unions have made this tactic well-known by

encouraging officers to issue as many traffic tickets as

legally possible.
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Although no one rule should be follOwed in responding to slow-

downs, the following suggestions apPiy generally:

(1) If the slowdown is not causing serious harm, it should be

'ignored,

(2) If the slowdown is resulting in violation of agency rules,

appropriate disciplinary actions should be taken,

(3) If ihe slowdown is inflicting harm on the agency, but no

violation of any rule has taken place, the agency should

undertake appropriate negotiations and/or employee rela-

tions strategy td correct the situation.

d. Charges of unfair labor practices. In the experience of the

author, most union allegations of unfair labor practices are

only threats designed to intimidate the emplOyer into making

some concession. Even when such' charges are actually filed,

most of them are resolved before a hearing is held or an order

is issued. And even when a hearing is held on a charge and a

decision is made, management has a better than 50 percent

chance to win. But even if management loses the case, the worst .

solution is usually to stop something that management can

afford to stop.

More about this topic is discussed tp the section,dealing with

unfair labor practices. Therefore, for purposes of brevity,

sufifice it to suggest that certain points should be noted when

faced with a charge of unfair labor practices:

(1) The charge is usually only a threat,, and should be dealt

. with as such..
,
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(2) Get expert advice from an attorney or competent consultant,

necessary.

(3) If convinced that you are/innocent, do not conceCle.

(4) Find an unfair labor practice being committed by the union

. and charge the union with committing an unfair labor

practice. If such an unfair practice cannot be found, get

tough at the bargaining table.

(5) If management does not want to negotiate.on a certain issue

and considers that issim a nOtandatory topic,"management

Should refuse to bargain. If charged with an unfair labor

practice, management should take its ,case to the.appro-

pria reviewing body and give its best defense.

e. Walkouts. One of the many.steps included in the use of "esca-

lated force" is the "walkout." A walkout occurs when the

union negotiations team abruptly exits from the negotiations

room upon a prearranged signal. The tactic is used to imply

to management that the Union team is so.irritated that it can

no longer face the management team and must therefore terminate

negotiations to find a more effective way to convince manage-

ment to accept certain union demands. To the novice manage-

ment team, the first such experience with a walkout usually

leaves the management team stunned and disoriented, and

therefore vulnerable to making unwise concessions.

Under normal circumstances a walkout is something to be tolerated.

The bet approach is to be sure.that the union is inforMed prior

to leaving the room that management is willing to remain for

further discussion. The next day, or soon thereafter, the union

211
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should be.communicated with by expressipg a willingness to

continue with negotiations. Sometimei a small "face'saving"

gesture can be made to entice the union to r9turn. For

specific suggestions on how td deal with such a tactic, see

the.section which discusSes how.to deal with temporary dead-

locks.

f. Marathon Meetings. A popular but mythical vieW of labor

negotiations envisions.several 24-hour meetings. Some unions

do try to engage management in marathon meetings with the hope

that fatigue will bring about an increased inclination of the

management team to make concessions wanted by the union. The

tactic does work occasionally, and management should be aware

of the purpose of such marathon meetings.

The best way to avoid marathon meetings is to establish a

mutually agreeable schedule of meetings of a specified du'ra-

tion, allowing sufficient time to conduct reasonable negotia-

tions on all issues. Should a marathon meeting become necessary

despite such planning, the management team should be aware of

the pitfalls af such meetings and prepare accordingly. Should

4

the management team find itself being pressured into trying

to resolve an issue before it is ready, every effort should

be made to table that issue until a later date. Should some

'immutable deadline be faced,with insufficient time available

to reach.a total agreement free of intimidating pressure, it

might be better for the unresolved issues to be dealt with

through an apprOpriate impasse procedure.
I.
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g. Frequent.Meetings. One tactic employed by unions involves

engagingi'management in frequent negotiations sessions far in

excess of what gqod faith bargaining would,call for. The

purpose of engaging management in.an excess number of meetings
. -

is to create a psycholo cal attitude on the part of manage-

ment teah members which makes them vulnerable to allowing con-

cession sought by the union. Frequent and prolonged meetings

can-tire participants, weakening their will to resist tempting

concessions, and causing a general disorientation which can

lead to errorsin judgment at the bargaining table.

)

, h. Temper Tantrums. Eventually, each negotiator will encounter

OS

. .

a negotiations session where the opposing spokesman displays

excessive temper. Although such displays are sometimes a

sincere'expression of frustration, often they are a rehearsed

demonstration designed to frighten the opposing team into

making a concession. Such temper tantrums indicate to the

,opponent that unless the desired concession is made, Management

Will have to suffer with a hostile team at the bargainjng table.

There are various ways to handle such antics at the bargaining

table; and they are discussed elsewhere in this book.

i."-' Espionage. Negotiations routinely require that the negotiator

not reveal certain information to the opponent. For example, no

competent negotiator wouldannounce at the outset of negotia-
;..

tions the maximum salary that will be agreed to. The fact is

reserved for a final offer which hopefully wraps up an entire

labor contract.

Although there are proper and ethical ways to obtain such

information through the bargaining process, there are cases on
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record where the p.arties have engaged in outright.espionage.

Here are some points to consider in protecting the confiden-

tiality of negotiations:

(1) All negoationsnotes and documents of all team members

'should be kept under security.. This means, among other

things, that negotiations notes ,should not be feft tn the

negotiations room, nor should vital notes be discarded in

the trash, where they might be picked up by members of

,

the opposiug team.

(2) Thlephone conversations regarding negotiations.should be

carefully guarded.

(3) Only designated persons (the chief spokesman, the chief

executive, the governing body, etc.) should know the final

settlement point on each issue.

(4) All persons having contact with managemene's position on

matters under negotiations, including secretaries, should

be admonished not to discuss anything regarding negotia-

tions with other staff membe'rs.

Despite good efforts, however, "leaks" in confidentiality do

occur. When there is evidence of such breaches:every effort
_-

should be made to identify the source, and in the meantime,,
A

the circle of confidantes should be narroWed. Most kranches

in confidentiality occur in one of three places--the governing

body, the chief executive, or a.member of the negotiating team.

In most.cases, such breaks are unintentional, but in some cases
840

they are intentional.' Usually, the negotiating team can be

controlled, and if there is a disloyal member,t.hat person can
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usOklly be identified through certain measures. Seldom is

the chief executive.involved in releasing confidential informa-

tion, but it has been known 6 happen.

Surprisingly, 'most intentfonal breaches of confidentiality

originate within the governing body. Usually, the motive for

such unethical actions seems to be political in nature. In

Such cases the member of the governing body releases confiden-

tial information to the union in order to curry favdr with

the union, and thus 4ain the votes of the public employees

4

fhrough union endorsements.

When there is a leak on the governing body, there are several

ways to finesse it:

(1) Get all instructions from the governing body by individual

communication.

(2) Have all negotiations communications go to a committee of

the governing"body.

, (3) Have the gwerning body authorize the chief executive to

give overall Airections to negotiations.

(4) Have the governing body give very broad guidelines to the

chief negotiator.

k. Consortium Bargaining. Begirlinini around 1970, the.Michigan

Education Association, the state's organization of public

-4,
school teachers, helped several local school districts to join

together into one.coordinated bargaining coalition. Although

each local school district still bargained separately, the

local teacHer associations in those districts met regularly

together to play ov6rall negotiations,strategies. Since then,
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this approach to bargaining by public sector Oions has spread

to other areas.

Under the Michigan approach, localswithin a county elect

representatives to a Multi-Area Rargaining Organization (MABO),

which then becomes the exclusive bargaining agent for all

'ocals. By 1981, there were at least thirty-three MABOs in

Michigan.

'In response to consortium bargaining by unions, a number of

Overnmental agencies, particularly school boards, have joined

together on an informal basis to share their experiences and

establish certain informal "guidelines" for negotiations. The

author has been involved in the establishment of several such

organizations (in two cases on a state-wide basis), and has

found them to be extremely effective.

Media Events. One,of the many techniques employed by organized

public employees to strengthen their position at the bargaining

table is to get the public's attention through use of the

media, using both paid announcements and press releases. This

techniqUe should be neutralized, if possible, by prior agree-

ment that no press releases will be made during negotiations,

except by mutual agreement. If that is not possible, then

each use of the media by the union must be evaluated on its

individual merits and responded to accordingly.

m. Other Pressdre Tactics. Remember, all pressure tactics are

designed to cause the opposing team to take action (or to.,stop

I taking action) which it would not take if not for the pressure

tactics. This is an important rule to remember, because if

you can stand the pressure, no concession need be made. Also,

2_,Y6
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keep in mind that employees have more to gain under peace

than under warfare. In other words, there is a limit beyond

which union militancy becomes unproductive.

Some of the other pressure tactic's employed by unions are:

(1) Hot lines. "Hot lines" are special telephone numbers

estaklished by the union in order to receive communications

from employees and the citizens who may have information

to communicate to the uniori

(2) Demonstrations and mass meetings. Mass gatherings of

employees are a step in the planned escalation of tensions.

Mass gatherings of employees conjure,up in the minds of

management the nightmare of hoardes c4 crazed employees

descending upon supervisors. Such meetings provide good

press for the media, but usually have limited impact in

the long run. Such meAtings are also designed to unite

the forces, but sometimes serve to divide the rank and file.

(3) Artificial deadlines. Unions willroccasionally try to

impose some deadline by which management must take certain

action, "or else." The "or else" is usually a threat to

have a mass meeting, or a threat to take a vote to censure

management, or some similar threat. ych deadlines are

usually artificial, and are one more step in the escala-

tion of tensions.

5. Organize a good negotiating team

Labor negotiations require coordinated team effort. Naturally, or

the chief spokesman is a critical factor in the outeome of negotiations.

However, the spokesman's effectiveness can be improved materially by
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the support of a Properly selected and organized team. Some of the

consideratiOns in organizing a good team are:

a. Each tcam member shoyld be committed and loyal to the cause of

his or her organization. Whether management or union, all

members must believe in the value of their contribupon to the

process of negotiations. Neither management nor labor can

tolerate a team member who cannot be trusted to reflect the

best interests of the group the member represents. This is not

0 L)
to suggest that either party should choose extremists. Hotheads

and radicals on either side only serve to drive tlie parties

apart.

b. Each team should have some expertise to offe'r. On the manage-

, ment side there is 'usually a need for an expert in financial

matters, an expert in personnel, and a good administrative

generalist. On the union side there are similar needs. Each

member, regardless of his field of expertise, however, should

expect to be called upon to perform research on any matter

which may be.the subject of negotiations.

c. The effectiveness of the collective bargaining process can be

influenced by the knowledge and skills of the .participants.

Therefore, each team member should be provided appropriate

training. Such iraining should include notonly practicum

experiences under the tutelage of competent instructors, but

-

in-depth reading on matters pertinent to the process of labor

negotiations.

d. In to each team member being selected on the basis of
0

expertise in a given area, each team member should be assjgned

a role as a functionary of the team, as noted below.
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(1) Recorder. For example, each team needs someone to keep

the official record for the team. The recorder should be

responsible for an accurate summary of what transpired in

negotiations, as well as an exact recording of tentative

agreements

(2) Observer. One person on the team should serve )s an

observer and listener. The process of negotiations requires

that each party listen carefully to what the other party is

'saying. Observation of the actions on the othet side of

the table is also important. Since both the chief spokes-

man anp recorder are frequently distracted by their own

duties, it is important that someone else on the team be

4K
fr.ee to devote full attention to matters which might other-

.

wise gq unnoticed.

(3) Researcher. Each bargaining team should have a researcher.

No Atter how much advance preparation is made,for negotia-

tions, new questions and problems arise during the process

of negotiations. The positions of the parties change

,constantly. Therefore, someone must be responsible for

collection of data and information for the next meeting.

This,is not to suggest that there can be only one researcher.

ft might benecessary to have several. Which leads to the

next consideration-.-that of team size.

General speaking, labor negotiations require at least three

team membjnd no more than file members. As described above,

'at least three members are'needed just to get the basic job done.
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When more than five are used at the table, discipline becomes'

more difficult. Some members become bored and team spirit can

be harmed.

f. Members of the governing body generally should not serve on the

negotiations team. In other words, the persons who actually.

have the authority to consummate a final agreement should not

participate in the negotiating process. Each party can strengthen

its position by delegating negotiations to a team. Under such ap

arrangement, the team is given guidelines and limits on its

authority.

This concept of delegation is more applicable to management than

to the union. In most instances of public sector collective

bargaining, an impasse in contract negotiations is finally sub-

mitted to the governing body; that is, the school board or

city council, for example. Normally, this,is done via the

recommendations of a fact-finding panel, which conducts a hear-

ing between the negotiating parties ;ZI-fRE makes, an advisory

report to the two parties. If there is no agreement as a

result of the recommendations to the panel, the governing body

normally renders the final decision on what shall be the compen-

sation, benefits, and working conditions of employees.

Under this procedure, it is very important that the governing

body of the governmental jurisdiction refrain from putting

itself in an adversary position. If it is to protect its

sovereign and impartial nature, the governing body should not

r
be involved directly in the negotiation process. Employees cannot

be expected to view a city council member as impartial one day and
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legisla,tor the next day. Once a member of the governing body

has participated in negotiations on behalf of dinagement, there

is likelihood,that the member has harmed his or her ability to

act in an impartial manner.

There are instances when it may not be practical to adhere to

this admonition, however. In some very small jurisdictions,

it is impossible for management to assemble a negotiating team

ithout calling upon at least one member of the.governing body.

In such cases, it should be made clear that the member is

serving as a committee member of the negotiating team and not as a

member of the governing body. Although such a distinction may

appear to be difficult, it is a distinction which must be made

clear to both parties.

Select a Good Negotiator

Th veness of labor negotiations is largely determined by

the quality of t\\e chief spokesman. Therefore, only fully-qualified

persons should be selected. Although most unions and large governmental

bodies have available excellent negotiators on their staffs, the use of

outside independent professional negotiators should be considered

seriously by those who do not have such a profes'sional on the staff.

Some union.. and many governmental agencies are too small to employ

a full-time labor relations specialist. In such situations,,an outside

specialist should be retained part time on a consulting basis just to

handle negotiations and provide needed consultation. Such an arrange-

ment avoids the inevitable and costly overhead which accompanies

employment of each new staff member.

2 2 i
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i

Regardless of the size of the union or the governmental agency,

however, an independent professional negotiator should be considered for

a number of reasons:
. \

a.' Although large unions Usually have a cadre of negotiators,

the same is not true of the typical municipality or school

district. the typical county, municipality, or school district

simply does nOt have the staff to devlop an expertise in

collective bargaining. Experience js a critical factor in

making a good negotiator. A professional labor negotiator

may negotiate ten or more contracts a year. Even in a govern-

ment agency which has a full-time negotiator, it might take

ten years to accumulate the experience an independent negotiator

acquires in one year.

b. An outside professional negotiator can be highly objective

regarding negotiaitions issues. An employee who serves as a

union spokesman-or an administrator who servesias a manageMent

spokesman is often exposed to pressures that a professional

negotiator is not subject to. ForexampIe', the effectiveness

of some administrators is dependent upon good rapport with

employees. Service as management negotiator can be a real

threat to that eff,ectiveness. Similarly, the effectiveness

of union negotiations can be harmed by using employees'as

spokesmen. Such tpokesmen often lack objectivity and become

emotionally involved in some of the issues under negotiations.
,

.Since professional negotiatorsscan remain significantly

detached from the negotiations process, they are highly

resistant to intimidation. This is an important factor for

both parties. Although neither party should be intimidated

29')h. A, 0--
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by the other, each should be prepared to handle such tactics

should they be used.

c. Complete and adcurate information is a prerequisite to effectfve

negotfations. Therefore, the chief spokesman must have

immediate access to information relevant to subjects under

negotiations. This clearly implies that employee spokesmen

should come from the paid union staff or'sqmeone employed by .

a firm which specializes in labor relations. City councils

and school boards, too, should seek a negotitior having access

to needed information. Recently, however, particularly among

sChool districts, management associations have been formed in

order to develop an in-house, store of useful data. In some

cases, these associations are hiring spokesmen and consultants.

'Unions have followed this strategy for many years.

6. Know the bargaining law

Before entering into negotiations, both parties should be thoroubhly

familiar with the requirements of the applicable bargaining law.

Specifically, the following tssues should be studied in the bargaining

law:

a. What constitutes proper bargaining units, and how are bargaining

units determined? A bargaining unit is'a group of employees

who are covered by the same labor contract. In order to assure

efficient negotiations, bargaining units must be carefully

delineated. Although unions often prefer several bargaining

units, e.g., one for secretaries, one for maintenance Irsonnel,

one 'for custodial personnel, etc.; generally speaking manage-

ment is better off with only a few broad bargaining units than
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with many fractionalized units. Even though negotiations with

a broad unit rily encompass more comprehensive negotiations

than with a single narrow unit, one broad uniX ultimately

requires less negotiations than would be the case if all
0

covered employees were separated into teveral separate units.

Additionally, a broad bargaining unit tends to force the union

to make more negotiations compromises than would ofherwise be

with several separate units.

b. How is recognition and decertification handled? In labor rela-

tions under a bargaining law unorganized employees may unionize

and petition for theirkunion to be their exclusive representa-

tive for plAposes of collective bargainin9. When a majority of

-the employees in 'a given unit no longer support the bargaining

agent, most bargaining laws provide a process to get rid of

the agent through a process of'decertification. Failure to

be familiar with those parts of the law which deal with recogni-

tion and decertification can cause many serious problems for

management.

c. What is,the scope of bargaining? One of the major functions of

labor negotiations is tO provide a bilateral oppOrtunity for

both management and labor to decide the compensation and working

conditions of employees. Therefore, the laW should be examined

cirefully for any language which might expand the scope of

bargaining beyond that of wages, benefits, and working conditions.

Frequently, state bargaining laws (as well as the federal order,

governing bargaining in the federal service) contain statements

apart from the section covering the scope of bargaining which
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'help interpret what tlie true scope of bargaining was meant to

17 be. For.example, an extensive definition of management rights

in the bargaining law might reasonably be inte ted to be

intended to narrow the scope of bargaining. In any case, how-

ever, all negotiators should be thoroughly familiar with what

topics are mandatory topics, which topics are permissive, and

which topics are prohibited. Otherwise, topics may be included

in the labor contract which interferes with the efficient manage-

ment of the agency.

d. What happens in the event of an impasse? With only a few

exceptions, strikes are illegal in the public_sector; therefore-,

there must be some alternative solution to negotiations which

end in a stalemate. Whether or not the bargaining law provides

a procedure to resolve a negotiations impasse, both parties

should have a plan in the event of sucth an impasse. Naturally,

the plan should provide for some final conclusion to negotia-

tions. In most cases this means a ffria-l-decision by the

governing body.

e. What is the status of management personnel? An ideal bargaining

law, from management's point of view* should deny all management

personnel the right to organize for the purposes of collective

bargaining. Furthermore, the definition of what employees are

"manalers" and "supervisors" should be brhad and generally

follow the definition of supervisors as contained in the National

Labor Relations Act.

f. What constitutes an unfair labor practice? Some state laws

define what is acceptable and unacceptable bargaining practices.
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Such provisions are placed in the law to help assure that the

collective bargaining procesg- is carried out according,to

proper rules. If found guilty of an unfair labor practice,

the offending'party can be required by law to correct its

actions, and in some cases, make amends. Although an employer

should notbe deterred from taking proper action at the bargain-

ing table due to,fear that a charge of unfair labor practice ,

will be lodged, the employer should be aware of what are

unfair practices and avoid them in the negotiations process.

What is the law regarding strikes by public employees? As

stated earlier, strikes by public employees are generally

illegal. However, no employer should automatically assume that

a legal prohibitiOY1 against strikes will necessarily stop them.

Consequently, no employer should enter into labor negotiations

wtth an employee union without a strike plan in reserve.

h. What are the "management rights" of the employer? All

employers, whether public or private, must retain the right to

manage. In all commercial and public service organizations

somebody must make decisions in order to run the operation.

The absence of the right (and obligation) to make decisions

can result only in chaos. In almost all cases, the rights,

powers, and duties of school boards, county boards, city

mayors, state agencies, governors, and federal agencies are

spelled out in the laws which brought these bodies into exist-

ence. The management negotiator should be familiar with these

laws, particularly those sections which deal with the rights of

the-governing body to govern. Failure to protect the
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fundamental right and obligation of government to govern results

in the erosion of decision making, which in turn,is harmful to

efficient public service.

i. 'What provision is made in the stats bargaining law for resolu-

tion of grievances? The definition of a ':grievance" and the .

manner by which grievances are resolved are important issues in

labor relations. Ideally, these matters should be lett to be..

negotiated by the parties at the bargaining 'table. However,

in some state laws, grievances and their methods of resolution

4re defined in the statute. In such cases, both negotiators
4'

should be fully aware of such provisions, since they affect

greatly the nature of negotiations.

j. Does the bargaining law synchronize.the bargaining cycle with

the agency budget cycle? A number of state bargaining laws

are written in such a way that the bargaining process is not

coordinated with the'budget cycle of the local government

agency. For example, in a number of states, the local school

board or governing body is still engaged in bargaining after a

budget has been submitted for approval, and in some cases even

after a budget has been adopted. Such lack of coordination

usually creates unnecessary confusion between the parties.

Ideally, negotiations should take place while the budget is

under consideration, and negotiations should be completed prior

to the final submission oT the budget or the final adoption of

the budget.

4
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IX. AFTER NEGOTIATIONS BEGIN

Once negotiations begin, there are .a1 number of rules which should

be followed. Although the book Bargaining Tactics contains over 300

suggested bargaining tactics, from those 300 tactics th& author has

selected ten which he considers 'to be of overriding importance. The

ten imperative rules are:

A. Have an overall negotiations plan

B. Develop ground rules

C. Identify critical issues

D. Control the emotional tone
1

E. Use Quid Pro Quo -4

F: Avoid rapid negotiations -

G. Understand the issue

H. Keep negotiations confidential

I. Do not threaten.

Prepare language carefully

-

. Have an Overall NegotiationkPlan

If the objectives of the parties are to 1;$e aZhieved through negotia-

. tions, each party must have a strategy plan. Neiiher,party should enter

into negotiations without such a plan; otherwise4=;, the effectiveness of

negotiations will not be maximized. In establishing a negotiations plan,

the following should be considered.

(
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Identificatfon of critical issues

Every set of labor negotiations has only a few overriding issues.

itie public sector, the amoUnt of money available for salary increases

is often somewhat fixed. In many instances, the employer would give a

salary increase even without the pressure of negotiations. Therefore,

the employees frequently view other issues as more important than

salary. For example, the social worker may consider case Toad to be the

number one Priority. The sanitation worker may consider route length a

key issue. Whatever the job area may be, howeve'r, there are only

Certain key issues. A skilled negotiator will identify these issues

and plan accordingly.

2. Identification of deadlines

In order to mfte negotiations effective, certain deadlines must be

set. For example, if sufficient time is to be allotted for negotiations,

the beginning date should be set far in advance. By the same token,

the endibg date for ne9otiations must be setsearly enough.to assure that

negotiations have a chance to influence the governing body before it

,makes final budget decisions which might affect salaries and compensable

benefits.

3. The possibility of an impasse

In the public sector, where there is often no legal right to strike,

,
negotiations *passes are common. Therefore, each party should accept

the reality that a negotiations impasse is very likely. Consequently,

each party should plan a contingency strategy in the event that an

t 4

impasse is reached. The uniOn will explore what tactics it will employ
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to persuade management to change its positiolt and management would be

well-advisod to prepare contingency plans in the event of concerted

action from the employees. In other words, management should have a

stiiike plan.

4. Adequate information and date

In order to back up a given negotiations plan, each party must have

complete and accurate data, pertaining not only to the negotiations

issues, but to the legal rights of the parties with respect to the process

of negotiations. Specifically, each party should be aware of what actions

constitute unfair labor practices. In labor negotiations, the record is

replete with either party taking a negotiations pbsition which has not

been substantiated by adequate research. If management expects to pre-

vail in its refusal to bargain on an issue, then there m be a complete

case built. If the union expects to make a strike effective, it must

be prepared to deal with the legal complexities which inevitably arise.

5. Communications

Negotiations-lone process of communications. If negotiations are

to be effective, each party must1Nonsider its communications strategy.

Management's team will need to communicate with the governing body. The

union team will need to communicate with its membe'rs. Both parties will

often vie for the support of the public. And, in some cases, both
,

parties will try'to bypass the exclusive spokesman and communicate

directly with principals.

Negotiations is also a struggle to determine who shall control the

loyalty of the workforce. The outcome of this struggle fs dependent in

large measure on the ability of the parties to communicate persuasively.
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B. Develop Ground Rules for Negotiations

To enhance the effectiveness-of negotiations, the two negotiators

should have certain understandings regarding how negotiations shall be

conducted. Some of these understandings eventually will find their way

into the labor contract. Some will remain verbal understandiings. There

will be some procedural matters upon which the parties will never agree.

While some procedural matters (deterMination of the bargaining unit,

for example) are often provided for in the bargaining law, there are

many issues (such as press releases) which the parties must resolve

voluntarily between themselves. Before entering into negotiations, the

following questions should be considered in the development of ground

rules.

1. Who is in the bargaining unit?

This question should be resolved in order to assure that negotiations

dyer the right group of employees and to ensure that the rights of

persons not in-a-given bargaining unit are prOtected. There are a number

of reliable sources which may be consulted by those who wish further

information concerning unit jetermination.

2. What organization than represent the

pahlyees and how is ft selected?

Not only should the composition of the bargaining uTit be clearly

defined, but both parties must be sure that the orgahization repre-

sentihg those employees in the bargaaing unit is legitimate. Negotia-

tors for both,sides should familiarize themselves with the areas of

how to conduct baraaining elections, certify and decertify agents, etc.
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3. How win negotiations be opened?

Normally, negotiations should begin with a complete proposal from

the union. This proposal should be typed in double space on 81" x 11"

paper with each line numbered. The double spacing allows for changes,

while the numbers on the margin assist in locating language under

discussion. Each page shift be nuTbered. When such a proposal is pre-

sented, there should be some understanding as to when management will

respond. Of course, management will need sufficiebt time to study the

proposals, just as the union needs time to prepare its proposals.
1

4. VVhat is the time frame for neotiations?

There must be enough time to reach an agreement. Therefore, there

should be an agreement on when negotiations are to begin and a good date

for their conclusion. Otherwise, time compression will,do its work on

both parties.

5. How shall the public be kept informed?

Negotiations frequently work best when authorized spokesmen

exclusively meet together to carry on Aegotiations.in private. Press

releases can be made, but they should be released by mutual tonsent..

If this is not the case, it is too easy for each party to,say something

which offends the other, resulting in increased difficulty in

negottaticins.

Sometimes a union will release its proposals to the publics This

normally is not a wise practice for either party. Frequently, the public

-.. does not understand that the union proposals are a starting point for

bargaining an4 therefore can easily view the proposals as unreasonable,

1.1 23 ')



thus damaging Public support of the union Also, public releases can

1.

.harden the positions of the negptiatingLparties and make reaching an

agreement more.difficult than necessary. In states where "sunshine" or

public bargafning laws are required, the parties must live with this

Additional hardsbip. .

%. 6. Nifit infórmation shall be exchanged?
. .

In order to negotiate properly, both.parties must have access to

informition frOm the,other side. This need is more pronounced for the

union; since the. moving.party. Both part,ies should be cooperative.

in fulfilling this'ne0:' HoWever, each side has.certain information

Which it has a right nOt to shore, and this is a matter for each pat,y

toecide. Although the decisiori is usually more difficult for manage-

:. ment, generally speaking, management should provide whatever information

.
is public and available. .NaturAlly., management is not rdquired to'under..7

take.researCh for.the Unlon.

6 . ,

7. VVhat happens If an invasse.is reached?
, .

Theresol4ion of impasses is usually covered in some detail by the

applicabTe bargaining w.

8. How W:the final negotiated docu-
. ment made official?

order'to a-Void any last-minute misundeetandings which might .

!

impair'negotiations', there'should be an agreement on the manner by which

the proposed contract is adopted. Normally, thb union presents the

pirOposed agreement to:its members first. Assuming ratificdtion by the

members; the document is then presented for approval and appropriate
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action to the governing body of the governmental unit, for example, the

school board.

These'are only some of the questions which must be answered prior

to entering into negotiations. Others will also arise as the parties

expand the phcess of negotiations%

1

C. Identify Critical Issues

+lost labor negOtiations, in the final analysis, boil down to a few

critical issues. Some examples of such critical issulare:

1. Salaries

2. Job Security
0,

3. Union Security

4. Binding Arbitration of Grievances

5. Work Loads

6. Compensable Benefits

Although many other subjects can become critical issues in negftia-
-

tions, most impasses resolve around those listed above. Never assume,

however, that you know what the critical issues are from the other

person's pOint.of view. The real critical issues are those left over

at the end. They are the issues that neither party will concede easily.

The identification of critical issues can be a real advantage in

negotiations. Such identification helps plan strategies. It can avoid

labor strife and enhance the quid pro quo process.

If you know your own priority of issues, you can plan a strategy

which will help assure that maximum benefits are achieved through the--

negotiations process. For example, if management knows that a good

salary increase is the top priority item for the union, management can

,
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.--- use its salary offer as leverage to get its way on many other issues.

If the union knows that management will, try to avoid a strike at any

cost, then the union should be able to extract many concessions based

on this knowledge.

The identification of critical issues can, under proper conditions,

help to avoid unnecessary labor strife. For example, a school board may

not recognize the importance of class size to teachers. And since class

size is not normally a mandatory topic of bargaining, the school board

might simply refuse to discuss the matter or express any concern for the

size of classes. This attitudg is a mistake. Class size is an important

.issue to teachers, and a school board must give attention to that concern.

This,is not to say that the school board must negotiate the size of

classes. It does mean, however, that a school board should, through

various methods, show its concern for class size and give some indication

that it is attempting to provide optimum-numbers of students in each class.

Failure to take such action can only result in unnecessary morale problems

within fadulty.

D. Control the Emotional Tone of Negotiations

Throughout this book, specific suggestions have been made that are

designed to enhance the negotiations process. One suggestion'that can-

not be overemphasized-is that if negotiations are to proceed smoothly,

there must be a wholesome emotional tone. If the parties are distracted

by degenerative emotions such as anger and hostility', negotiations will

continue under a heavy burden. Following are some simple sugg)stions to

.establish a productive emotional environment for negotiations.
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'a Da, not use profanity, except in extreme cases. Even then, the

choiee of words,should be the mildest of profanities possible

to express the needed emotion. As a matter of fact, all coarse

language, including obscenities, lewd references, and similar

language should be avoided. Too many persdns are offended

such language, especially in a business setting such as .the

negotia'tions table. There is a mith that hard negotiations are.

accompanied by tough language. This is not the case, except
A

in unusual settings.

b. Avoid the use of insults, either ad hominem'or otherwise. The

presence of scorn, insolence, and disrespect at ,the bargaining

table has a .deleterioUs impact on the reaching of agreeMents

under which people must live together. Therefore, all forms of

insults should be suppressed. If faced with intentional insults,

they should not.be tOlerated without redress. If insults become
1

intolerable, the meeting can be términate.

c. Threats and similar forms of intimidation should not be inserted

into negotiations.' This matter will not be commented on further

at this point, as it has been previously discussed.

d. Patience is an important trait for a negotiator. Labor nego-

tiations requires time for the:Parties to fully express their

feelings. Except in the most' unusual situation, each party

should accord tWother. ample time to be heard. This means

thatthe listener must be prepared to listen actively, and

communicate through physical gestures that what is being said

is bein. heard. It is a great compliment'to be listened to.
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e. Keep personal conflicts out of negotiations. The more compatible

two negotiations teams are, the better are the chances that nego-

tiations will proceed smoothly. Unfortunately, compatibility is

not always present. Occasionally there are prejudices and past

experiences which bring unfriendly attitudes to the bargaining

table. In selecting a team, the chief negotiator should investi-

gate to determine if any of the team members might create a

personali\y conflict with members of the other team.

f. Be soft, p en. Most people are alienated by shouting and loud

noises, especially when accompanied by obvious ttong emotional

feelings. The best practice is to state one's position quietly,

avoiding 'tones which might express hostility. When faced with

a negotiator who shouts and becomes angry, the best response'is

to call for a caucus each time such behavior is exhibited.

This prdoedure will allow for a cooling-off period, and should

eventually indicate that suchantics achieve little.

g. A sense of humor is vital to a wholesome emotional tone at the

bargaining table,but the expression of humor must be timed

properly; however, humor based upon personal ridicule, race,

sex, and rieligion should be avoided. Nor should humor be

carried to an excessive degree which mitt indicate a cavalier

attitude toward the process. Otherwise, the parties should

react in a normal manner, seeking as much pleasure as they can

from their arduous responsibilities.

h. Do not interruPt. As stated, people like to be listened to, and

people like to hear themselves talk; so s.ilt requires considerable
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self-restraint to refrain from interrupting the adversary,

particularly:when that person is. stating a position which

is considered to be incorrect or offensfve.. The best procedure
%

is to hear the-sPeaker out, taking careful notes during the

discourse, so appropriate response can be made later.

.i.' Appeal to the opponent's finer instincts. If.a man is referred

to Constantly as a gentleman, he will act like a gentleman--a

woman who is treated with respect will act in a likewisecmanner.

If people are chWracterized as honest, they will be less likely

to be dishonest. When the other negotiator does a particularly

good job, a compliment should follow. A mistake should

generally 6 ignored. One should bring out the most positive

qualities in the opposing negotiator.

NegOtiations is both competitive and cooperative. This concept may
I.

appear to be a contradiction, but it is not. Negotiation's is a process

. .

whereby each negotiator attempts to get the best deal he can; but in

order to do so, the negotiator must be attuned to the needs of the

opponent. The result Is that experienced and capable negotiators

compete to see who can come up with an agreement which provides the

maximum amount of mutual satisfaction.

This competitive process.can involve strong emotions, and the temp-

tation is great (especially to the uninitikted negotiator) to give

expression (Usually anger) to personal feelings. When a schpol board

negotiator offers a $500 increase for teachers, only to be laughed at

by the union spokesman, there is justifiable cause for anger.

-

%

,
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Although incidents such as- these will happen more often than is

ideal, the best practice is to react to such provocations. (intentional

or otherwise) with equanimity. Certainly, an emotional response to

hostile statements cannot mike the situation grow any worse. And in the

long run, patience will expedite negotiations more effeetively than anger.

Don't Let Hostilities Escalate
,

If negotiations ave-ta be.workable, the parties must feel free to

speak candidly, even if this means causin9 tempers to rise. Within .

iTason, the 'pr.iyacy of the bargaining table can toleraie rather rough \

action. There are times, however, when hostilities may.escalate to a

point where some countering action must be taken;-for once real hostility

settles between the parbies, there can be little progress in negotiations.

When this happens, there are a number of tactics to employ, among which

are:

a. Call a.caucus. A short caucus is often all that is needed to

let a temporary.rift correct itself.

4tb. In more serious cases, a recess may be advisable giving the

parties several daiis to rethink their positions.

c.. In other -cases, if the source of the acrimony is one problem,

perhaps that problem.can be referred to 'a special joint committee

for handling in isolation'so that progress can continbe on

other items.

d. Of course, a good compromise on a critical issue is the best

way to defuse a tense situation. Naturally, any such compro

mise should not be made under intimidation, but should be

because it is acceptable and workable.

.
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e. Sometimes the negotiator's themselves should,meet privately

to discuss the pro6lemo %Qften such private meetings reveal

information which cannot be discussed openly in the presence

of nuarerous team members.

Any serious escalation in hostilities should not be ignored.

Generally, such a situation calls for a willingness to make special

228

compromises.,. The extra effort, even though difficult, will normally

pay off in the long Krn.

E. Use Quid Pro Quo

The core of collective bargaining 'is the Process of the union

trading the labor oremployees in return for benefits from management.

The process of giving one thing in return for another is referred to as

quid pro quo. Without such trading, there could be no bargaining. The

actual process of using the quid Oro quo technique is accoffiplished

through "packaging," which is descObed later.

Normally,.the trading process works this way. A union will make

*. a number of proposals, such as:

1. Incrdas'ed sick leave

2. Higher salaries

3. Better hospitalization

4. Binding arbitration of grievances

5. Past-practice clause

6. Et cetera

Management then resOonds in the tradition of quid pro quo by stating

that salarieS will be increased if the union drops its proposals for

increased $ick leave and better hospitalization insurance. Further,

*
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management will grant the past-practice clause if the union will withdraw

its request for binding arbitration of grievances.

This approach makes some sense to the union (in that the only

question is how much present benefits are improved), but it makes less
1

sense to
1

managemeht in that management gets no guarantee that there will

be any increase,in the quantity and/or quality of work performed by

employees in exchange for increased benefits.

Naturally, inflation has complicated the trarng of labor for benefits.

If inflation could,be set aside, management would have every right and

obligation to expect more and better work for more and better benefits.

The collective bargaining process may deal with a large number of

Assues, r,anging from an average low of 50 to an 4a'veracie high of over 100.

Even one issue, sick leave, for example, may have sub-parts which must

be dealt with individually. In many states passing their first collec-

tive.bargaining law, the original presentation by the union contained

over 300.proposals. To'the inexperienced negotiator, such a formidable
3, *

list of prbposals would be impossible to handle properly.

One way to materially'expedite the process of negotiations is to

respond in "packages." This rechnique involves putting together items

which bear some relationship. For instance, here is a short list of

proposals presented by a union:

Agency Shop Rest Periods Life Insurance

. Dues. Deduction Extra Holiday Dental Insurance

Salary Insrease Hospitalization Maternity Leave

Increased Sick Leave Sick Leave Bank Overtime Pay

/
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.
The first step in dealing with such a list is,to arrange all items

into two groups: those which have direct costs and those to which

there is no direct cost attached. As a result, the union proposals now

,

look like this:

Salary Increase

Dental Insurance

Group I: Money Items a

Hospitalization

Overtime Pay

Life Insurance
,

Group II: Non-Money Items

Agency Shop Rest Periods Sick Leave Bank

Dues Deduction Extra Holidays Maternity Leave

Increased Sick Leave

For purposes of this demonstration, the next step is to group items

together which have some relatibnship, tryAng to have present in each

group something that .can be agreed to.' Such a step might produce

"packages" like this:

Package No. 1

Management will grant a salary increase, but only if the union with-

,

draws its proposals regarding hospitalization, life insurance, and dental
-4

insurance.

-
Package No. 2

Management will grant time-and-a-half for all hours over 39 hours

per week, but the union must withdraw, its proposal for rest periods.

Package No. 3

Management will grant a dues checkoff, but the union must withdraw

its proposal for agency shop.

2 4 ,2
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Package No. 4

Management will grant Friday as A paid holiday if Christmas Eve

falls on either a Saturday or Sunday. Management will also grant

. parental (maternity) leave, but in return for these two concessions,

the union must drop its proposals for improved sick leave.

The advantages of "package" bargaining are several:

I. It permits some concessions to be mixed with some rejections.

2. It follows the spirit'of bargaining, in that the process of

quid pro quo is used.

3. It protects one's position in the event of an impasse where

a factfinding mediation process is used. This will be discussed in

greater detail later.

4. It is an orderly procedure for hanaing a large number of items.

Naturally, the responding party is not required to follow this

procedure. Nor is the responding negotiator obligated to keep these

"packages" intact, even if he practices "package" bargaining.

F. Avo d Ra id Ne otiations

Some professional nego ators may pride themselves on being able

to reach an agreement quick . This may be acceptable under some cdn-

ditions, but in most situations, rapid negotiations i5 a bad practice

for a number of reasons.

a. Even in'the hands of the most effective negotiators, negotia-
%

tions reciuire time. Each party, especially the lion, should

feel that it has worked for the concessions that it has won.

So even though one party may be willing to settle a number of

243
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issues at the first negotiating meeting, it is wise to let

the other party work for the concessions. .

b. Rapid concessions can give the fmpression to the principals

that ihe process is simple or that,it requires little serious

attention. Neithe'r iS true. Labor negotiations are compleX,

and the process deserves the highest priority.

c. Rapid negotiations inevitablyiresult in mistakes. Such mistakes

.can benefit one party, true,-but at the expense of the other. In

negotiations, it is not a good idea to profit at the expense of

the'other negotiator. Sdoner or later, revenge will be S'ought.

Therefore, a strong negotiator may at times actually help a

weaker adversary avoid a mistake whic , in the long run, will

not benefit anyone.

(Negotiations require careful actions; theref e, each action'should

be provided ample preparation time. But since nego iations are carried

- .

on under the watchful eye of an adversary, it is often n essary to

employ tactics which gain time to prepare proper responses. ometimes
O.

it is possible to gain adequate time at the table, while on other occa-

sions, it is necessary to create time for contemplation away from the

bargaining table.

When a little extra time is needed at the bargaining table, some

Of these tactics can be used:

,

a. Ask a question which requires considerable time to answer. For

example, the following question usually works in eliciting an

extended response: "I'm not sure I understand your problem.

Would you please explain in detail what the problem is?"

,.,

2/1.111,

,

I
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b. Introduce a "smokescreen" of your own. This is best done by

entering into a protracted soliloquy on an issue, allowing

opportunity for only limited interruption

c. Theree many justifiable instances where it is appropriate

to table An item for consideration later in the session.

There are also times when it is necessary to gain time away

from the bargaining table in order to prepare a response to

an item. In such instances, the following tactics can be

used:

(1) A caucus can be called of sufficient duration to accomplish

the needed study of\an issue.
r

(2) The item can be put ;1\11e_agenda of a subsequent meeting.

(3) The item be tabled indefinitely, ignorjng the issue

until a response is demanded.

"--\

Unless a proposal (or counterproposal) is totally acceptable, and

there is a tactical repson,for immediate acceptance, it is usually best

to delay acceptance un't11 a later time. In other words, sleep op it!'

This advice should be 'taken literally. A good night's slee0,can do

wonders to evaluate a negotiations proposal more objectively and

critically.

The bargaining table create a number of pressures which interfere

with one's best thinking. The est way to avoid a concession which
4

should not be made is to delay final acceptance until after the matter

,can be considered among the security of one's compatriots. tountless

bad agreements have been entered into simply because one of the nego-

, tiators would,no ovide hiAelfneeded time for careful reflection.

2 5
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There are tremendous pressures at the bargaining table to make c6ncessions,

and the temptation to bypass additional consideration should be stren-

uously resisted.

This advice is particularly applicable-in the fihal stages of nego-

tiations, for it is in the final stages of negotiations that all of the

most important issues to both parties emerge. During the final stages

of negotiations, not only are the important issue$ on the table, but

the parties are usually at their weakest state to enter into agreements

which, when implemented, wfll work for both parties.

So, unless there is some comOelltng reason to enter ilito a marathon

session, there should be no final acceptances until the issues have

been reflected on for at least 24 hours.

G. Understand the issue
//

Identifyin a problem is often half'of th solution to that prbblem.

ejHowever, the'r re three major obstacles td identifying problems. First,'

the negotiator ftesenting the problem.sometimes does not have a full

understanding of what the problem involves. Second,-even if the presentor

understands the problem, he often has difficulty explaining it. Third,

the listener, for various reasons, does not receive the Message cle-arly.

In order to overcome the above obstacles to problem identification,

the following procedu're should be followed:

row
a. The speaky presenting thcproblem should be absolutely sure

that he,thoroughly understands the problem which'the proposal

, is designed to corredt.

7The problem must be explained in sib. mple language and rephrased

several times, couched in different terms of explanation.'

21
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c. The listener should be encouraged to repeat the 'problem in

his own language. e I

d. Thefperson who presented the problem should question the

listener to be sure that he has grasped the problem.

Once there is agreement on exactly what the problem is, the parti.es

are well on their way to a solution. One reason for this Prediction is

that the orfginal problem, when subjected to the above procedure, often

becomes a problem of no significance or limited significance.

A broad and demanding proposal from the union that management

-guarantees safe and healthful working conditions may, under close

questioning, be no'mOre,than a complai4 that wet floors exist ir a given

work area'. ',If. such a problem exiss, it sliould be corrected, making

Iong and drawn ournegotiations on a 'safety clause unnecessary.

.,.

The piIicess of negbtiktions requires that each party makes a good

, .

faith effort to titi.ffy the other party, This means that original '

proPosAls change,;, and as they change, hew problems arise, requiring

.
,:.

additionaiTesearch. The new counter-proposal should not be responded

to uniil.full resekrch has been Undertaken. For,example, an original
. .

.

proposal by the unn for inereased sick leave might, during the

course of-negOtiationsi change to a proposal for a sick leave bank.

The. two proposals present ,an entirely different set of problemS, each

::.,.. , .
...z

,

requfring separate research. Neither proposal, however, should be

negottated until_the negotiator understands fully all ramifications
-- -.. . .,

,

. -. t
,qt-thg proposil%.

:This advice is of pa-rticWar importance to negotiaiors AO are
..,_

negotiating in'Subject areas oUtside of their sphere of technical
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knowledge; as an example, the.negotiator who normally represents

firemen, but who, for some reason is representing hospital workers for .

the first time. When a negotiator is working outside of his own field

of expertise, it is imperative to earefully analyze each proposal.

R. Protect confident' lity of negotiations

In order for collective bargaining to take place effectively; the

process must be carried on in an atmosphere of confidentiality. Failu're

to recognize and adhere to this basic concept will surely erode one's

bargaining position and create unhecessary confusion.

Inherent to creating an atmosphere of confidentiality, each iziarty

-must approach the bargaining table with the knowledge that in all nego-

tiations there must be room for compromise. Therefore, the parties

usually begin the negotiations by taking positions which would be ideal,

and then, through the negotiations process, each makes concessions and

falls back to less than ideal positions. By way of simple explanation,

let's assume that a custodians' union requests at the outset of nego-

tions that custodians in Oublic buildings have their hourly wage increased

by 10 percent. Naturally, the union would like to have a 10 percent

increase, but would be-surprised if its request was granted. In fact,

the union would actually settle for a 5 percent increase, but obviously

this fact is kept as private as possible; if management knew this,

then management would have a significant advantage at the bargaining

table. Similarly, the governing board.of the governmental agency might

make an initial counter offer that sararies be raised by 2 percent,

when in reality, management would be happy to get an agreement at 4

percent.
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Understandably, the governing body does not want anyone else to

know its position for the same reason that the union wants its final

fall-back position kept private. Given the example stated above, the

parties should have, little difficulty, through good faith negotiat-ions,

in reaching an aareement on salaries. Naturally, most Tabor bargain-.

ing is not this simple. Nevertheless, the principle demonstrated here

is applicable to practically all proposals.

Unfortunately for negotiations, privacy in the public sector is,

more of a problem than in the private sector. Not Only do public agencies

work in an atmosphere of the public's 'fright to know," but a growing

number of states are enacting "sunshine" laws, in which practically no

governmental business (includIng negotlations in some states) can be

conducted in executive session. Confidentiality of public sector labor

negotiations is also made difficult by the political obligations of

public offiCials, who f;-eguently feel they.have political advantage.to

gain by revealing negotiations positions to either the employee union,

the press, or members of the public-at-large.

Such antics are a real frustration to the professional negotiator,

whose strategy is often dependent upon confidentiality of final posi-

tions on issues under negotiations: The union negotiator faces the

same problem when a member of the union team,in an effort to gain per-

sonal,advantage, reveals to members of management information which

should be'kept private.

In arder to achieve an optimum level of confidentiality in nego-,

tiations, the following'points stIould be considered:

a. There should be only official spokesperson for each party.

.Only this 'person should be authorized to make proposals and
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counter-proposal's. All other persons should be admonished to

refrain from.involving themselves in negotiations. If they

persist in doing so, their statements do not necessarily

reflect the true position of their respective parties.

b. To the extent legally permissible, all granting of negotiations

_
guidelines should be done in private. _Furthermore, the new-

..

tiations process itself should take place in private, to the

extent permitted by law.

c. When the governing body of the, union or of the governmental

agency provides guidelines and authority to its negotiator,

such guidelines should not be put in writing, because such

written documents'have a way of coming to rest in the wrong

hands. As a matter of routine, negotiations notes should be
..

kept private. Even those being taken at the bargaining table

should be taken in a manner so that the opposition has 40 view

i
of positions being taken.

d. The chief negotiator should be tight-lipped with all persons
f

other than his own principals and team members. This suggestion

is discussed in greater detail in another section of this book.

Orderly negotiations require that both the organized employees and

their employer be represented by an exclusive spokesperson. The public

section being highly political, however,.this concept is often violated.

Specifically, it is not uncommon for unions to bypass a.city council ...

negotiator in order to deal directly with the individual members of the

governing bedy. From the union point of view, this tactic is often quite

effective: From the management point of view, such a practice can be

devastating, in that such political dealings often result in settlements

Z.)1}
r

%
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1
based upon tontroversial political considerations, rather than what is

proper from the standpoint of efficient government and what is best for

the taxpayers who must foot the bill and live with the services of

government.

The problem of politicians teaming up with public employee unions

is quite pronounced in'a number of cities; New York City being the primer

. example of how a city can destroy its financial integrity by mixing

collective bargaining with politics. In order to assure that politi-

cians do not work directly with employee unions, the San Francisco City

Council passed a resolution that all communities with the city's

employee unions must go through the city's labor relations director.

This policy would be wise for unions to follow also, to avoid its own

\

members bypassing the union leadership. Fortunately, a number of juris-

dictions are learning this lesson and have.passed similar resolutions
,

and policies which appoint exclusive spokespersons on all matters .

related to negotiations.
#

Ic Do not threaten

Threats have no plaCe in good faith negotiations; nevertheless,

threats sometimes must be dealt with as a tactic at the bargaining

table. Threats at the bargaining table destroy good faith negotiations,

which are based upon an honest effort on the part of each negotiator

to find a common ground. Good faith is based upon the concept that

each party will make tts best effort to concede ks much as it can in
'

order to reach agreement.'

Thr ats are appropriate only when the other party acts in obvious

bad faith. For example, a local city council refuses to negotiate with

251
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the spokesperson chosen by the union, and insists on byriassing that

person to negotiate directly with individual emplgyees and/or individual

groups of employees. Given such a situation, the union would probably

have good cause to threaten tbe city council--but what type of threat?

Most states ha've provisions in their bargaining laws to prohibit actions

such as bypassing the designated spokesperson; but suppose the city

council was unaware of the provision, or did not interpret the provision

in the same way it was by the union? Given these possibilities, what is

the appropriate threat for tise union to use? If this be the case,. it

seems that the only appropriate threat for the union to employ would be

to threatehthe city council with an unfair labor practice, which under

most state laws is the method to be followed in such situations.

Threats at the bargaining table introduce an unwanted element into

negotiations. Threats present power as an overt weapon in communica-

tions: This introduction of power causes the parties to move away from

ryason as the basis for settlement to power as the basis. Such settle-

ment, however, seldom serves the interests of either party.

When faced with threats at the bargaining table, the best response

is silence--at least until it becomes appareot that threats are being

employed as a deliberate negotiations technique. In such case, the

opposing negotiator should attempt to talk privately with the adversary

and educate him as to the proper way to carry on productive negotiations.

Should this fail, it'may be necessary to explain to the protagonist', in

the presence of bgth teams, that such techniques will only harm progress

toward benefits and working conditignsikich are mutually agreeable and

mutually beneficial.

2 )lo
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In a way, a threat is a form of a negotiations concession, in that

the threatener is ,saying, "I intend to hurt you. However, I will with-

draw my intention to hurt you if you will do what I say. Such a convo-

'

lution puts the gnus on the other parly, in that if they get hurt,

-their own fault. Labor negotiations take place in an atmosphere bf threat

because the union can inflict punishment by withholdipg lab and

management can punrsh by withholding benefits.

Although overt threats should be avoide in negotiations, there are

instances when threats are warranted. In contemplating the use of

threats, the followtng considerations should be noted:

a. The consequences bf the failure.to heed a threat might be so

aWesome as toe immediate compromise by the party being

tkeatened. The danger in such use.of threats is that the

threatener might be forced to take the threatened actibn.

For example', a city council might threaten to fire every

policeman who goes on strike. Frankly, hdwever., the nature of

the threat should be commensurate with the action it is

designed to stop.

b. A threat is useless if the adversary does not believe the

threat.

c. Threats are an ex)pression of willingness to use raw power.

Persons subjected to such threats have a tendency to find a

way to "get back." Threats in labor negotiations are a short-

run tactic, and do not generally work over an extended period

of time.

Following are some useful suggestions for handling threats:'

a. Convince the threatener that he will lose more than you will.

253
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b. Give the impresslon that you do not realize that you are being

threatened. This will give the threatener a face-saving

opportunity to withdraw the threat. 10-

c. Be irrational in your response. With great emotional .expression,

indicate that any consequence, no matter how extreme, will be

endured rather than to capitulate.

d. Convince your adversary that the threatened action cannot hurt

you. For example, a city council should respond to a threat

of a strike by trash collectors by showing that the city is

fully capable of collecting trash in other acceptable ways--

maybe even.at a lesser expense.

e. Take the intended action. The thretener is then forced to

invoke the threat or find a way to retreat.

f. Protest to the public. The public can exert considerable

pressure on the negotiating parties. The one which wins the

favor of the "public" has increased chances of a win at the

bargaining table.
,

Negotiations is a process whereby two or more parties discuss mutual

concerns in order to arrive at 4n agreement to which they will adhere.

An agreement entered into under duress is not an agreement which will

last.

Ideally; labor negotiations should never result in a lockout or a
/

strike, since both are acts of coercement. In the absence of legal con-

structions to the contrary, negotiatio s should go on,until the parties

find that combination of conditions un r which they can live in mutual

satisfaction and benefit.
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An ultimatum destroys the spirit of cooperative effort whereby

both parties try to understand the needs of the other, and thereby take

steps toward reaching an accommodation. An ultimatum, by its very

definition, is a final proposition, condition, or demand; one whose

rejection will end negliations and cause the parties'to resort to force

or Other direct action:

Bear in mind, however, that an ultimatum in labor negotiations is

not a rejection of a proposal. An ultimatum can be refusal to bargain

or it can be a refusal to discuss an issue. Most frequently an ultimatum

is a demand to accept certain conditions or negotiations will end. An

ultimatum is an order to do something in negotiations "or else"! The

"or else" usually signifies that other means will be sought, to force a

concession.

Although, ideally, negotiators should always co tinue until an

agreement is reached, without either party giving a final offer, this

type of relationship is often not the case. There is nothing wrong

with either party reaching a final position on all issues, but the

final position should be the result of sincere negotiations.

It is not an ultimatum to make concessions gn a number of issues

until no further movement can be Made. Once one party has made

several concessions on an item and announces that the limit has been

reached, it is.up to the other negotiator to decide to accept or reject.

Hopefully, though, making final offers should be avoided.

From 1947 to 1969, the General Electric Corporation practiced a

form of bargaining termed "Boulwarism," named after its originator,

Vemuel R. Boulware, who was the Vice Pre6ident in Charge in employee

relations at GE. Following the Boulwarism approach, the management of
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GE would undertake exhaustive research regarding what it considered to

be a proper position on negotiations. The'conclusions of such research

left only limited room for concessions at the bargaining table.

Naturally, the unions interpreted such an approach to bargaining to be

an unfair labor practice, in that no real bargaining took place from

the union's point of view.

Under,examination by the National Labor Relations Board, Boulwarism

was seriously questioned. The rationale of the NCO seemed to be that

a company should not state its final and most honest position at the

outset of negotiations; but should play the game, making a threshold

offer first, and gradually working up to (or down to) the final position.

The net result of the NLRB ruling certainly can be interpreted to be a

, legal endorsement of the "game" of negotiations, even though the NLRB

has no jurisdiction in the public sector.

J. Prepare contract language carefully

The next to last act of negotiations (ratification is the final act)

is writing down what has been agreed to;-however, the act of writing

down what is negotiated cannot be separated, from the actual process of

negotiations. While labor contracts are writien to guarantee conditions

in thp future, most labor negotiations take place based upon past

experiences. The past is known, but the fUture is unpredictable. This

means that the negotiating parties can agree to something in good faith

only to find that unforeseen events make the agreement very difficult

to adhere to. Normally, this problem is not applicable to the union,

since it'is usually the union which'is making he demands. It can,

however, be a serious problem for managemeht:' So from-management's

point of view, special care must be taken to avoid agreeing to conditions

256
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which cannot be delivered during the ierm of the contract. The following

,
suggestions should be of help in writing the'labor contract:'

. Keep the agreement as short and concise as negotiations permit.

All superfluous and irrelevvit materials should be absent.

,

. All language should be precise. Say what you mean, unless there

is some purpose served in ambiguity.

. Avoid inclusion of legal citations. Law is not negotiated between

labor and management--law is legislated. Disputes arising over

a labor contract are resolved by the grievance procedure.

Disputes over law are resolved by the courts.

. Avoid statements of philosophy. Say exactly what is to be done

and delete the extra verbiage.

. Avoid the incorporation of administrative forms and proa-dures

in the agreement. These are metters which should be left to the

, discretion of management.

. Write you own Counter-proposals: When yOur opponent's language

is used in preparing a counter-proposal, there is a risk that

the language will'not say exactly what you mean.

. Prepare the final draft of the entire agreement yourself. This

is not to suggest that the opponent is untrustworthy. This

suggested procedure is simply a wise safety precaution.

. Avoid including in the labor contract documents which have not

been negotikted. The only material which should be in the labor

contract is the material which has been the result of specific

negotiations.

.
Before responding to a proposal, be sure to get it in writing;

otherwise, there is a significant risk of misulderstanding,

0
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1. V

.
All tentative agreements should be written down in the agreed-to

-
language.

All tentative written agreements should be initialed by each

negotiator and a copy kept by each.

. Purposeful ambiguity has a limited place in labor contracts.

From the union point of vi-eiri there Ny beosome advantage to

bind the employer to some broad obligation. From management's

point of view, there may be some need to safeguard itself

through the use of vague protective language.

. Use the primary meaning of words. Do not use an obscure

definition of a word.

Avoid verbal understandings and interpretations of written

language.
4

Avoid clauses which contradict another clause in the contract.

Before a tentative clause is agreed to and initialed, have a
,

reading session where each team member has a chance to study the

language.

Before the final contract is initialed, have a proofing session

utilizing members of your team. This will help avoid incorpora-

,, Lion of mistakes into the contract. It is not safe for the

negotiator to proof his own mork alone.

Management should be careful not to agree to broad principles

in the contract; Such principles invariably become the sources

of grievances.
..

Any confusion over the meaning of a tentative agreement should

be clarified in writing before the clause is initialed.

2 ;) d
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. Labor contracts should be in lay language. Words should be itsed

which are generally understood by the avIrge.4ay person.

, Understand that the language of the labor contract is contr011ing.

If there are no obvious mistakqs in the contract, the language

of the contract will be applied irrespec ive of any claims to the

contrary.

. Verbal agreements are not binding if there is no, proof of such

an agreement.N.
.
Unsubstantiated binding interpretations may not be attached to

the contract by one party.

. What is agreed to is final. Failure to include a term is proof

that it was intended to be omitted.

. When ambiguity is p7aced in an agreement and a*dispute arises

over that language, the dispute will be resolved dgainSt the

author of the language.

.
Anything placed in the sgreement should be there for a specifi,r,

reason. In expressly describing a 'particular act or law to

which it shall apply, an irrefutable inference is drawn th'at

4

what is omitted or not included was intendld to be omftted and

excluded.

5:11
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X . CONTRACT ADMINITRATION

In the management of school distriCts and governments at the municipal,

state; and federal levels, the function bf labor relations,is often viewed

as a pare of a total personnel administration program. In some instances,

the labor relations function is referred to as employee relations. Regard-

less of the title, however, most government agencies carry on two func-

tions simultaneously, one function dealing with the union and another

dealing with employees separate from the union. Unfortunately, in some

larger schoolAistricts and government agencies, the labor relations 'office

and the personnel office do not always cooperate fully because of disputes

over which office has authority Over which function. Where such conO

sion exists, the superintendent or chief executive officer shoulld under-
.

take effective measures to correct the situation.

Basically, the labor relations function consists of contract nego-

tiations, contract administration, grievance processing (S part of con-

tract administration), aro general union relationships. ;For those who

want more advice on the-process of negotiations, the two'books by the .

author, Bargaining Tactics and Negotiations Strategies should be con-

sulted.

Ai: Understand the Role and the Nature of the
f

Union in Contract 'Admir,iistration

In order to carry out effective labor relations, management must

understand the function and nature of the emplpyee organization as it

248
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9
A

relates to the implementation of the labor contract. Keep in,mind that
,

' in this regard, tHe labor relations process is:a process between manage-

_ . . .. "
Tent's labor relationS. office atid the' union leadership, not the

employees.individUally Io contract administration,

the followingyoinisl,should:heconsigered in working with the union:

1. Undrstand-th role f the,uiflOn

4he uOlOp's or.i1tary'r.0e is 'to serve as the exclusive representative

of a unit of 'e6ployeefor the,purpoSe of negotiating a labor contract,

admOisterj.ng thelabor .contriact, and procesSing grievances arising
.

jrom-dispuies over:the appiEfron and interpretation of that contract.

Although uniOns often assuMe. other roles in the areas of lobbying and

_ pub)ic affairs,.t,he ptriiilory function of the labor union in America
.4

conceris the lakc...contrkt. Unlike their European,toynterparts, which

inclined fOr the dnion to be an inslrumentality of socialism,

Amerian unions seem 'More satisfied to .deal with "bread and butter"

.% issues. Eailure4 to recognize the legitimate interests of the union
.,

111,. ioevitably%Will L'reate serious labor problems. The chief executive

vetowitalfully under6kes'a campaign to ignore or undermine the legitimate

66rgaining agent for.employees i asking for unpecessary 'problem's%

(

;Since the union is the agentwobich consolidate's the demands nf

41,
pplOyees' and:negotiates tkose demands, ii it any wonder.that the union,

ekpects to.be closely involvpd in the adminisfratiog of the uniori

4)

dontract? Management mbst understand that when the majority of the

.eMployees choose freely an exclusive bargaioi-ng agent, the union auto-
,. . 4

bacomes.the general spokesman for all,employee.syn'4matters

z-
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related to their: compensation, benefits, and working conditions. Conse-

quently, when 'dealing with such employee affairsmanagement should

ilways deal openly with the union.

2. * Unions are political organizations

Uf a union is to'survive, it must serve the interests of its members;

i.e., the body politic of the un"ion. In that respect, the,,union is a
4

political organization, since its general direceion is based.upon the

wishes of its members. Failure to serve these interests often results

in'decertification of the union.

The facethat t1;e union is a political body has one overriding

message for management, which is: management must be:aware that the

union always will serve as a raIqying force for any action taken by

management which is generally objected to by empl yees, or which pro-

vides the union with opnortunity to make itsel look good in the eyes

of its members.

The author remembers clearly one such cask where theagency business

pffice made an error in issuing employee paychecks, by issuing checks for

safary amounts slightly less than what the employees were entitled .to.

The error qas discovered immediately by the business office, but unfor-
A

Whately, the checks had been.distributed to employees. The author

,calted the union agent and told him of' the error and assured him that

the mIter would be remedied ithmediately. The union agent d that

he was satisfied. However, desnite that statement, he immedi tely called

a meeting of local union representatives and told them he had discovered

that management had short-changed employees and that hp, the union

leader, would see to it that the matter was corrected immediately. It

2(1' )
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appeared in this case that even.when management Jtet1 in good faith,

the union could not overcome the temptation to seek political gain in

order to ingratiate itself with the employees.

3. Deal honestly With the union

The worst mistake that a labor relations director can make is to

get caught lying to the union on a matter which aff,ects the welfare of .

employees and which provides political gain for the union. Few other

mistakes will cause employees to rally to the union as quickly. There-

fore, Rianagement should at the outset decide that it will always deal

honestly with the union. This decision, however, does not mean that

management must reveal all confidential inforMation'to the union. It

does mean, thought that management should never lie to the union or

meke a tat'ement which can be interpreted to be a'lie.

The author will never forget an incident when he participated in a

confidential ourvw!/ of employee performance. When asked by the union

head if a secret,oa/pation was being performed on employees, the author

answeted honestly irhe negative. Unfortunately, the union representa-

tive had been given a copy of the survey by a disloyal manager. Conse-

quently, the union'agent embarked,upon a campaign to prow that the

author had lied to him. Although the grievance which was lodged was

ruled on in favor of management by the arbitrator, in retrospect the

author should have handled the matter in a manner which would have de-

prived the union of the opportunity to accuse management of lying.
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4. Union authority is only that grahted
in the contract and in law

Although public employees may join a union if they wish and may

empower the union to take certain actions, the union has no authority to

require management to take any aetion unless such*action is required by

law or unless such action is agreed to by management. For example, the

federal bargaining law and all state bargaining laws require that

management negotiate with the agent chosen by a majority of the employees

Within a bargaining unit. Beyond that (with minQr exceptions) the union

has no other rights. Its only right is to bargain with management. Any

other right or authority (pertaining to labor relations) must be gained

by consent of the employer. This is an important concept, because it

means that government agencies and school boards are free to manage

their operations as they see fit, except where management agrees with

the union to do otherwise.

Unfortunately, many uninformed supervisors seem to think that the

union has powers which are not in the labor contract or granted by law.

In consulting with government agencies and school districts, the author

is constantly asked if the union has the right to carry out certain

activities not spelled out in the labor contract. For examble, in many

school districts and government agencies, union officials routinely

visit with employees while they are on the job. Often management is

not aWare of such visits, or neglects to object if it does know of such

visitations. Such ajeractice, if allowed to continue unobjected to,

becomes an established and approved practice and likely could not be

stopped except through negotiations with the union.

2s.i
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This example is presented not necessirily to (Aiggest that union

officials should be prohibited from talking with employees on work time,

but to indicate to.the reader that a Onion has no rights except those

*
agreed to by management or those granted by law. By recognizing this

fundamental principle, management should be more able to retain its

management rightt and should be more able to exact concessions from the

union as management concedes certain rights to the union.

5. Seek open communications
with the union

Some school districts and other government agencies try to isolate

the union by constructing a wall of si*ence. This is a mistake. Under

skillful direction, management can gain more than the union can gain by

open communications. Although management should keep the union informed

of intended actions and developments of interest to the union, the labor

relations director should listen more than he talks.

By being available to listen to the union, the labor relations

director provides a safety valve for employee unrest.. Furthermore,

sympathettc listening often reveals much information about conditions

among the workers (and managers) that otherwise might not be known to
4's

management. By listening carefully, management is apprised of legitimate

employee problems and complaints and is enabled to resolve them before

they become grievances or negotiations demands. In one government

agency where the author served as employee relations director, the full-

time union director was the single best source of information vital to

heading off problems. This came about primarily because the author

was willing to listen to the union head and to encoueaie him to discuss

25
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problems and matters of mutual interest. The union leader seemed unaware

that his willingness to talk revealed much information about the union

which was helpful to the agency aidministration in keeping the upper hand.

6. Try to resolve problems informaHy

If all supervisors are well-trained and the agency has an "enlightened"
7

personnel program, few troublesome demands should be brought to the bar-

gaining table and few grievances should be lodged. By helping employees

on a day-to-day basis and by cooperating with the union, management

should be able to achieve higher productivity than would be the case under

less "enlightened" circumstances. Naturally, such an approach to employee

relations assumes that the government employer.recognizes employees as

valuable capital investments and assets, and that the union recognizes

the advantage of cooperation with the employer. Although this assumption

is falacious in some public sector operations, the goal of enlightened

management is a goal which should be sought in all civil service and

public education operations.

7. Alert the union to Nnportant actions
to be taken by management

Because some government administrators resent the presence of a

union and seem even frightened by the union in some cases, these govern-

ment administrators "are unable to establish profitable working relations

with the union. Once a union is legitimately established, management

has but one choice--make the best of it. True, labor-management rela-

itionships are not always ideal; nevertheless, it is possible n most

situations to turn the union into a management asset. But before this

can be done, the union must trust management. One way, among several

ways, to achieve such trust is to 'onion first of important
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activities'intended for action by the administratiOn. By following this

rule religiously, the union will serve frequently as an aide to manage-

-ment rather than an impediment, in accomplishing its goals. Naturally,

the union will not always agree with management on all intended actions,

but at least the union is disarmed from making accusations of bad faith

against management.

There are several advantages involved in alerting the union to

important actions planned by management:

a. The union is not caught off guard by some abrupt development

which may concern employees. When a union is surprised by

some important management act, the first reaction of the union

?'
is to respond without adequate information. Usually, this

response takes the form of some negative action.

b. Trust and.credibility are developed between the two parties

when management takes the union into confidence. This bond

helps theparties work through peacefully their various problems

c. Management is given an opportunity to discover what unantici-
_

pated probTems might be associated with the intended action

befo*e the action is actually taken, thus allowing managemgnt

time to modify the intended action in order to make necessary

corrections.

8. Do not negotiate after closure

The labor contract should contain all of the items that the union

and the employer have agreed to during negotiations. Once negotiations

are over and the contract has been ratified by the'union and approved

by-the governing body, there should be no further negotiations. .Any

demands that arise after closure should be held by the union until thew,

257
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contract is reopened for renegotiations. Failure to follow this

jmportant and fundamental rule weakens management's power at the bargain-

ing taUle and erodes the right to manage. Furthermore, unending -nego-
-,

tiations create an atmosphere of unsettled conditions of employment

.which can-damage employee morale and impede productivity.

9. Stay out 9f the union's
internal affairs

Some-Machiavellian government officials haye tried to neutralize the .

union by attempting to manipulate and control the internal affairs of the

union. This strategy usually backfires. When faced with a union which

does_not operate according to standards and methods agreeable to manage-.

ment, management should not attempt to subvert the .union by planting

informers, spreading anti-union rumors, harrassing union members, or

generally engaging in other similar unsavory activities. Rather,

management should deal openly and directly with the union in its com-

plaints against the union. AtteMpts to infiltrate the union through

various methods usually provides the union with a'ready-made opportunity,-

- for confrontation, from which the union often emerges as a victor.

10. Don't let the union intimidate
first-line supervisors

As stated earlier in this section, many supervisors seem to accord

more rights to the union and infer more power to the union that exist in

reality. In many cases, supervisors who work daily with rank and file

employees and who have not been involved in negotiations seem susceptible

to union pressure. It is not uncommop for some 'first-line supervisors

to allow union activities on company time which are hot provided for in

,the labor contract. Such permissiVenesstis a mistake, but can be

2
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corrected by providing supervisors wilith instruction in the.areas of

employee suPervision, contract administration, and grievance processing.

.By providing such an.education program, mucb will be achieved in

restricting the union to its propet.role.

H. Don't get too close to the union

Some tnex erien d and ill-informed labor relations directors seem

to believe, that management interests are served best by establishing a

"good old buddy" relationship with the union leadership. This is a

mistake. Eventually, such a close relationship will run into-Ooblems.

Either 11 employer will begin to susporect its own negotiatior or the

employees will begin ta feel they are being so14 out by their negotiator..

Therefore, the best approach to dealing wig the union is to employ the

"arms-length" approach, Under this approach, the union is dealt with on

a regular basts; but always in a detached, businesslike manner.

B. hAanagers Must be Trained in
Contract Administration

yhe impIdmentation of the labor contract should be a serious matter,

because the contract.is the basic document which determines the 'compen-

satiOn, behefits, and working conditions of,employees. Whether the

.
cogtract contains .a grievance arbitration clause, or whether the arbi-

_tration clause is binding or advisory, and willful failure to live up

-to the spirit of the contract will create a wall between management and

the employees and provide the Onion with a cause to further attract the

loyalty sof the workforce.

There is generally no excuse for abuse of the labor contract by

either party if both comprehend their respectiNe roles. As far as

2 9
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management is concerned, certain steps,should be taken to prepare the

administrative staff to implement and live with the contract.

1. What you do is more important
than what you say

. .

Some public employers seem to think they can deceive employees into

believing that-the'employer is concerned with,the best inierests of

employees by'making speethet- filled-with ctichp about the welfare.of

.the workers. ^However, neither employees nor their union are so easily

misled by such :insincere actions. For the most part, the employer will

be judged by what he does.rather than by what he says. For example,

the voluntary isuanceof paycheCks prior to the Christmas holiday will

be more appreciated by..the employees than all of the management good .

wishes for a Merrot Christmas. Or, an early release of employees on the

.4g ,
t "-

.

l .
last workday before the Christmak holiday-will, mean more than all of

)

those company Christmas "parties."

' 1

2. Identify martqgement peronnel

A ver'y comMon problem ,is crteated in labor relations.by confusidn.

over who is management personnel. Theprimary caUse of, this problem is.

the use of, "straw bos'ses"; that is,:Oersons who "supervise" other,
,

employees on,a daily basis, but whose management affilfation. is unclear.
.,-

Practica4ly every public sector bargaining unit has such positiOns. For . ....

example, are head nurses in a public ho pital supervisors, or are.they.

rank and file employees? Although the head nurse is the persol who,most

frequently gives direction to othe'r nurses, the head 'nurse is'not

i

neceisarily a "supervisor.h The foreman or cr:ew chief oft a daintenance

teammay or may not be a managerdespite the fact that practically,all

)
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daily work direction may come from him. High ranking officers in both

police departments and fire departments may actually be unit members,

Cre-s-prite the fact that they may have functions in directing the work-
,

force. Many large school districts have 'department tiads in the secondary

schOols, as well as "coor nators" and "resource specialists," all of whom

)(engage in giving some r ction to other teachers.
4;

In all of the ases cited above, these "straw'bOsesl may in some

respects act like supervitors, when in fact thepare most likely not

, members of the management workforce: In such ;nstances, there is the

r-isk that these persons will give some direction tobother employees
4

which is viewed by the employees as an official management direction,

which in some way violates the labor contract. Should a grievance be

lodged as the result of such direction, the grievance is then complicated

by the issae'ut whetherjhe direcOon givervkas authorized Ormanagement.

'4+ '

-In'order ,to minimize such"problems, all employees, partiCularly

management personnel, should.have accurate job descriptions, and the

actual work of the employee should be consistent with the Official written

41
job description. -"This job description, then, becomes the basis upon

which a determination is made as to whether the employee is included in

t ,

.the bargaining unit or,is a member of the management staff. ihe def''ini-

tfon of,what is a management position isusually oohtained in tkle

s

bargaining liaii.cte This subject is j,ussed further elsewhere in this
.,

,
book.

3. All managers should, be driented "
to the labor contract

:

; 4

. ,To.issure that wagers understafid.their role in. contract.admihis-
.

trat4On, a AmberOf steps Should be,taken:
.4

2 71
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a. All Managers should be given a copy of the contract and be

required to become familiar with its contents.

b. The definition of a grievance should be understood thoroughly,

and each stlpervisor should understand that action should be

taken in the event that a grievance'should be lodged against

him.

c. All deadlines in the contract should be noted and adhered to.

For example, a deadline for performance evaluation must be

noted and complied with; otherwise, there would'exist the

chance that a legitimate dismissal would fail due to a viola-

.

tion of requirement in the contract.

d. Key contract administrators should be given special seminars

in labor relatiqns, and they should undertake a program of

self-study in labor relations by reading appropriate publica-

tions.

C. Language Disputes the Chief
Cause of Grievan s

Despite the good efforts of both negotiators, dtsputes over the

meaning of certain contract language is inevitable. For example, here

is an actual contract provision negotiated by two very oimpetent nego-

tiators. What does it mean?

"An employee who does not work the day before the holiday

or the day after shall not be entitled to holiday pal."

. Careful reading of this language reveals a numbpr of Ros'sible interpre-

tations.

Here is another example from a reputable labor contract:

27,3
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"An employee shall be paid.time and one-half rate for

\

hours worked over forty (40) hours in any work week, or

for hours worked over eight (8) in any work day. The

payment of said.overtiMe shall be_baSed*upon the

employee's base wage."

Confusion exists in the language above. For example, if an employee

is sick one day or takes a vacation day durinqzthe wórk week, and is

required to work the following Saturday, whenThopday through Friday con-
.

stjtutes the\work week, should that employee receive overtime? Manage-
,-

ment may well argue'that it is not obliged to pay ovêrtime because the
%

employee did not actually work 40 hours. The union; on'the other hand,

may argue that the employee was paid while off work.s and this is the

same as having worked. Although MIR contract does nof specifically state

that sick leave and vacation shall be cOnsidered as ttme worked, netther

does it state that this time shall be ignored when computing overtime.

Both labor and management may have had their reasons'for omitting a more

specific prOvision for overtime from the contract. Such:ambiguity ire-

quently results in grievances being filed. Ln orienting ;TApervisors to

the labor'contract, all language ambiguities should be noted'and

clarified.

D. Note These Tips

Here are some suggestions to help avoid problems in .contra'ct adminis-

,
tration.

1. Apply the contract uniformly
to all unit members

-If the contract is interpreted differently for different unit members,

there is likely to be a grievance, and in such cases the arbitrator may
1

' 273
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decide that the proper' interpretation is the one which gives most benefits

to the employees.

2. Try to resolve all contract

problems informally

Without question, there will be differences of opinion between the

union and management over the proper application and interpretation of the

contract% In such cases, managrent should make e;ery reasonable effort

to,resolve the matter informally. Otherwise, the union may "go public"

with its complaint, or it may encourage a grievance. In either case, an

informal solution is'almost always preferable to management. Based upon
4

over twenty-five.years of dealing with employees and union complaints,

the author can assure the reader that the longer such complaints go

'unresolved, the more complex they become, and the more likely is the

chance that management will lose.

4

3. Keep dialogue open

As long as the union and the employer are in good faith discussion

on contract problems, there is less chance that the union will seek other

forms of redress less acceptable to management. It's only when the dis-

eussion stops or when an impasse has been reached in discussions that

*nagement can expect the union to undertake other remedies. When this

;happens, it is very likely that the problem will become worse and more

-difffcult"to resolve.

E. Unless Negotiated Away, These
Rights are Yours

As stated 6arlier, the only rights which the union-has are those

provided ty law ant ijhose granted by the emplOyer. As far 'as its rela--,\ 4

tionships With the employer are, concerned, the union has no otiler rights.

f.\ 27.1
,c. .
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y,herefore, unless given away by the governing agency, these rights con-

tinue.to be'possgssed by-the 'employer:

t

1. To direct ttle,wdeitforce.
.

(-1)
Except'as prohibited by law:or precluded by specific terms of the

4

labor contractA-the governing body and its staff stould continue to take

whatever reasonable'actions are necessary to see to it that al mployees'

perform their'tasks in an acceptable manner.

2. To establish agency policy

ExcePt 4 the-are'as,of employee compensation,,employee_benefits,

and emploleb,"woiAking cdndiiionS," thg labor contract,should pot iimft .

the government 'agency or vhool district from enactfng any agenCy policies

whictrace needed and appropriat. haturally, the iMplementation of such. . .

. . 1
.

policies'may nOt uniTaterally abrogate rights and beneits which
N . ,

empjoyees have in the labor contract.

,

. r
ntik,

Tohire, promote, 'demote, transf
retain; suspendi; and fire eihploees

. .

.. The rights mentione4.heregare pr requfsites to managing any opera-.

tionwhether public or-private; and unless, the employer has given these,

powers away, the employer should continue to have unenc46ered freedom

, In these areas, as long .a its actions are exeroised with a reasonable

,

.

degree of good judgment:-

4. Maintain e(ficieney. of operations

A private employer must operate effic) ently tf it is to stay in

business and surviVe competition. Similarly, the public empioyer must

.

. operate efficiently
.

4n the best interests of the publlic by statutory

4..
.

. -
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obli)alion. 'Ideally, no labor contract should be allowed to interfere

with this overriding obltgation for efficient operation. For example,

if a scho oard wishes to build larger schoolsin order to achieve

greater effici y, there should be no provision.in the labor contract

to prohibit such action.

5. 'Keep "reserved" riiIhts

Unl 'an employer has agreed to a "maintenance of standards" clause

or a "rast.-practice" clause, the employer should remain free to take any

action not specifically prohibited by law or precluded by the labor

'contract. A good "zipper' clause.and a'"good management rights" clause ,

can assist materiacli, manalgement in retaining its "reserved" rights. To
-1

operate effectively and efficiently, government must remain free to take

al) appropriate actions necesary for thojuli.c good. If the issue of

pasI practices and management rights is left'unresolved, then any action

of the governing ódy (or its agent5) which,affects the "worki q condi-

tibns" of employees can be challenged by the uni.on through the giejic e

procedure, or at the bargaining fable, orat some public forum--no

which is to the best iliterest of the agency.

"ern

* .
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DO YOU NEED HELP- IN ANY .OF THESE ARgAS?

:Chief Spokesman in Negotiations

Grievance Processing

Grievance Arbitration .

Employee Compensation

Job Classification

Labor Relations Seminars

Development of Policy Manuals

Negotiations Impasses

Employee Benefit Assessment

7apagement Audits

WRITE TO:

I 4

Richard Neal Associates

Box 23
Manassas, Virginia 22110

2652;


